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**SASE’s 29th Annual Conference, Lyon, France – 29 June-1 July, 2017**

**What’s Next? Disruptive/Collaborative Economy or Business as Usual?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wednesday, June 28</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3:00 pm - 5:00 pm:</strong> Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Campus Rockefeller: Bâtiment Jean-François Cier, Lobby)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thursday, June 29</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>8:00 am - 5:30 pm:</strong> Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Campus Rockefeller: Bâtiment Jean-François Cier, Lobby)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morning</th>
<th>Afternoon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>9:00-10:30:</strong> Sessions</td>
<td><strong>2:30-4:00:</strong> Sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10:30-10:45:</strong> Break</td>
<td><strong>4:00-4:15:</strong> Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10:45-12:15:</strong> Sessions</td>
<td><strong>4:15-5:45:</strong> Sessions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1:15-2:15:**

Featured Speaker

*Helen Nissenbaum*

New York University / Cornell Tech, USA

“Resisting the Lure of Big Data Exceptionalism”

*Ampitheatere A*

(Bâtiment Jean-François Cier)

**6:00-7:00:**

**Presidential Address**

*Christine Musselin*

Sciences Po, Paris / CSO

*Ampitheater A*

(Bâtiment Jean-François Cier)

**7:00-7:30:**

**Awards Ceremony**

*Ampitheater A*

(Bâtiment Jean-François Cier)

**8:00-10:00**

**Gala Reception**

*Hôtel de Ville de Lyon*

(1 place de la Comédie)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Morning</th>
<th>Afternoon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 am - 5:30 pm: Registration</td>
<td>9:00-10:30: Sessions</td>
<td>2:30-4:00: Sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Campus Rockefeller: Bâtiment Jean-François Cier, Lobby)</td>
<td>10:30-10:45: Break</td>
<td>4:00-4:15: Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45-12:15: Sessions</td>
<td>10:45-12:15: Sessions</td>
<td>4:15-5:45: Sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15-2:15:</td>
<td>Featured Speaker</td>
<td>6:00-7:00:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Featured Speaker</td>
<td>Yochai Benkler</td>
<td>Featured Speaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Harvard Law School / Harvard University, USA</em></td>
<td><em>Tim Jordan</em></td>
<td><em>University of Sussex, UK</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“From Oligarchic Capitalism to an Open Social Economy: A Political Economy of Crisis and Transformation”</td>
<td>“LOLs and Money: The Role of Sociality in the Digital Economy”</td>
<td>7:00-10:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Amphitheater A</em></td>
<td><em>Amphitheater A</em></td>
<td><em>Cocktail Reception</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bâtiment Jean-François Cier)</td>
<td>(Bâtiment Jean-François Cier)</td>
<td><em>Médiathèque Grounds</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00-9:00</td>
<td>Asian Scholars Brainstorming Coffee: Preparations for SASE/Kyoto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open to all</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Salle de Conseil (Bâtiment principal)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00-10:30</td>
<td>Sessions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30-10:45</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45-12:15</td>
<td>Sessions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15-1:15</td>
<td><strong>Featured Speaker</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Juliet Schor</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Boston College, USA</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“From Moral Aspiration to Cynical Predation: Diversity in the Platform Economy”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Amphitheater A</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(Bâtiment Jean-François Cier)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Word from SASE President Christine Musselin

Welcome to SASE 2017 in Lyon, for the 29th annual conference of SASE. It is a great pleasure to hold this conference in France and to have the chance to be hosted by the Université Claude Bernard. I would like to give my sincere thanks to the President of the Université Claude Bernard and his staff for making this international event possible. I am very glad to see that so many of you sent proposals to discuss, exchange, and explore the theme of this year’s conference: “What’s Next? Disruptive/Collaborative Economy or Business as Usual?” within 14 Mini-Conferences, four plenary sessions, and 15 Networks.

Lyon is the place to be for our conference because there is a long tradition of collaborative economy in this city, starting with the silk industry in the 19th century. About 8,000 foremen and 40,000 workers – called the Canuts – worked in the Croix-Rousse neighborhood of Lyon. They were the first to create a blue-collar newspaper “L’écho de la fabrique” (The Workshop’s Echo) and also developed mutual assistance funds (caisses de secours mutuel). Because they cooperated with one another instead of behaving like competitors, they were able to collectively make technological progress, inventing the Jacquard looms, to give just one example. Not surprisingly, during the famous Canut revolt, foremen and workers showed themselves to be willing to join and fight together against the silk traders, who were trying to lower the price of silk.

Lyon is also the place where the Lumière brothers invented film! Their home and museum – a short walk from the university – should not be missed. And you must come back in December to celebrate the festival of lights.

Of course, there are not the only reasons why we are here. Before or after the conference, I hope that you will have a chance to discover that Lyon lies between two rivers and is full of terraced cafés, bicycle paths, and walkways along its banks. The city has undergone a facelift over the last 15 years, and the result is amazing. The local government, with its very dynamic mayor, has refurbished buildings in the historic center, introduced high-tech transportation systems, and attracted a great deal of industry. Today, Lyon is a leader in the pharmaceutical sector, and its large academic community with its first rate universities is a big plus for the city – with 137,000 students, Lyon the second largest university hub in France.

Yet it’s also the food scene that has taken center stage today. Lyon is the gastronomic capital of France and the culinary scene is booming. The hero of this part of Lyon’s story is the three star chef Paul Bocuse. Over the last decade, Bocuse and other prolific chefs have opened lively, high profile restaurants in the city, which has helped to start a real buzz around Lyon. One of the most enticing gastronomic attractions is a huge glass-covered food market in the heart of Lyon.
Lyon: Les Halles de Lyon – Paul Bocuse is pandemonium of scents and flavors that can seem more like a food museum than a market at times. Indeed, one wants to taste and buy everything on offer (and often the merchants do offer tastings!) from some one hundred stands selling oysters, sausages, carefully selected cheeses and wines, and more. I do hope you will have a chance to discover and enjoy all of these wonderful places in the city of Lyon.

But let us not forget that many people also worked very hard in order to make this conference be a great experience. Organizing such an event is a huge amount of work, and I was very impressed by the incredible dedication of David Vallat and those working with him on the local organizing committee: Jérôme Blanc and Ludovic Frobert, as well as Nadège Botia and Solange Perrel, who have been crucial and indeed worked miracles. I thank all of you for your efficiency, the ideas and support you brought to the project, and your ability to interest so many sponsors in our conference. I very much appreciate the great support given to us by the institutions of higher education of the Rhone Alpes Region, which have made this event possible: Université Claude Bernard, of course, but also the University of Lyon 1, the University of Lyon 2, Sciences Po Lyon, ENS de Lyon, the Laboratoire Triangle research lab, and the University of Grenoble-Alpes. I would also like to warmly thank the Region Auvergne Rhône-Alpes, the Mérieux Fondation, the Institut de la Caisse des Dépôts, the Métropole of Lyon, and the city of Lyon, which will be welcoming us in its City Hall. We would not be able to hold this conference without them.

This conference’s organization is also the result of teamwork. It has been a pleasure to imagine the program, invite speakers, and organize challenging “authors meet critics” panels with the invaluable help of program committee members David Vallat and Michel Lallement.

But first, we all owe thanks to the dynamic Martha Zuber, my dear friend for so many years, for the incredible work she has achieved with her wonderful team of Jacob Bromberg, Pat Zraidi, and Shaun Owen. This year was especially dense for Martha and her team, because, on top of this conference, they launched a new SASE website and accompanied the renewal of the SASE newsletter that our beloved Treasurer Akos Rona-Tas steered with myriad ideas and boundless energy. As Vice President for Research of Sciences Po, I am proud that Sciences Po and the CSO, thanks to its director, Olivier Borraz, support the SASE Paris office. I also had the good fortune to benefit from the experience and help of past SASE Presidents Marion Fourcade and Glenn Morgan, as well as from the professionalism and availability of SASE Treasurer Akos Rona-Tas.

We all hope that you will have a great conference, discover Lyon and the region, and enjoy discussions, exchanges, and fruitful debates to the fullest during these three days.
About This Program

This conference schedule has been loosely divided into two event types: speakers and sessions. In an attempt to limit scheduling conflicts, sessions do not overlap with featured speakers.

Plenary and semi-plenary featured speakers are all listed in the at-a-glance calendar.

There are ten time slots for sessions over the course of the conference, as indicated on the at-a-glance calendar. Since there are multiple sessions scheduled into each time slot, each session has been identified with a letter and a number. The letter corresponds to the network organizing the session and is paired with a number to create a unique identifier to help you locate the session in the program. Featured Panels are listed as FP, Mini-Conference Themes as TH, and Special Events as SP.

To find out where and when a given participant is presenting, you can look at the participant list at the back of this program. Next to his or her name, you will find the panels in which he or she is presenting (e.g., Jane Doe, A-8). Once you have this information, you can look for the A-8 panel in the main schedule in order to find the session time and location.

Alternatively, you can visit https://sase.confex.com/sase/2017/meetingapp.cgi/Home or download the SASE 2017 mobile app through Google Play or the Apple Store.

The main schedule provides a detailed list of sessions (titles, locations, participants, etc.) in chronological order. To help you navigate it more quickly, a list of sessions organized by network appears just before it in this program.

The PDF version of this program is available on the SASE website www.sase.org

*Please note: You must bring either a USB key or your own laptop if you plan on using a PowerPoint presentation (Macintosh users should bring a standard VGA convertor). USB keys are preferable.
SASE 2017 Author-Meets-Critics Books

Author Meets Critics Books in Presidential Panels

**Capital without Borders: Wealth Managers and the One Percent**
by Brooke Harrington (Harvard University Press, 2016)
with critics Olivier Godechot, Karin Knorr-Cetina, and Patrick Inglis
Amphitheater C - JF Cier building
Thursday, 10:45am

**The Quest for Universal Social Policy in the South: Actors, Ideas, and Architectures**
by Juliana Martinez-Franzoni and Diego Sanchez-Anchonea
(Cambridge University Press, 2016)
with critics: Anke Hassel, Bruno Palier, and Andrew Schrank
Amphitheater C - JF Cier building
Saturday, 10:45am

**L’ordre de la dette: Enquête sur les infortunes de l’État et la prospérité du marché**
by Benjamin Lemoine (La Découverte, 2016)
with critics Robert Boyer, Hadrien Clouet, and Erhard Friedberg
Amphitheater C - JF Cier building
Friday, 10:45am

Author Meets Critics Books invited by Networks

**Mini-Conference TH-03: Cultural Artifacts and Capitalist Democracies**

**Enrichissement: Une critique de la marchandise**
by Luc Boltanski & Arnaud Esquerre (Gallimard, 2017)
with critics Suzanne Berger, Marlène Benquet, and Ashley Mears
Amphitheater de Physique – Bâtiment Principal
Friday, 2:30pm

**NETWORK B**

**Development after Statism: Industrial Firms and the Political Economy of South Asia**
by Adnan Naseemullah (CUP, 2015)
with critics Caroline Arnold, Olivier Butzbach, Richard Doner, and Douglas B Fuller
Amphitheater Médiathèque
Thursday, 9:00am

**NETWORK E**

**Structural Crisis and Institutional Change in Modern Capitalism: French Capitalism in Transition**
by Bruno Amable (OUP, 2017)
with critics Robert Boyer, Patrick Le Galès, and Wolfgang Streeck
Amphitheater 4 - Bâtiment Principal
Friday, 9:00am

**NETWORK D**

**Engines of Anxiety: Academic Rankings, Reputation, and Accountability**
by Wendy Espeland & Michael Sauder (Russell Sage Foundation, 2016)
with critics Marion Fourcade, Andrea Mennicken, and Christine Musselin
Amphitheater de Physique - Bâtiment Principal
Thursday 2:30pm

**NETWORK P**

**Rethinking Financial Reporting: Standards, Norms and Institutions**
by Shyam Sunder (Foundations and Trends® in Accounting, 2016)
with critics Colin Haslam, Karthik Ramanna, and Paul F Williams
Amphitheater 2 - Bâtiment Principal
Friday 9:00am
Hotels, taxis, plumbers, tool sellers or hires, and car renters are all facing the challenges presented by the ever-growing number of apps and social networks that organize exchanges between non-professionals and ephemeral users. Many claim this is a radical transformation for the traditional economy. Although digital technologies are crucial to the development of this new form of economy, there is greater innovation in the new behaviors it generates, in the alternative forms of valuation it requires, and in the new social practices it implies than in the technologies themselves.

But these new forms of exchange may take rather different if not opposed paths. Some develop as a kind of anti-market alternative: these are based on swap – with one partner providing time or skills to another who reciprocally provides another skill or service – or even on altruism – as when one welcomes visitors for the sake of meeting and exchanging with new people. Collaboration, solidarity, reciprocity, and sharing play a strong role and are strong drivers in the development of forms of counter-institutional exchange. These exchanges take place not only on the Internet, but also in places that are neither workplace nor domicile. Are these collaborative spaces/communities (fablabs, hackerspaces, makerspaces, coworking spaces, etc.) reinventing the way we produce, work, innovate and exchange?

Solidary-based exchanges are quite different from those relying on monetary exchange and create new markets that compete with the more traditional ones. They directly challenge the monopoly built by professionals, disputing the necessity of professional skills for the activities concerned and thus disputing the exclusive access and control wielded by certain professional groups. They also challenge employment relationships, state regulation, institutionalized work, and the very valuation of the activities in question. Indeed, we are seeing the extension of collaborative habits developed on the Internet (sharing data, information, and knowledge) to organizations. Competition, deregulation (or even disruption), and conflicts over competence are major features of this development, which some consider the return of the commons.

Both forms of economy nevertheless raise similar issues. They question the conditions allowing for the development of these new forms of exchange. Allowing others to use one's apartment or one's car (for free or for money), sharing common goods, or producing in common (with open-source material) not only implies a relationship of trust on the part of borrowers, shared users, or producers, but also a certain relationship to one's personal goods and to property more broadly.

The collaborative economy also has a policing function that should be explored in two ways: on the one hand, the continued vitality of exchange relies heavily on the reputation of partners, which is built upon the visibility of ratings obtained by both users and providers alike. Everyone assesses everyone else and thereby exercises control over the group. On the other hand, people are creating rules to organize and protect their common work from the “enclosures” of the market (creative commons licenses).

Program Directors: Christine Musselin and David Vallat
Program Committee: Christine Musselin, David Vallat, and Michel Lallement
Call for papers

For decades, scholars have been charting the multiple effects of “globalization” on political, economic and social practices in the developed and developing world. Broadly, globalization has been understood to involve open trade and the growth of transnational flows, linkages and interdependencies at all levels involving knowledge, labor, business, finance, technology, regulation and norms, such as human rights. After World War II, multiple regimes and institutions traversing and interlinking domestic and transnational positions emerged and were then continuously modified to foster and govern the globalization process. For decades, the diffusion of the ideology and practice architectures of “globalization” was made possible by a strong developed capitalist alliance of mostly western powers, headed by the United States. The results of this historical project have been highly uneven: some regions of the global south (especially Asia), experienced tremendous growth and living standard improvement, while others (e.g., in Africa) languished; the metropolitan north experienced an initial multiple decade period of prosperity followed by ever more obvious stagnation and socio-economic distress. After more than a half century of increasing openness, nearly all regions in the north and south are experiencing alarming and seemingly ever worsening inequality and often painfully disruptive adjustment in work, civic and private lives. In the wake of these developments, the forces unleashed by the globalization project now seem to be pushing toward its recalibration. Economic success in Asia, especially in China, has shifted global power relations and alliances, challenging the premier position of the US. Recently, populist and authoritarian movements in many global regions have channeled reactions to globalization’s disruptive qualities into political challenges to the basic practices and governance architectures undergirding globalization both domestically and transnationally. Today, at nearly every level of social life across the globe, social, economic and political relations, practices and modes of organization and governance have been unsettled and destabilized.

How should we make sense of the current moment? Exhaustion, rage, reaction, reform, transformation and experimentation all seem to be present and intermingling in turbulent and unpredictable ways. The 2018 annual SASE conference in Kyoto will serve as an occasion for existing SASE networks, as well as new groupings in the form of mini-conferences, to explore the ways in which the processes of reordering occurring across the globe are impacting traditional research areas and paradigms of analysis. How are new developments redrawing the practice and governance terrain within firms and corporations, in management practices, in the welfare state, the law, in industrial relations, across supply chains and in regulation? Are processes of innovation and technological change substantively affected by (or even driving) the current process of global reordering? SASE as a community has long embraced values furthering equality, justice and democracy across a broad array of research terrains. How do reordering processes impact those commitments? The Association’s first meeting in Asia, itself an expression of the changing composition of the global academic conversation, seems like a very fitting occasion for reflection on these powerful dynamics of change and recomposition.

President: Gary Herrigel (g-herrigel@uchicago.edu)
Program Directors: Gary Herrigel and Sebastien Lechevalier
Program Committee: Mary Gallagher and Tobias Schulze-Cleven
SASE 2017: What's Next? Disruptive/Collaborative Economy or Business as Usual?
University of Lyon 1 – Claude Bernard

SASE 2018 Mini-Conference Themes
Call for Proposals

Global Reordering:
Prospects for Equality, Democracy and Justice

Mini-Conference Theme Proposal Deadline: 2 October 2017

As they have in the past years, thematic mini-conferences will form a key element of next year’s annual conference in Kyoto, Japan, hosted by the Doshisha University from 23-25 June 2018. Proposals are now welcome for mini-conference themes. Several mini-conference themes will be selected for inclusion in the Call for Papers by the program committee, which may also propose themes of its own. Preference will be given to proposals linked to the overarching conference theme, “Global Reordering: Prospects for Equality, Democracy and Justice,” but mini-conferences on other SASE-related themes will also be considered.

Proposals for mini-conference themes must be submitted electronically to the SASE Executive Director by 2 October 2017. All mini-conference proposals should include the name(s) and email addresses of the organizer(s), together with a brief description. As in previous years, each mini-conference will consist of 3 to 6 panels, which will be featured as a separate stream in the program. Each panel will have a discussant, meaning that selected participants must submit a completed paper in advance, by 28 May 2018. Submissions for panels will be open to all scholars on the basis of an extended abstract. If a paper proposal cannot be accommodated within a mini-conference, organizers will forward it to the most appropriate research network as a regular submission.

Consult the program for the SASE 2018 theme. Please see www.sase.org to look at mini-conference themes from previous years.

Proposals should be submitted to: Martha Zuber (saseexecutive@sase.org)
Special Events

Asian Scholars Brainstorming Coffee: Preparations for SASE/Kyoto 2018
SASE will be holding its first annual meeting in Asia on the occasion of its 30th anniversary. In hopes of expanding SASE’s reach while still ensuring strong participation from European and North American scholars, we cordially invite all those interested to join us in a brainstorming session from 8-9am on Saturday, July 1st in the Salle de Conseil of the Bâtiment Principal on the main campus. Coffee will be provided – we need your input!

Socio-Economic Review Roundtable
“Diversified Quality Production Re-Visited: Its Contribution to German Socioeconomic Performance over Time” by Arndt Sorge and Wolfgang Streeck
Join authors Arndt Sorge and Wolfgang Streeck, as well as discussants Lucio Baccaro, Tony Edwards, and Josh Whitford for a special roundtable on “Diversified Quality Production Re-Visited: Its Contribution to German Socioeconomic Performance over Time” in Amphitheater 2 of the Bâtiment Principal from 10:45am-12:15pm on Friday, June 30th.

Meet the Editors: Socio-Economic Review
A Discussion of Publication Strategies, Topics, and New Developments with the Editors
The editors of Socio-Economic Review will speak on getting published in the journal in Amphitheater 1 of the Bâtiment Principal from 10:45am-12:15pm on Saturday, July 1st.

SuAVE Visual Database Presentation
SASE now offers a new membership directory that allows members to browse membership data and find each other using a data visualization tool called SuAVE (Survey Analysis via Visual Exploration). The software uses zoom technology to move between the membership as a whole and individual members and offers geographic mapping to locate people. Members can control the information SuAVE can access through their password protected SASE profile page. SASE Treasurer Akos Rona-Tas will be giving a short demonstration of this innovation directly after the Presidential Address and before the Awards Ceremony in the JF Cier building's Amphitheater A on Thursday, June 29th.

Alumni Reception of the Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies (by invitation only)
The Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies (MPIfG) cordially invites all MPIfG alumni to an Alumni Reception, to be held from 4pm to 5:30pm on Thursday 29 June in Salle 210 of the JF Cier Building (2nd floor). The Managing Director of the MPIfG, Jens Beckert, and the head of the Institute’s Society of Friends and Former Associates, Werner Eichhorst, look forward to welcoming you.
The reception is open to MPIfG alumni and researchers only.
General Information for Participants

Computers and Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi is available campus-wide via the “UCBL-Portail” network. Personalized login information is provided in your registration kit.

You can also access Wi-Fi via Eduroam or Eduspot with your login details from your home institution. Please contact your local IT support services within your home institution to check whether you are registered to access the Eduroam Wi-Fi network. More information about the Eduroam network can be found on the eduroam website: https://www.eduroam.org/

*Please note: You must bring either a USB key or your own laptop if you plan on using a PowerPoint presentation (Macintosh users should bring a standard VGA converter). USB keys are preferable.

Book Exhibit

This year’s book exhibit can be found in the lobby of the Médiathèque building, just behind the JF Cier building. Coffee and water will be on hand.

Refreshments

Coffee and water will be available at various locations of conference sites.

Copy Shop

You can find a copy shop nearby at Corep Lyon - Grange Blanche (152 Cours Albert Thomas). To get there, simply walk to the Grange Blanche traffic circle and follow the street Cours Albert Thomas.
SASE 2017 Early Career Workshop Award

SASE extends warm congratulations to the recipients of the 2nd Early Career Workshop. Winners participated in a one-day workshop hosted by senior SASE professors. The workshop provided an opportunity for longer and deeper discussion of applicants’ conference papers, enabling early career researcher networking, and offered sessions on getting published and career development, and an introduction to socio-economics. Workshop participants will be honored at the awards ceremony on Thursday evening, June 29th.

Bastian Becker, Central European University, Budapest, Hungary
Economic Inequality & Distributive Conflict: The Polarizing Effect of Unequal Opportunities on Redistributive Preferences
Network E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy – Session E-07

Theo Bourgeron, University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom
"Cash Culture": Converting Corporate Finance to Hard Currency
Network N: Finance and Society – Session N-05

Paul Carruth, Ohio State University, USA
Cooperatives As Spinoff Movements: The Influence of Collective Action on Worker-Recovered Businesses in Argentina
Mini-Conference Seeking a More Just and Egalitarian Economy: Realizing the Future via Co-operatives, Communes, and Other Collectives – Session TH11-08

Muyang Chen, University of Washington, USA
Creating a Market of the State: Capitalization of the China Development Bank
Network Q: Asian Capitalisms – Session Q-03

Tom Dorlach, Koç University, Turkey
Retrenchment of Social Policy By Other Means: A Comparison of Declining Agricultural State Support and Access to Squatter Housing in Turkey
Network B: Globalization and Socio-Economic Development – Session B-14

Susanne Edler, University of Haifa, Israel
Effects of Unemployment on Wages: Differences Between Occupations and Types of Reemployment
Network G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources – Session G-16

Maria Esther Egg, ETH Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich, Switzerland
No Employment without Experience? The Importance of Tertiary Graduates’ Vocational Education and Training Experience in the Search of an Entry Job Position
Network G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources – Session G-04

Katharina Hecht & Kate Summers, London School of Economics, United Kingdom
Stocks and Flows: Experiences of Money for the Rich and Poor in London
Network J: Rethinking the Welfare State – Session J-07

Alice Krozer, University of Cambridge, United Kingdom
Minimum Wages and Inequality in Mexico: An Example (not) to Follow
Network G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources – Session G-19

Huy Le-Quang, Institute for Employment Research, Germany
School Quality in Home Countries, Overeducation and Returns to Education: Experience of Immigrants in Germany
Network G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources – Session G-23

Sangjoon Lee, Stanford University, USA
Shared Capitalism, Social Capital and Intra-Organizational Dynamics
Mini-Conference Seeking a More Just and Egalitarian Economy: Realizing the Future via Co-operatives, Communes, and Other Collectives – Session TH11-04

Vincenzo Maccarrone, University College Dublin, Ireland
Network E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy – Session E-08
Jonas Nahm, Johns Hopkins SAIS, USA  
When Do States Disrupt Industries? Electric Cars in Germany and the United States  
Network E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy – Session E-06

David Pinzur, University of California, San Diego, USA  
Types of Information & Styles of Valuation on the Chicago Board of Trade and New Orleans Cotton Exchange, 1856-1916  
Network N: Finance and Society – Session N-02

John Robinson, Northwestern University, USA  
Capitalizing on Community: Tax Credit Housing and the Commercialization of Grassroots Advocacy  
Network J: Rethinking the Welfare State – Session J-07

Merve Sancak, University of Cambridge, United Kingdom  
The Political Coalitions for Upgrading for Middle-Income Countries through a “Bubble and Squeak” of Interests: The Case of Skill Systems in Turkey  
Network B: Globalization and Socio-Economic Development – Session B-08

Subrina Xirong Shen, Cornell University, USA  
Status Seeking and Boundary Breaking: Why Middle-Status Universities Commercialize Less in China?  
Network Q: Asian Capitalisms – Session Q-13

Rosa von Gleichen, University of Oxford, United Kingdom  
Family Policies and the Weakening of the Male Breadwinner Model  
Network C: Gender, Work and Family – Session C-04

André Walter, University of St. Gallen, Switzerland  
How the Hinterland Caught up. Internal Migration, Cost Shifting and Welfare State Expansion in Federalist States  
Network J: Rethinking the Welfare State – Session J-07

Mimi Zou, Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong  
The Regulatory Challenges of ‘Uberization’ in China: How to Classify Ride-Hailing Drivers?  
Mini-Conference Employment Grey Zones in Globalisation: De-Salarisation or Transition towards a Collaborative Economy – Session TH05-02

Special thanks to Chris Warhurst (chair), Jérôme Blanc, Dorothee Bohle, Virginia Doellgast, Neil Fligstein, Mathilde Guergoat-Lariviè re, Angela Knox, Glenn Morgan, Roberto Pedersini, Valérie Revest, Akos Rona-Tas, and Marc Schneiberg for their tremendous work on the prize committee, for organizing the workshop, and for serving as workshop faculty.


**2017 EHESS/Fondation France-Japon Best Paper Award**

*SASE extends warm congratulations to the recipients of this year’s EHESS/Fondation France-Japon Award. The prizewinners will be honored at the awards ceremony on Thursday evening, June 29th.*

The EHESS/Fondation France-Japon (http://ffj.ehess.fr) Best Paper Award is a prize for a paper submitted to Network Q: Asian Capitalisms. The prizewinners will receive 1,000€ thanks to the great generosity of the Banque de France.

**Sijeong Lim & Brian Burgoon, University of Amsterdam, Netherlands**

Globalization and Support for Unemployment Spending in Asia: Do Asian Citizens Want to Embed Liberalism?

Session Q-11

**Abstract:** Studies of welfare states of Western Europe and North America have long debated the “compensation thesis,” the idea that globalized competition increases economic insecurity and, in turn, increases citizen support for the welfare state. Few studies into this thesis, however, look at such dynamics in Asia, the continent harboring much of the world’s population and to have experienced some of the most extensive change and development in economic globalization. The present paper tries to remedy this important silence by analyzing public opinion in a large cross-section of Asian countries to identify whether and under what conditions exposure to globalization spurs economic insecurities, and in turn, generates support for social welfare spending. We focus on the possibility that globalization’s effects are moderated by two conditions widely seen to distinguish Asian experiences from those in Western polities: factor endowment characterizing diverse Asian economic structures; and existing social policy institutions characterizing diverse Asian political economies. First, we expect that in many industrializing Asian countries that are labor abundant, exposure to globalization is unlikely to threaten economic security of the mass of workers, and thus have little impact on individuals’ welfare state attitudes. Second and even in the most affluent part of Asia, the relative immaturity of welfare state institutions and the concomitant development of alternative modes of protection would considerably dampen the tendency of those rendered insecure by globalization to seek government protection. We test these expectations using five rounds of the Asiabarometer survey covering 28 Asian countries.

Our empirical analysis lends support to both expectations. First, we find evidence of the moderating role of aggregate and individual factor endowments. In the aggregate, exposure to globalization is more strongly associated with perceived economic insecurities and with support for welfare spending in the higher-income Asian countries that are relatively capital-abundant. Among those individuals working within the higher-income Asian countries, we also find evidence for the moderating effect of individual endowments: globalization exposure is more strongly associated with subjective insecurity and support for support for welfare spending among low educated respondents. Second, we also find evidence consistent with the moderating role of existing institutions for (social) protection: all else equal, the individuals who identify social welfare as an accessible means of protection are more likely to increase their support for welfare spending when exposed to globalization than are individuals whose primary means of protection is family support and/or private insurance. We take these patterns as important micro-level evidence for the conditional relevance and reach of the compensation thesis to Asian political economies.

*Many thanks to Sebastien Lechevalier and Gary Herrigel for their work on the EHESS/Fondation France-Japon Network Q prize committee*
2017 Socio-Economic Review Best Paper Prize
Klaus Armingeon, Kai Guthmann, and David Weisstanner
&
Thomas Franssen and Olav Velthuis

The SER Best Paper Prize committee (Marc Schneiberg [chair], Alya Guseva, and Isabelle Ferreras) considered all the reviewed papers for the four 2016 volumes, including symposia papers, but not state of the art, discussion or review forum papers. The committee looked for papers that: 1) addressed substantive questions and issues that have far reaching implications and are of interest to a broad range of SER readers; 2) clearly and effectively engaged prior theory and research; and 3) used state of the art research methods to analyze new or existing data sets in ways that either brought important new phenomena to light or substantially revised existing understanding of socio-economic facts, trends or relationships.


Klaus Armingeon, Kai Guthmann, and David Weisstanner's timely, methodologically sophisticated and carefully crafted paper, How the Euro Divides, addresses pressing issues and questions central to socio-economics: is the EU sustainable and how does the Union's and its recent economic policies shape democracy, unity and the politics of the EU? Analyzing 26 Eurobarometer surveys in 28 EU member states from 2002 through 2014, the paper finds little change during the crisis, on average, in the shares of citizens who display either "national sovereignist" stances that are satisfied with and trust democracy their home countries, but not the EU, or "escapist" stances that embrace democracy in the EU, but not at home. However, the shares of the "detached" who are dissatisfied with and distrustful of democracy at both contexts increased substantially, on average, at the expense of the "approving" who endorse democracy in both, with Spain, Greece, Cyprus, Portugal, Italy, Slovenia and Ireland leading the way. Using panel time series regression and counter-factual analyses, the paper finds further that the rise of detachment flows directly from the programs of austerity and internal devaluations imposed by the "Troika" on countries in the Eurozone's periphery. Leaving members without access to currency devaluation to manage balance of trade problems, the Euro has fostered austerity policies that support disenchantment with democracy and division, rather than unity, within the EU.

Thomas Franssen and Olav Velthuis' paper, Making Materiality Matter, puts to a rigorous empirical test one of the central questions in the sociology of markets: that of price formation. Using a dataset on prices and other determinants of over 80,000 fiction books published in the Netherlands between 1989 and 2009, the authors persuasively demonstrate that book prices are largely determined by their material qualities – size, binding and the number of page, despite the fact that paper and printing costs comprise a small fraction of the sales price, and the "quality" of books, judged by their sales, can vary greatly. Pricing as if materiality matters helps publishers adjust prices in agreement with the publishing house profit and loss statement. Besides, pricing based on quality, which is uncertain and highly subjective, would not be perceived as fair and legitimate by the readers, and would likely jeopardize establishing of a stable market order. The only way in which quality is factored into price setting is through different prices assigned to different literary genres. Theoretically sophisticated, meticulously researched, and written in a clear and accessible way, the article makes a major contribution to the literature on price formation (particularly in cultural industries), quality, value and valuation and moral economy.
About Socio-Economic Review

Socio-Economic Review (SER) is the official journal of SASE. It is part of a broader movement in the social sciences that returns to the economy's socio-political foundations. Devoted to advancing socio-economics, SER deals with the analytical, political and moral questions arising at the intersection of economy and society. Articles in SER explore how the economy is or should be governed by social relations, institutional rules, political decisions, and cultural values. SER considers the different ways in which the economy affects society, such as by breaking up old institutional forms and giving rise to new ones. The scope of the journal is deliberately broad, and thus opens the debate to new variations on its general theme. Its editorial structure allows editors to engage intellectually with authors and their submissions.

To find out more about SER, including detailed information on how to submit a paper, please consult the website: http://ser.oxfordjournals.org.

Editor in Chief Gregory Jackson and the other editors of SER will speak on getting published in the peer-review journal in Amphitheater 1 of the Bâtiment Principal from 10:45am-12:15pm on Saturday, July 1st.
SASE 2017 Elections

We are delighted to announce that Gary Herrigel will serve as president of SASE in 2017-2018.

The following people have been elected to a three-year term (2017-2020) on the Executive Council:

Lucio Baccaro, *University of Geneva, Switzerland*
Emily Barman, *Boston University, USA*
Nitsan Chorev, *Brown University, USA*
Virginia Doellgast, *Cornell University, USA*
Olivier Godechot, *Sciences Po, Paris, France*
Heather Haveman, *University of California, Berkeley, USA*
Monika Krause, *London School of Economics, United Kingdom*
Marc Schneiberg, *Reed College, USA*

SASE congratulates newcomers and re-elected members alike.

A big thank you to all those who participated in the election and to the Elections Committee: Neil Fligstein (chair), Emily Erikson, Jette Steen Knudsen, and Linsey McGoey for their hard work.

Warm thanks to Christine Musselin, Roberto Pedersini, Christine Trampusch, and Cornelia Woll, who will be leaving the Executive Council this year.
# SASE 2017-2018 Officers, Executive Board, and Staff

## Officers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>University/Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Founder</td>
<td>Amitai Etzioni</td>
<td>George Washington University, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outgoing President</td>
<td>Christine Musselin</td>
<td>Sciences Po, Paris, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>Gary Herrigel</td>
<td>University of Chicago, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasurer</td>
<td>Akos Rona-Tas</td>
<td>University of California, San Diego, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Director</td>
<td>Martha Zuber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Executive Council

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>University/Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bruno Amable</td>
<td>University Paris I – Panthéon, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucio Baccaro</td>
<td>University of Geneva, Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Bandelj</td>
<td>University of California, Irvine, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Barman</td>
<td>Boston University, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothee Bohle</td>
<td>Central European University, Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitsan Chorev</td>
<td>Brown University, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Doellgast</td>
<td>London School of Economics, UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Erikson</td>
<td>Yale University, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabelle Ferreras</td>
<td>Université catholique de Louvain, Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Le Galès</td>
<td>Sciences Po, Paris, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivier Godechot</td>
<td>Sciences Po, Paris, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alya Guseva</td>
<td>Boston University, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Haveman</td>
<td>University of California, Berkeley, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karin Knorr Cetina</td>
<td>University of Chicago, USA &amp; University of Konstanz, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jette Steen Knudsen</td>
<td>Tufts University, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monika Krause</td>
<td>London School of Economics, United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanne Lazarus</td>
<td>CSO, Sciences Po, Paris, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebastien Lechevalier</td>
<td>EHESS (Paris), France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linsey McGoey</td>
<td>University of Essex, United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Mears</td>
<td>Boston University, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline O’Reilly</td>
<td>University of Brighton Business School, UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruno Palier</td>
<td>Sciences Po, Paris, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigrid Quack</td>
<td>University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos Miguel Ruesga</td>
<td>Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc Schneiberg</td>
<td>Reed College, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Nicholas Ziegler</td>
<td>Brown University, USA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SASE Committees 2016-2017

Presidential Search Committee
Marion Fourcade

Networks Committee
Jacqueline O'Reilly, chair
Nina Bandelj
Gary Herrigel

Early Career Workshop Committee
Chris Warhurst, chair
Dorothee Bohle
Jérôme Blanc
Virginia Doellgast
Neil Fligstein
Mathilde Guergoat-Larivièrè
Angela Knox
Glenn Morgan
Roberto Pedersini
Valérie Revest
Akos Rona-Tas
Marc Schneiberg

Membership Committee
Santos Ruesga, chair
Jeanne Lazarus
Christine Trampusch

Elections Committee
Neil Fligstein, chair
Emily Erikson
Jette Steen Knudsen
Linsey McGoey

SER Best Paper Prize Committee
Marc Schneiberg, chair
Alya Guseva
Isabelle Ferreras

EHESP Fondation France-Japon Prize Committee
Sebastien Lechevalier, chair
Gary Herrigel

SASE Newsletter Committee
Akos Rona-Tas, chair
Sebastian Billows and David Pinzur, editors-in-chief
Ruggero Gambacurta-Scopello, Emma Greeson, and Anne van der Graaf, editors
2016-2017 Network Organizers

Special thanks to the SASE Network Organizers who work so hard to make the annual conference such an intellectually stimulating experience.

**Network A:** *Communitarian Ideals and Civil Society*  
José Antonio Ruiz San Roman

**Network B:** *Globalization and Socio-Economic Development*  
Matthew Amengual, Caroline Arnold, Mark Dallas, Richard Doner, and Douglas Fuller

**Network C:** *Gender, Work, and Family*  
Diane-Gabrielle Tremblay and Bernard Fusulier, assisted by Pascal Barbier

**Network D:** *Professions and Professionals in a Globalizing World*  
James Faulconbridge, Elizabeth Gorman, Sigrid Quack, and Leonard Seabrooke

**Network E:** *Industrial Relations & the Political Economy*  
Sabina Avdagic, Lucio Baccaro, and Aidan Regan

**Network F:** *Knowledge, Technology, and Innovation*  
Matthew Allen and Matthew Keller

**Network G:** *Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources*  
David Marsden

**Network H:** *Markets, Firms, and Institutions*  
Christina Ahmadjian and Gerhard Schnyder

**Network J:** *Rethinking the Welfare State*  
Alex Hicks

**Network L:** *Regulation and Governance*  
John W. Cioffi and Jonathan Zeitlin

**Network M:** *Spanish Language*  
Santos Ruesga and Julimar da Silva Bichara

**Network N:** *Finance & Society*  
Bruce Carruthers, Alya Guseva, and Akos Rona-Tas

**Network O:** *Global Value Chains*  
Gary Gereffi, Mari Sako, Eric Thun, and Tim Sturgeon

**Network P:** *Accounting, Economics, and Law*  
Reuven Avi-Yonah, Yuri Biondi, and Shyam Sunder

**Network Q:** *Asian Capitalisms*  
Tobias ten Brink, Boy Lüthje, and Cornelia Storz
Great thanks to this year's mini-conference organizers for all their hard work.

Collaborative Communities, What's Next?
Sabine Carton, Julie Fabbri, Martine Huyon, Jean-Louis Magakian, and David Vallat

Competition in Digital Capitalism: New Patterns and New Rules
Sebastian Billows, Timur Ergen, David Reinecke, and Scott Viallet-Thévenin

Cultural Artifacts and Capitalist Democracies
Cathie Jo Martin and Mark Thatcher

Disruption and Experimentation in the Regulation of Work and Employment
Phil Almond, Peter Fairbrother, María González, Christian Lévesque, and Gregor Murray

Employment Grey Zones in Globalisation: De-Salarisation or Transition towards a Collaborative Economy
Christian Azaïs and Patrick Dieuaide

Legal Intermediaries, between Business (as Usual) and Collective/Disruptive Economy, between Public Policies and Regulation
Jérôme Péllisse and Shauhin Talesh

Markets and Beyond in the Digital Age
Jean-Samuel Beuscart, Dave Elder-Vass, Kevin Mellet, Elisa Oreglia, and Janaki Srinivasan

Politics of the Future, Policies in the Present
Antoine Bernard de Raymond, Vincent Cardon, and Olivier Pilmis

Re-embedding the Social: Cooperatives, Political Consumerism and Alternative Lifestyles
Francesca Forno, Torsten Geelan, Paolo Graziano, and Lara Monticelli

Regulating Platform Capitalism: The Emerging Role of Digital Intermediaries
Robert M. Bauer, Thommas Gegenhuber, Stefan Kirchner, and Elke Schüßler

Seeking a More Just and Egalitarian Economy: Realizing the Future via Co-operatives, Communes, and Other Collectives
Katherine Chen and Joyce Rothschild

Sharing Economy of Islam beyond Islamic Finance: Reconstructing Collaborative and Disruptive Economy from Islamic Moral Economy Perspective
Mehmet Asutay and Necati Aydin

The Marketization of Everyday Life II
Anne Jourdain and Sidonie Naulin

Nicole Helmerich, Sigrid Quack, Gale Raj-Reichert, and Sabrina Zajak
Program Committee
Christine Musselin, David Vallat, and Michel Lallement

Local Organizing Committee
David Vallat (chair)
Jérôme Blanc
Ludovic Frobert
Solange Perrel

Local Organizing Staff
Nadège Botia
Solange Perrel

SASE Paris Staff
Martha Zuber (Executive Director)
Jacob Bromberg
Patricia Zraidi
Shaun William Owen
About SASE’s Home Base

The Center for the Sociology of Organizations (CSO) is SASE’s headquarters.

The CSO was founded in the early 1960’s by Michel Crozier, and pioneered the discipline of the sociology of organizations in France. Today it is part of Sciences Po and the CNRS. Erhard Friedberg directed it for many years, followed by SASE President-Elect Christine Musselin. Its current director is Olivier Borraz.

The CSO is a leading center of economic sociology in France, and its research covers the sociology of organizations, economic sociology, and public affairs. Scholars and PhD students participate in five major research programs at the CSO: Economic Governance, Higher Education, Risk, Health Politics, State and Territories.

With more than twenty senior full time researchers, thirty doctoral students and twenty affiliated research fellows, along with frequent guest scholars in residence (including a number of SASE members), the CSO is a lively international research community in the heart of Paris, and SASE is proud to be a part of it.
List of Sessions and Rooms by Network and Mini-Conference

Featured Panels & Speakers

   Thursday, 10:45am Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - AMPHI C)

FP-02: Featured Speaker Helen Nissenbaum (New York University/Cornell Tech, USA) - "Resisting the Lure of Big Data Exceptionalism"
   Thursday, 1:15pm Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - AMPHI A)

FP-03: Featured Panel - Author Meets Critics: "L'ordre de la dette: Enquête sur les infortunes de l'État et la prospérité du marché" by Benjamin Lemoine (La Découverte, 2016)
   Friday, 10:45am Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - AMPHI C)

FP-04: SER Roundtable: "Diversified quality production re-visited: Its contribution to German socioeconomic performance over time" by Arndt Sorge and Wolfgang Streeck
   Friday, 10:45am Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - AMPHI 2)

FP-05: Featured Speaker Yochai Benkler (Harvard Law School/Harvard University, USA) - "From Oligarchic Capitalism to an Open Social Economy: A Political Economy of Crisis and Transformation"
   Friday, 1:15pm Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - AMPHI A)

FP-06: Featured Speaker Tom Jordan (University of Sussex, UK) - "LOLs and Money: The Role of Sociality in the Digital Economy"
   Friday, 6:00pm Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - AMPHI A)

   Saturday, 10:45am Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - AMPHI C)

FP-08: SER - Meet the Editors
   Saturday, 10:45am Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - AMPHI 1)

FP-09: Featured Speaker Juliet Schor (Boston College, USA) - "From Moral Aspiration to Cynical Predation: Diversity in the Platform Economy"
   Saturday, 12:15pm Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - AMPHI A)
Special Events

SP-01: SASE Presidential Address
Thursday, 6:00pm Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - AMPHI A)

SP-02: SASE Awards Ceremony
Thursday, 7:00pm Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - AMPHI A)

SP-03: SASE Gala Reception
Thursday, 8:00pmHôtel de Ville de Lyon (Town Hall) ()

SP-04: SASE Cocktail Reception
Friday, 7:00pm Médiathèque Grounds ()

SP-05: Asian Scholars Breakfast Meeting
Saturday, 8:00am Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle du Conseil)

A: Communitarian Ideals and Civil Society

A-01: Exploring Ways to Improve Social Participation
Friday, 9:00am Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 4)

A-02: Contesting Neoliberalism. Escaping Capitalism. Experiences of Resistance Against the Dominant Economic Discourses
Friday, 10:45am Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 6)

A-03: Civil Society and Ethical issues in the Neo-Liberal Era
Friday, 2:30pm Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 4)

A-04: Organizaciones, Sociedad Civil, Sector Público
Saturday, 9:00am Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 209)

B: Globalization and Socio-Economic Development

B-01: Author Meets Critics: "Development after Statism: Industrial Firms and the Political Economy of South Asia" By Adnan Naseemullah (CUP 2016)
Thursday, 9:00am Rockefeller (Médiathèque - AMPHI Médiathèque)

B-02: Evolving Local Forms of Development: Decentralization, Enclaves, Industrial Clusters
Thursday, 10:45am Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle des Thèses)

B-03: International Contours of Socio-Economic Development: Cooperation, Coordination, and Challenges
Thursday, 10:45am Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle du Conseil)

B-04: Private Governance, Globalization and Market Dynamics (1)
Thursday, 2:30pm Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA104)

B-05: The Political Economies of Innovation, Skills, and Dependence
Thursday, 2:30pm Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle du Conseil)

B-06: Private Governance, Globalization and Market Dynamics (2)
Thursday, 4:15pm Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA104)
B-07: Development Strategies and Emerging Forms of International Integration
   Thursday, 4:15pm    Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle du Conseil)

B-08: Political Economy of Skill Formation and the Middle-Income Trap
   Friday, 9:00am     Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA104)

B-09: Social Welfare, Public Services
   Friday, 10:45am    Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle du Conseil)

B-10: The Political Economy of Green Energy in Comparative Perspective
   Friday, 10:45am    Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA104)

B-11: Roundtable: The Successes and Failures of China's Industrial Development and Their Broader Implications for Industrial Development in the Global South
   Friday, 2:30pm     Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - AM PHI 4)

B-12: What's Next? Disruptions in the South Korean Path of Development or Business As Usual?
   Friday, 2:30pm     Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA104)

   Friday, 4:15pm     Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA104)

B-14: Private and Informal Forms of Social Welfare in a Development Context
   Friday, 4:15pm     Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle du Conseil)

B-15: Social Policy in the Global South
   Saturday, 9:00am   Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 106)

B-16: Domestic and International Environments of Political and Economic Crisis
   Saturday, 10:45am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 106)

C: Gender, Work and Family

C-01: Work-Family Balance
   Thursday, 9:00am   Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 210)

C-02: Gender, Work & Family in Scientific and Academic Careers
   Thursday, 10:45am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 210)

C-03: Work-Life and Fathers
   Thursday, 2:30pm   Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 210)

C-04: Family and Parental Leave Policies
   Friday, 9:00am     Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 214)

C-05: Balancing Work, Gender and Care
   Friday, 10:45am    Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 214)

C-06: Economic Insecurity and Gender Contracts
   Friday, 2:30pm     Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 214)

C-07: Gender, Women and Informality in the Latin World
   Friday, 4:15pm     Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 214)
C-08: Inequality and Gender Issues
   Saturday, 9:00am   Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Amphi 1 Bis)
C-09: Women in Labour Markets
   Saturday, 10:45am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 210)

D: Professions and Professionals in a Globalizing World

D-01: The Institutionalization of Professional Knowledge
   Thursday, 9:00am   Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 107)
D-02: Global Management Professions and Professionals
   Thursday, 10:45am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 107)
   Thursday, 2:30pm   Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - AMPIH de Physique)
D-04: Practicing Law – the Role of Law Intermediaries in (de-)Legitimizing Intellectual Property Rights
   Thursday, 4:15pm   Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 107)
D-05: The Power of Macroeconomic Statistics and Statisticians I
   Friday, 9:00am    Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 107)
D-06: The Power of Macroeconomic Statistics and Statisticians II
   Friday, 10:45am   Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 107)
D-07: The Legal Profession in Contemporary Context
   Friday, 2:30pm    Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 107)
D-08: Professional Regulation and Autonomy
   Friday, 4:15pm    Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 107)
D-09: Professional Identity and Professional Closure
   Saturday, 9:00am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 107)
D-10: Professions in the Global Economy
   Saturday, 10:45am Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 107)

E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy

E-01: Precarious Work and the Reconstruction of Solidarity (I)
   Thursday, 9:00am   Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 5)
E-02: Trade Unions and Firm Behaviour
   Thursday, 9:00am   Laennec (Bât. A - AMPHI 4)
E-03: Precarious Work and the Reconstruction of Solidarity (II): Forthcoming Research
   Thursday, 10:45am  Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 5)
E-04: Roundtable: Economic and Development Policy at Home and Abroad, after Trump's Election
   Thursday, 10:45am  Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - AMPHI de Physique)
E-05: The Changing Role of the State in Social Pacts  
Thursday, 10:45am  
Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 4)

E-06: Currency Regimes and Growth Models  
Thursday, 2:30pm  
Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 4)

E-07: Economic Inequality and Distributive Conflict  
Thursday, 2:30pm  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF104)

E-08: Changes in European Economic Governance  
Thursday, 4:15pm  
Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 4)

E-09: Mediterranean Capitalism: What’s Next? Industrial Relations, Labor Markets and Welfare in the Crisis (1)  
Thursday, 4:15pm  
Rockefeller (Médiathèque - AMPHI Médiathèque)

E-10: The Impact of Labour Market Flexibility upon Skills, Innovation and Wage Dispersion: Insights from the Isigrowth Project  
Thursday, 4:15pm  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF002)

E-11: Trajectories of Industrial Relations Change in Europe  
Thursday, 4:15pm  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF004)

Friday, 9:00am  
Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - AMPHI 4)

E-13: The New Politics of Dualisation and Inequality  
Friday, 9:00am  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF103)

E-14: Trade Union Strategies, Attitudes and the Media  
Friday, 9:00am  
Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 4)

E-15: Corporate Ownership and the Global Political Economy of Winner-Take-All Politics  
Friday, 10:45am  
Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 5)

E-16: Political Economy of Growth Models II: Varieties of Growth Models in the European Union and Its Role for Euro-Zone Crisis and Recovery  
Friday, 10:45am  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF103)

E-17: The Political Economy of Creative Industries  
Friday, 10:45am  
Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 4)

E-18: Flexicurity and the Precariat  
Friday, 2:30pm  
Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 4)

Friday, 2:30pm  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 303)

E-20: The Politics of the Transnational Firm  
Friday, 2:30pm  
Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 5)

Friday, 4:15pm  
Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - AMPHI 4)

E-22: Globalisation and Neoliberalism  
Friday, 4:15pm  
Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 4)
   Friday, 4:15pm Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - AMPHI 2)
E-24: Collective Bargaining and Trade Unions
   Saturday, 9:00am Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle IML 3B)
E-25: Industrial Relations and the Governance of Activation I
   Saturday, 9:00am Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - AMPHI 2)
E-26: Economic History and Changing Labour Relations
   Saturday, 10:45am Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - AMPHI 2 Bis)
E-27: Industrial Relations and the Governance of Activation II
   Saturday, 10:45am Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - AMPHI 2)

F: Knowledge, Technology, and Innovation

F-01: Institutional Conditions and Firm Strategies in Technology-Intensive Industries
   Thursday, 9:00am Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 209)
F-02: Transforming the Future: Sense-Making and the Effects of Technological Changes
   Thursday, 9:00am Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 203)
F-03: Biotechnology and Medical Innovation: Where have different policy regimes succeeded and failed?
   Thursday, 10:45am Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 203)
F-04: Career Trajectories and Boundary Work in Innovative Fields
   Thursday, 10:45am Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 209)
F-05: Where do Social Innovation and Entrepreneurialism Come From?
   Thursday, 2:30pm Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 203)
F-06: Innovation Policies and Innovation Societies in Latin America
   Thursday, 4:15pm Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 204)
F-07: Urban Innovation Districts and the Innovative City
   Thursday, 4:15pm Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 203)
F-08: Innovations and Job Quality: Farewell to the Virtuous Circle? (I)
   Friday, 9:00am Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF004)
F-09: The "4th Industrial Revolution" and the Future of Work
   Friday, 9:00am Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 203)
F-10: Roundtable: Discussion with Chihiro Takayama
   Friday, 2:30pm Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - AMPHI 2)
   Friday, 4:15pm Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 204)
F-12: Innovation Strategies, Collaboration, and Competition in Asia
   Friday, 4:15pm   Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 203)
F-13: Theorizing the Origins and Effects of Innovation
   Saturday, 9:00am   Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 203)
F-14: Workers, Well-Being, and Productivity in Technologically-Intensive Industries
   Saturday, 10:45am   Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 203)

G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources

G-01: Labour Market Policy: Changing Institutions
   Thursday, 9:00am   Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA103)
G-02: Precarious Employment: New Institutions
   Thursday, 9:00am   Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - AMPHI de Physique)
G-03: Precarious Employment: New Questions
   Thursday, 10:45am   Rockefeller (Médiathèque - AMPHI Médiathèque)
G-04: Skills and Training: Tertiary Education
   Thursday, 10:45am   Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 3)
G-05: HRM: Employee Development
   Thursday, 2:30pm   Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 5)
G-06: Precarious Employment: Insiders and Outsiders
   Thursday, 2:30pm   Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 2)
G-07: HRM: Employee Voice
   Thursday, 4:15pm   Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 5)
G-08: Investment Decisions in Vocational Education and Training
   Thursday, 4:15pm   Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA103)
G-09: Labour Market Policy: Health and Welfare
   Thursday, 4:15pm   Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF104)
G-10: Careers and Labor Market Opportunities
   Friday, 9:00am   Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA103)
G-11: HRM: Performance Management
   Friday, 9:00am   Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 5)
G-12: New Patterns of Work
   Friday, 9:00am   Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF104)
G-13: Skills and Training
   Friday, 9:00am   Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF108)
G-14: Innovations and Job Quality: Farewell to the Virtuous Circle? (II)
   Friday, 10:45am   Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF004)
G-15: Precarious Employment: The Digital Economy
   Friday, 10:45am   Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF108)
G-16: Unemployment and Wage Losses
Friday, 10:45am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA103)

G-17: Business-Politics Relations and Institutional Change: New Perspectives on the Role of Business in Labour Market Governance
Friday, 2:30pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF004)

G-18: Labour Migration: New Questions
Friday, 2:30pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA103)

G-19: Minimum Wages and Low Pay
Friday, 2:30pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF108)

G-20: HRM: Contested Terrain
Friday, 4:15pm  Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 5)

G-21: Job Polarisation
Friday, 4:15pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF108)

G-22: Reducing Precarious Employment in an Integrated Europe
Friday, 4:15pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF004)

G-23: Skills and Training: Cross-Border Perspectives
Friday, 4:15pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA103)

G-24: Gender Inequalities in Employment
Saturday, 9:00am  Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - AMPHI 1)

H: Markets, Firms and Institutions

H-01: Sustainability, CSR, and the Social: Discourses, Regulations, and Institutions
Thursday, 9:00am  Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 2)

H-02: The Determinants and Structures of Entrepreneurship: Macro-level studies
Thursday, 9:00am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 319)

H-03: CSR & Sustainability: Political Determinants
Thursday, 10:45am  Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 2)

H-04: Emergence and Shaping of Markets & Firms
Thursday, 10:45am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 319)

H-05: Elites and Varieties of Capitalism I
Thursday, 2:30pm  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 319)

H-06: Institutional Fields and Organisational Forms: Causes and Consequences
Thursday, 2:30pm  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 107)

H-07: Elites and Varieties of Capitalism II
Thursday, 4:15pm  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 319)

H-08: Financialisation, Marketisation, and Employment
Thursday, 4:15pm  Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 2)

H-09: Industrial Change: Models & Cases
Friday, 9:00am  Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 2)
H-10: The Emergence and Shaping of Markets  
Friday, 9:00am  
Rockefeller (Médiathèque - AMPHI Médiathèque)

H-11: Industrial Policy & the State in the Economy  
Friday, 10:45am  
Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 2)

H-12: Institutional Determinants of Market- and Non-market strategies  
Friday, 10:45am  
Rockefeller (Médiathèque - AMPHI Médiathèque)

H-13: Banks & Financial Markets  
Friday, 2:30pm  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 203)

H-14: Social Networks, Interlocks, and Ownership  
Friday, 2:30pm  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 210)

H-15: The Determinants and Structures of Entrepreneurship: Micro-level studies  
Friday, 4:15pm  
Rockefeller (Médiathèque - AMPHI Médiathèque)

H-16: Varieties of Capitalism and Change  
Friday, 4:15pm  
Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 2)

H-17: Firm-level Consequences of Financialisation  
Saturday, 9:00am  
Rockefeller (Médiathèque - AMPHI Médiathèque)

H-18: Boards, Directors, and Corporate Governance  
Saturday, 10:45am  
Rockefeller (Médiathèque - AMPHI Médiathèque)

J: Rethinking the Welfare State

J-01: Labour Market Reforms and EU Fiscal Austerity I  
Thursday, 9:00am  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF004)

J-02: Labour Market Reforms and EU Fiscal Austerity II  
Thursday, 10:45am  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF004)

J-03: Economic Strains on Moral Reform  
Thursday, 2:30pm  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF004)

J-04: Myths and Realities: European Integration and Inequality  
Thursday, 4:15pm  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF101)

J-05: Welfare State and Inequality  
Friday, 9:00am  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF101)

J-06: Social Exclusion and Welfare States I  
Friday, 10:45am  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF101)

J-07: Social Exclusion and Welfare States II  
Friday, 2:30pm  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF101)

J-08: Welfare Transfers  
Friday, 4:15pm  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF101)

J-09: Emerging Welfare States  
Saturday, 10:45am  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 212)
## L: Regulation and Governance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L-01</td>
<td>Challenges of Multi-Level Regulation</td>
<td>Thursday, 9:00am</td>
<td>Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-02</td>
<td>Actor Strategies and Institutional Processes in Transnational Sustainability Governance</td>
<td>Thursday, 10:45am</td>
<td>Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-03</td>
<td>Regulation and Governance in Emerging Economies</td>
<td>Thursday, 2:30pm</td>
<td>Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-04</td>
<td>Transnational Health Governance: Mechanisms and Devices</td>
<td>Thursday, 4:15pm</td>
<td>Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-05</td>
<td>Regulating Finance</td>
<td>Friday, 9:00am</td>
<td>Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-06</td>
<td>Governing through Information and Intermediaries</td>
<td>Friday, 10:45am</td>
<td>Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-07</td>
<td>Transnational Governance &amp; Corporate Social Responsibility</td>
<td>Friday, 2:30pm</td>
<td>Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-08</td>
<td>Regulating the Digital Economy</td>
<td>Friday, 4:15pm</td>
<td>Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-09</td>
<td>Populism, Crisis, and Governance</td>
<td>Saturday, 9:00am</td>
<td>Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 214)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## M: Spanish Language

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M-01</td>
<td>Economía Colaborativa I</td>
<td>Thursday, 2:30pm</td>
<td>Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 318)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-02</td>
<td>Economía Colaborativa II</td>
<td>Thursday, 4:15pm</td>
<td>Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 318)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-03</td>
<td>Políticas de Desarrollo</td>
<td>Friday, 9:00am</td>
<td>Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 318)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-04</td>
<td>Relaciones Laborales y Desarrollo</td>
<td>Friday, 9:00am</td>
<td>Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 319)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-05</td>
<td>Democratización, Responsabilidad Social y Desarrollo</td>
<td>Friday, 10:45am</td>
<td>Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 319)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-06</td>
<td>Economía Internacional y Desarrollo: el papel del comercio y la IED</td>
<td>Friday, 10:45am</td>
<td>Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 318)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-07</td>
<td>Jóvenes y Relaciones Laborales</td>
<td>Friday, 2:30pm</td>
<td>Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 319)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-08</td>
<td>Medioambiente y Desarrollo</td>
<td>Friday, 2:30pm</td>
<td>Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 318)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
M-09: Sector Público y Bienestar Social
   Friday, 4:15pm   Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 319)

M-10: Trabajo Decente y Cobertura Social
   Friday, 4:15pm   Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 318)

M-11: Educación y Desarrollo
   Saturday, 9:00am   Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Hermann)

M-12: Innovación, Medioambiente y Desarrollo
   Saturday, 10:45am   Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Hermann)

N: Finance and Society

N-01: Frontiers of Finance
   Thursday, 9:00am   Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 2)

N-02: Making Markets: Market Intermediaries and Infrastructures
   Thursday, 9:00am   Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 3)

N-03: Global Wealth Chains
   Thursday, 10:45am   Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 2)

N-04: Socially Responsible Finance
   Thursday, 10:45am   Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 3)

N-05: Corporate Finance
   Thursday, 2:30pm   Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 2)

N-06: Making Markets: Information and Expertise
   Thursday, 2:30pm   Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 3)

N-07: Central Banks
   Thursday, 4:15pm   Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 3)

N-08: Borrowing and Living in Debt
   Friday, 9:00am   Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 2)

N-09: Future of Money, New Forms of Money
   Friday, 9:00am   Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 3)

N-10: Financialized Citizens
   Friday, 10:45am   Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 3)

N-11: Global Financial Flows
   Friday, 10:45am   Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 2)

N-12: Consumer Finance I
   Friday, 2:30pm   Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 3)

N-13: Power of Finance, Power of the State
   Friday, 2:30pm   Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 2)

N-14: Consumer Finance II
   Friday, 4:15pm   Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 2)
N-15: Risk and Responsibility in Finance  
Friday, 4:15pm  
Laënnec (Bât. A - AMPHI 3)

N-16: Financialization and Inequality  
Saturday, 9:00am  
Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - AMPHI Carraz)

N-17: Regulation  
Saturday, 9:00am  
Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle IML 1B)

N-18: Banking  
Saturday, 10:45am  
Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - AMPHI Carraz)

N-19: Financialization of Climate and Environment Protection  
Saturday, 10:45am  
Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Amphi 1 Bis)

O: Global Value Chains

O-01: Localization and Foreign Direct Investment in GVCs  
Thursday, 9:00am  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 303)

O-02: Panel 1: Governing Responsible Value Chains  
Thursday, 9:00am  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 302)

O-03: Corporate Social Responsibility in GVCs  
Thursday, 10:45am  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 303)

O-04: Panel 2: Standards and Social Upgrading in Responsible Value Chains  
Thursday, 10:45am  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 302)

O-05: New Methodological and Theoretical Directions in GVC  
Thursday, 2:30pm  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 303)

O-06: Panel 3: Tensions for Social Upgrading in Responsible Value Chains  
Thursday, 2:30pm  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 302)

O-07: Cultural, Creative and Media Industries from a Global Value Chain Perspective  
Thursday, 4:15pm  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 302)

O-08: Labor in GVCs  
Friday, 9:00am  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 302)

O-09: Upgrading and Capability-Building in Mexico  
Friday, 9:00am  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 303)

O-10: Changing Globalization Dynamics and the Impact on GVCs  
Friday, 10:45am  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 303)

O-11: Regulating Labour in Global Supply Chains: Institutional and Organizational Influences  
Friday, 10:45am  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 302)

O-12: Local Clusters in Global Value Chains: Rethinking the Role of Manufacturing and Innovation  
Friday, 2:30pm  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 302)

O-13: Local Clusters in Global Value Chains: Evaluating the Participation to Gvcs  
Friday, 4:15pm  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 302)
O-14: Challenging Global Value Chains: Disruptive Forms of Value Creation
Saturday, 9:00am Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 105)

O-15: The Digital Revolution and GVCs
Saturday, 10:45am Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 105)

P: Accounting, Economics, and Law

P-01: Public Sector Accounting and Finances (I): Public Sector Accounting Standards
Thursday, 9:00am Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA104)

P-02: Reshaping and Developing Accounting System: Stakeholders Approach and Social Role of Accounting
Thursday, 9:00am Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF108)

P-03: Money and Banking (I): Insights from Accounting for Financial Institutions (1)
Thursday, 10:45am Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 5)

P-04: Public Sector Accounting and Finances (II): Local Governments
Thursday, 10:45am Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA104)

P-05: The Social Fabric of Valuation: Social Norms and Practices
Thursday, 10:45am Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF108)

P-06: Corporate Governance (I): Challenges for Company Law and Regulation
Thursday, 2:30pm Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 3)

P-07: Financial Markets and Services (I): Perspectives on Regulation and Practice (1)
Thursday, 2:30pm Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF108)

P-08: Money and Banking (II): Insights from Accounting for Financial Institutions (2)
Thursday, 2:30pm Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 5)

P-09: Corporate Governance (II): Institutional Investors
Thursday, 4:15pm Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 3)

P-10: Financial Markets and Services (II): Perspectives on Regulation and Practice (2)
Thursday, 4:15pm Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF108)

P-11: Money and Banking (III): Regulatory Challenges for Banking and Capital Markets
Thursday, 4:15pm Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 5)

P-12: Accounting Regulation (I): Accountability for Sustainable Business and Society (1)
Friday, 9:00am Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 3)

P-13: Money and Banking (IV): Shadow Banking and Monetary Policy
Friday, 9:00am Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 5)

P-14: Accounting Regulation (II): Accountability for Sustainable Business and Society (2)
Friday, 10:45am Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 3)

P-15: Cooperative Platforms and Open Cooperatives (I): The Institutional Framework
Friday, 10:45am Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 4)

P-16: Money and Banking (V): The Case for Islamic Financial Institutions
Friday, 10:45am Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 5)
P-17: Accounting Regulation (III): The Formation of Accounting Rules
   Friday, 2:30pm  Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 3)

   Friday, 2:30pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle des Thèses)

P-19: Corporate Governance (III): Trends and Varieties of Corporate Behaviours
   Friday, 2:30pm  Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 2)

P-20: Accounting Regulation (IV): The Role of Ideologies and Academics
   Friday, 4:15pm  Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 3)

P-21: Cooperative Platforms and Open Cooperatives (II): Digital Platforms
   Friday, 4:15pm  Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 4)

P-22: Corporate Governance (IV): Socio-Economic Links Between Economy and Society
   Friday, 4:15pm  Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle Informatique 5)

P-23: Corporate Governance (V): Social Norms and Practices
   Saturday, 9:00am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 213)

P-24: Auditing and the Accounting Profession
   Saturday, 10:45am  Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle IML 1B)

Q: Asian Capitalisms

Q-01: Capitalism, Welfare Regime and Intimate Sphere: Theory of Human Reproduction in Mature Societies in Europe and East Asia 1
   Thursday, 9:00am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF002)

Q-02: Value Chains
   Thursday, 9:00am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA102)

Q-03: Asian Capitalism, Finance and Corporate Governance
   Thursday, 10:45am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA102)

Q-04: Capitalism, Welfare Regime and Intimate Sphere: Theory of Human Reproduction in Mature Societies in Europe and East Asia 2
   Thursday, 10:45am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF002)

Q-05: Finance, Central Bank and Monetary Policy
   Thursday, 2:30pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA102)

Q-06: State-Business-Relations in Emerging Economies. How State Forms Partnership for Economic Development
   Thursday, 2:30pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF002)

Q-07: Asian Capitalism and China
   Thursday, 4:15pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA102)

Q-08: Asian Capitalism, Growth and Firm Development
   Friday, 9:00am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA102)

Q-09: Entrepreneurship and New Industries I
   Friday, 9:00am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF002)
Q-10: Entrepreneurship and New Industries II  
Friday, 10:45am  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF002)

Q-11: Welfare State  
Friday, 10:45am  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA102)

Q-12: New Models of Innovation  
Friday, 2:30pm  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA102)

Q-13: Public Private Alliances and Networks  
Friday, 2:30pm  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF002)

Q-14: Culture and Religion  
Friday, 4:15pm  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF002)

Q-15: Labor Market and Skills  
Friday, 4:15pm  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA102)

Q-16: HRM and Labor Market I  
Saturday, 9:00am  
Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle IML 2B)

Q-17: HRM and Labor Market II  
Saturday, 10:45am  
Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - Salle IML 2B)

Collaborative Communities, What's Next?

TH01-01: Values, Nature and Processes of Collaborative Communities  
Thursday, 10:45am  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA103)

TH01-02: Collaborative Communities : Political, Social and Economical Aspects  
Thursday, 2:30pm  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LA103)

Competition in Digital Capitalism: New Patterns and New Rules

TH02-01: Governing Digital Capitalism  
Friday, 10:45am  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF102)

TH02-02: Reorganizing Competition and Cooperation in Digitized Industries  
Friday, 2:30pm  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF102)

TH02-03: Contested Algorithms: Digitizing Market Interactions and Workplaces  
Friday, 4:15pm  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF102)

Cultural Artifacts and Capitalist Democracies

TH03-01: The Culture and Politics of Wine  
Friday, 9:00am  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 210)

TH03-02: Cultural Artifacts and Policy Change  
Friday, 10:45am  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 210)
TH03-03: Author Meets Critics: "Enrichissement" by Luc Boltanski & Arnaud Esquerre (Gallimard, 2017)
   Friday, 2:30pm           Rockefeller (Bât. Principal - AMPHI de Physique)

TH03-04: Cultural Metaphors and Economic Policy
   Friday, 4:15pm           Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 210)

TH03-05: The Language of Economics and Politics
   Saturday, 9:00am         Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 210)

Disruption and Experimentation in the Regulation of Work and Employment

TH04-01: Institutional Experimentation for Better (or Worse) Work
   Thursday, 9:00am         Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 202)

TH04-02: (In)Equalities of Treatment and Opportunity in Contemporary Labour Markets
   Thursday, 10:45am        Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 202)

TH04-03: Unions Organizing from the Margins?
   Thursday, 2:30pm         Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 202)

TH04-04: Re-Bundling of Global Production Networks
   Thursday, 4:15pm         Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 202)

TH04-05: Contending with Technologically Driven Disruption
   Friday, 9:00am           Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 202)

TH04-06: Inquiring and Regulating for Better Work: The Case of FIFO and Invisible Work
   Friday, 10:45am           Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 202)

TH04-07: Labour Market Actors As Institutional Entrepreneurs
   Friday, 10:45am           Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 203)

TH04-08: Institutional Spaces in the Global Economy: The Case of Industries and Regions
   Friday, 2:30pm            Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 202)

TH04-09: Tales of Deregulation and Re-Regulation
   Friday, 4:15pm            Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 202)

TH04-10: Experimenting with Transnational Actors and Regulation
   Saturday, 9:00am          Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 202)

TH04-11: Solidarities, Anew or Revisited
   Saturday, 10:45am         Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 202)

Employment Grey Zones in Globalisation: De-Salarisation or Transition towards a Collaborative Economy

TH05-01: (In)justice, Precariousness and Psychological Contract in Digital Economy
   Friday, 10:45am           Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF106)

TH05-02: Uber, State and Labor Law
   Friday, 2:30pm            Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF106)
TH05-03: Emerging Figures of Labour in a Circular and Collaborative Economy  
Friday, 4:15pm  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF106)

Legal Intermediaries between Business (as Usual) and Collective/Disruptive Economy between Public Policies and Regulation

TH06-01: Legal Intermediary Impact on Institutions: Empirical Perspectives  
Thursday, 9:00am  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF104)

TH06-02: Legal Intermediaries in the Shadows of Formal Legal Institutions  
Thursday, 10:45am  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF104)

TH06-03: Financial Instruments as Intermediary Tools  
Friday, 2:30pm  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF104)

Markets and Beyond in the Digital Age

TH07-01: Market Making in the Platform Economy  
Friday, 9:00am  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 105)

TH07-02: Money and Capital in the Digital Economy  
Friday, 10:45am  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 105)

TH07-03: Evaluation Devices in the Digital Economy  
Friday, 2:30pm  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 105)

TH07-04: Author Meets Critics: "Profit and Gift in the Digital Economy" by Dave Elder-Vass (Cambridge UP, 2016)  
Friday, 4:15pm  
Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 105)

Politics of the Future, Policies in the Present

TH08-01: Crises and Disasters: Preparedness and Alternative Pathways  
Thursday, 9:00am  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF103)

TH08-02: Long-Term Policy-Making  
Thursday, 10:45am  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF103)

TH08-03: Expectations and Anticipations  
Thursday, 2:30pm  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF103)

TH08-04: Calculative and Narrative Devices  
Thursday, 4:15pm  
Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF103)
Re-embedding the Social: Cooperatives, Political Consumerism and Alternative Lifestyles

**TH09-01**: The ‘Sharing Economy’ and Platform Cooperativism  
Thursday, 9:00am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 204)

**TH09-02**: Cooperatives and Cooperativism: A Global Perspective I  
Thursday, 10:45am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 204)

**TH09-03**: Cooperatives and Cooperativism: A Global Perspective II  
Thursday, 2:30pm  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 204)

**TH09-04**: Alternative Economic Practices  
Friday, 10:45am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 204)

**TH09-05**: Social Movements and Activism: Moving Towards Sustainability  
Friday, 2:30pm  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 204)

**TH09-06**: Embodying the Critique  
Saturday, 9:00am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 204)

**TH09-07**: Prefigurative Politics and Everyday Futures  
Saturday, 10:45am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 204)

Regulating Platform Capitalism: The Emerging Role of Digital Intermediaries

**TH10-01**: Funding and Sharing through Platforms: Inequality, Trust and Regulation  
Thursday, 9:00am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF102)

**TH10-02**: Social and Institutional Infrastructures for Regulating Digital Markets  
Thursday, 10:45am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF102)

**TH10-03**: The State Versus Uber: Regulatory Struggles in the Ride-Sharing Industry  
Thursday, 2:30pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF102)

**TH10-04**: Regulatory Challenges of the Platform Economy: Theorizing Their Foundations  
Thursday, 4:15pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF102)

**TH10-05**: (De-)Regulatory Roles of Platforms: Digital Platforms As Institutions and Institutions Under Pressure  
Friday, 9:00am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF102)

Seeking a More Just and Egalitarian Economy: Realizing the Future via Co-operatives, Communes, and Other Collectives

**TH11-01**: Creating More Egalitarian Communities and Exchanges  
Thursday, 9:00am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF001)

**TH11-02**: Living Communally, Working Cooperatively: Special Challenges and Opportunities  
Thursday, 10:45am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF001)
TH11-03: Shaking up the Field: Social Movements and Other Collective Action for Egalitarianism and Solidarity  
Thursday, 2:30pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF001)

TH11-04: How Do Collective Ownership and Social Centers Build Social Capital?  
Thursday, 4:15pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF001)

Friday, 9:00am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF001)

TH11-06: How Do Collective Ownership and Social Centers Build Social Capital?  
Friday, 4:15pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF001)

TH11-07: Learning to Listen, Trust, and Collaborate  
Friday, 2:30pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF001)

TH11-08: How Does Public Policy Affect Cooperative Development?  
Friday, 4:15pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF001)

Sharing Economy of Islam beyond Islamic Finance: Re-constructing Collaborative and Disruptive Economy from Islamic Moral Economy Perspective

TH12-01: Explorations in Islamic Moral Economy 1  
Thursday, 9:00am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 208)

TH12-02: Explorations in Islamic Moral Economy 2  
Thursday, 10:45am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 208)

TH12-03: Emergence of Islamic Sharing Economy and Finance Practices  
Thursday, 2:30pm  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 209)

TH12-04: Sharing Economy of Islam: Zakah  
Thursday, 2:30pm  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 208)

TH12-05: Emerging Islamic Business and Financing Models  
Thursday, 4:15pm  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 208)

TH12-06: Islamic Economics and Sharing Economy  
Thursday, 4:15pm  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 209)

TH12-07: Sharing Economy of Islam: Risk Sharing and PLS 1  
Friday, 9:00am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 208)

TH12-08: Sustainable Development and Islamic Economy and Finance  
Friday, 9:00am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 209)

TH12-09: Islamic Banking and Finance & Ethical Articulations 1  
Friday, 10:45am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 208)

TH12-10: Sharing Economy of Islam: Risk Sharing and PLS 2  
Friday, 10:45am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 209)

TH12-11: Explorations in Islamic Moral Economy 3  
Friday, 2:30pm  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 209)
TH12-12: Islamic Banking and Finance & Ethical Articulations 2  
Friday, 2:30pm  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 208)

TH12-13: Emerging Islamic Business and Banking Practices 1  
Friday, 4:15pm  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 209)

TH12-14: Sharing Economy of Islam: Waqf  
Friday, 4:15pm  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 208)

TH12-15: Emerging Islamic Business and Banking Practices 2  
Saturday, 9:00am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 208)

TH12-16: Alternative Forms of Islamic Banking and Finance  
Saturday, 10:45am  Rockefeller (Bât. JF Cier - Salle 208)

The Marketization of Everyday Life II

TH13-01: The Marketization of Intimacy  
Thursday, 9:00am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF110)

TH13-02: The Marketization of Domesticity  
Thursday, 10:45am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF110)

TH13-03: Marketization and Careers  
Thursday, 2:30pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF110)

TH13-04: The Marketization of Social Capital  
Friday, 9:00am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF110)

TH13-05: The Marketization of Connecting People  
Friday, 10:45am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF110)

TH13-06: Marketization and Spirit of Capitalism  
Friday, 2:30pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF110)


TH14-01: 1 - Conceptualizing Transnational Governance of Global Production in a New Era of Information Sharing  
Thursday, 9:00am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF106)

TH14-02: 2 - Data Sharing, Civil Society, Resistance, and Social Movements  
Thursday, 10:45am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF106)

TH14-03: 3 - Digitalization, New Modes of Work, and Working Conditions  
Thursday, 2:30pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF106)

TH14-04: 4 - Rethinking Buyer-Supplier Relations under Knowledge Capitalism  
Thursday, 4:15pm  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF106)

TH14-05: 5 - Information Technologies, the State, and Changing Ways of Governance in GVCs  
Friday, 9:00am  Laënnec (Bât. B - Salle LF106)
### B-01

**Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am**  
**AMPHI Mediathèque**

**Author Meets Critics:** "Development after Statism: Industrial Firms and the Political Economy of South Asia" By Adnan Naseemullah (CUP 2016)

**B: Globalization and Socio-Economic Development**

**Session Organizer**  
Caroline Arnold, Brooklyn College

**Book Author**  
Adnan Naseemullah, King's College London

**Critics**  
Caroline Arnold, Brooklyn College  
Olivier Butzbach, Second University of Naples  
Richard Doner, Emory University  
Douglas Fuller, Zhejiang University

### C-01

**Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am**  
**Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 210**

**Work-Family Balance**

**C: Gender, Work and Family**

**Session Organizers**  
Bernard Fusulier, Université catholique de Louvain  
Diane-Gabrielle Tremblay, University of Quebec-Teluq-Canada Research Chair

**Moderator**  
Nicky Le Feuvre, University of Lausanne

**Participants**  
Gender Differences in Work-Family Balance Satisfaction in Canada: When Benefits Become Threats  
*Anupam Das, Mount Royal University*  
The Role of Organizations in Employees Work-Life Balance: A Multi-Sample, Multi-Country Study  
*Jarrod Haar, Auckland University of Technology*  
The Third Shift: How Do Professional Women Articulate Working Time and Family Time?  
*Émilie Genin, Université de Montréal*  
Workers or Mothers? Czech Welfare and Gender Role Preferences in Transition

### D-01

**Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am**  
**Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 107**

**The Institutionalization of Professional Knowledge**

**D: Professions and Professionals in a Globalizing World**

**Session Organizer**  
Leonard Seabrooke, Copenhagen Business School

**Moderator**  
Leonard Seabrooke, Copenhagen Business School

**Participants**  
Cities in Action: A Comparative Study of U.S. Cities' Sustainability Practices  
*Christof Brandtner, Stanford University*  
Nothing-but-Business? How Professionals Disseminate Market Logic in Expert Advice to Family Businesses  
*Nina Bandelj, University of California, Irvine*  
Economists' Political Power and the Institutionalization of Economic Ideas of Government: Evidence from Israel  
*Ronen Mandelkern, Tel Aviv University*  
Audit Profession’s Knowledge Base and the Sustainability of Audit: An Exploratory Study of Auditors in Europe  
* Chrystelle Richard, ESSEC Business School

### E-01

**Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am**  
**Laënnec A - AMPHI 5**

**Precarious Work and the Reconstruction of Solidarity (I)**

**E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy**

**Session Organizer**  
Virginia Doellgast, Cornell University

**Participants**  
Fighting precariousness: Union strategies towards migrant workers in the UK, France, and Germany  
*Maite Tapia, Michigan State University*  
Introduction: Labour Unions, Precarious Work, and the Politics of Solidarity
Virginia Doellgast, Cornell University
Labour Markets and Solidarity: Comparing Local Unions’ Responses to Management Flexibility Strategies in the German and Belgian Metalworking and Chemical Industries
Valeria Pulignano, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
Unions and Precarious Migrant Workers: The Perspective of Estonians in Finland and Albanians in Italy and Greece
Sonila Danaj, University of Jyväskylä
How Entry Affects Labour Market Integration - the Case of Long-Term CEE Immigrants in Denmark
Søren Andersen, FAOS, Department of Sociology, University of Copenhagen

Matthew Allen, Alliance Manchester Business School
Host Country R&D Determinants of MNE Entry Strategy: A Study in the German Automobile Industry
Christopher Williams, Durham University Business School
Under Which Circumstances Institutionalisation of Science-Industry Relations Do Foster Research Commercialisation?
Sandro Giachi, IESA-CSIC

E-02
Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laënnec A - AMPHI 4
Trade Unions and Firm Behaviour
E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy
Session Organizers
Sabina Avdagic, University of Sussex
Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève
Aidan Regan, University College Dublin
Participants
Reversing the Non-Union Default
Mark Harcourt, University of Waikato
The Social Protection of Workers in the Collaborative Economy: New Problems and New Challenges
Chris Forde, University of Leeds
Enterprise Level Industrial Relations and Firm Behaviour: Trade Unions, Firm Actors and Collaborative Institutional Change
Helen Delaney, University of Auckland

F-01
Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 209
Institutional Conditions and Firm Strategies in Technology-Intensive Industries
F: Knowledge, Technology, and Innovation
Session Organizers
Matthew Allen, Alliance Manchester Business School
Matthew Keller, Department of Sociology, Southern Methodist University
Participants
Hisanaga Amikura, Sophia University
Infrastructures in the Making: The Case of a Public Broadcasting Operator
Gregory Jemine, University of Liège
New Social Media Platforms: The Best Friends or the Worst Enemies for European Think Tanks
Tatyana Bajenova, ENS de Lyon, Triangle UMR 5206
The Community Decides? the Politics of Prioritization in the Planetary Science Decadal Survey
David Reinecke, Princeton University

G-01
Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laënnec B - Salle LA103
Labour Market Policy: Changing Institutions
G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources
Session Organizer
David Marsden, London School of Economics
Participants
Standard and Non-Standard Employment: Different Jobs, Same Rights?
Jens Stegmaier, Institute for Employment Research
A Renewed Focus on the Comparison of French and British Labour Markets
Hélöise Petit, CLERSE; CEET
Intergenerational Mobility of Young Adults in the United States: Using a Mixed-Methods Approach to Understand the Relationship Between Family Wealth and Young Adults’ Employment, Income, Educational Attainment and Homeownership
Lori Campbell, California State University Northridge
Moshoula Capous-Desyllas, California State University Northridge
Socioeconomics of Labour: Four Stages for Both the Labor Process and Labour Market Transformation
Arkady Tuchkov, Saint-Petersburg State Economic University
Developmentalism under attack: clientelism and/or state dismantling? The case of the investigations on the Brazilian BNDES
Ruggero Gambacurta-Scopello, Sciences Po CEE

Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment Principal - Amphi de Physique
Precarious Employment: New Institutions
G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources
Session Organizer
David Marsden, London School of Economics
Participants
Status Collectives and the Employment of Television Performers 1948-1965
Erez Marantz, New York University; NA
Smoothing the Way? Unpaid Work Experience and Its Impact on Employability
Damian Oliver, University of Technology Sydney
Paula McDonald, Queensland University of Technology
Non-Standard Employment in Germany: The Role of Labor Market Institutions and Structural Change
Werner Eichhorst, IZA
Paul Marx, SDU
French Middle-Class and the Labour Market in a European Perspective
Pierre Courtioux, EDHEC Business School

Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment Principal - Salle Informatique 2
Sustainability, CSR, and the Social: Discourses, Regulations, and Institutions
H: Markets, Firms and Institutions
Session Organizers
Christina Ahmadjian, Hitotsubashi University
Gerhard Schnyder, King's College London
Participants
Surviving or Thriving: Social Framing, Community Embeddedness, and Venture Performance
Robert Eberhart, Santa Clara University
The Reworking of Ideologies of Family in New Scottish Entrepreneurial Networks
Zografija Bika, University of East Anglia

Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laënnec B - Salle LF004
Labour Market Reforms and EU Fiscal Austerity I
J: Rethinking the Welfare State
Session Organizer
Sotiria Theodoropoulou, European Trade Union Institute-ETUI
Moderator
Sotiria Theodoropoulou, European Trade Union Institute-ETUI
Participants
Income Support Policies and Labour Market Reforms Under Austerity in Greece
Manos Matsaganis, Politecnico di Milano
The Italian Labour Market Policy Reforms and the Economic Crisis: Coming Towards the End of Italian Exceptionalism?
Emmanuele Pavolini, University of Macerata
No Longer ‘Fit for Purpose’? Consolidation and Catch up in Irish Labour Market Policy
Fiona Dukelow, University College Cork

L-01
Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laënnec B - Salle LA106

Challenges of Multi-Level Regulation

L: Regulation and Governance
Session Organizers
John Cioffi, University of California, Riverside
Jonathan Zeitlin, University of Amsterdam

Participants
Opportunities for Regulatory Noncompliance in Complex International Regulatory Regimes: The Case of the Volkswagen Diesel Fraud
Judith van Erp, University of Utrecht

Industry Relations with Local Communities on Environmental Safety: Social License Enforcement or ‘Reassurance Policing’?
Karin van Wingerde, Erasmus University Rotterdam

Legitimacy Constraints and Strategic Interdependence Between Political Authorities and Independent Authorities in the Electricity-Market Regulation
Thomas Reverdy, Grenoble Institute of Technology

Controlling the Transnational Expertocracy
Yane Svetiev, Bocconi University

Discussant
Jonathan Zeitlin, University of Amsterdam

N-01
Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laënnec A - AMPHI 2

Frontiers of Finance

N: Finance and Society
Session Organizers
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University
Alya Guseva, Boston University
Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego

Participants
Crowdfunding: Revolution or Assimilation of Financial System Goals?
Amelie Artis, Sciences Po Grenoble
Virginie Monvoisin, GEM

Fintech: A Post-Crisis Asset Class in Financialised Capitalism or a Disruptive Financial Innovation?
Ismail Ertürk, Alliance Manchester Business School, University of Manchester

Market Design and Liquidity Considerations for Securities Trading on the Blockchain
Navroop Sahdev, University of Turin

Discussant
Jerome Blanc, Sciences Po Lyon

O-01
Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 303

Localization and Foreign Direct Investment in GVCs

O: Global Value Chains
Session Organizers
Gary Gereffi, Duke University
Mari Sako, University of Oxford
Timothy Sturgeon, MIT
Eric Thun, University of Oxford

Participants
Global Value Chain and Foreign Manufacturing Investors: An Empirical Analysis on Sub-Saharan Africa and Vietnam
Roberta Rabello Toniolo, Università di Pavia

Global Value Chains and Technological Capabilities: Local Firms in the Ethiopian Apparel Export Sector
Cornelia Staritz, Austrian Foundation for Development Research (ÖFSE)

Governance and Upgrading: Evidence from Trade Transaction Data in the Kenya Leather Value Chain
Giovanni Pasquale, University of Oxford

N-02
Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laënnec A - AMPHI 3

Making Markets: Market Intermediaries and Infrastructures

N: Finance and Society
Session Organizers
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University
Alya Guseva, Boston University
Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego

Participants
The “Value Creation” and the Mergers and Acquisitions Market Market Intermediaries and Measurement Systems
Valerie Boussard, Université Paris Nanterre

Organizing European Financial Markets through Competition: Shaping the Content of Rules Using Categorization As a Strategy
Maximo Isaac Kítever, Paris 1 Panthéon Sorbonne University

Types of Information & Styles of Valuation on the Chicago Board of Trade and New Orleans Cotton Exchange, 1856-1916
David Pinzur, University of California, San Diego

The Dark Side of Liquidity: Shedding Light on Dark Pools’ Marketing and Market-Making
Marc Lenglet, European Business School
Andrea Lagna, Loughborough University

Discussant
Simone Polillo, University of Virginia
How Industry Characteristics Shape Local Content Policy Outcomes: A Comparative Analysis of Brazil’s Oil & Gas and Information and Communication Technology Industries
Ezequiel Zylberberg, MIT Industrial Performance Center

Panel 1: Governing Responsible Value Chains
O: Global Value Chains

Session Organizers
Matthew Alford, Alliance Manchester Business School, University of Manchester
Valentina De Marchi, University of Padova
Florence Palpacuer, Universite de Montpellier

Participants
‘Rising Powers’ Firms and Global Value Chains: What Lessons for Governance, Upgrading, and Sustainability?
Khalid Nadvi, Global Development Institute, The University of Manchester
CSR in Global Production Networks: A Comparison of Buyer, Supplier, and Worker Perspectives
Peter Lund-Thomsen, Copenhagen Business School
Supplier Power in Global Value Chains: Relational Geometries, Power Relations, and Supplier Agency
Umair Choksy, Alliance Manchester Business School, University of Manchester
Re-Thinking Environmental Upgrading and Its Determinants: Insights for Kenyan Horticulture Farmers
Aarti Krishnan, Global Development Institute, the University of Manchester

Public Sector Accounting and Finances (I): Public Sector Accounting Standards
P: Accounting, Economics, and Law

Session Organizer
Yuri Biondi, Centre national de la recherche scientifique

Moderator
Colin Haslam, Queen Mary University of London

Participants
Standardizing Legislative Oversight of Public Finance. International Economic Institutions and the Promotion of “Parliamentary Budget Offices”
Quentin Deформe, IRISSO, Université Paris-Dauphine, PSL University
Financial Reporting Dilemmas for the Maltese Local Government
Colin Haslam, Queen Mary University of London

Giorgia Mattei, University of Roma Tre
Accounting for the Un-Intended Consequences of International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS): The Case of UK Private Finance Initiatives (PFI) and Outsourcing Contracts
Colin Haslam, Queen Mary University of London

Reshaping and Developing Accounting System: Stakeholders Approach and Social Role of Accounting
P: Accounting, Economics, and Law

Session Organizer
Guler Aras, Yildiz Technical University

Moderator
Guler Aras, Yildiz Technical University

Participants
Developing Progressive Accounting through the Law?
Jim Haslam, University of Sheffield, UK
Epistemology of Ignorance in the U.S. Accounting Academy: Crisis? What Crisis?
Sue Ravenscroft, Iowa State University
Reshaping and Developing Accounting System
Shyam Sunder, Yale School of Management
Vision for Accounting: The Pathways Commission and the Social Role of Accounting
Paul Williams, North Carolina State University

Capitalism, Welfare Regime and Intimate Sphere: Theory of Human Reproduction in Mature Societies in Europe and East Asia 1
Q: Asian Capitalisms

Session Organizer
Sebastien Lechevalier, EHESS; EHESS

Participants
Capitalism, Welfare Regime and Intimate Sphere: A Possible Regulationist Contribution to a Theory of Human Reproduction in Mature Societies
Sebastien Lechevalier, EHESS
Changing Care Diamonds in Europe and Asia: Testing the “Asianization of Europe” and “Europeanization of Asia” Hypotheses
Emiko Ochiai, Kyoto University
The Welfare - Innovation Institutional Complementarity: Making Sense of Scandinavian History
Robert Boyer, Institut des Amériques, France
Q-02
Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laënnec B - Salle LA102
Value Chains
Q: Asian Capitalisms
Session Organizers
Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University
Cornelia Storz, Goethe University Frankfurt
Tobias ten Brink, University of Frankfurt
Moderator
Tobias Brink, Institut Fur Politikwissenschaft, Goethe University
Participants
Guangdong Firms’ Position in Global Value Chains
Jean Ruffier, IAE Lyon
Going Digital, Going Green: Changing Value Chains in the Automotive Industry in China
Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University
Current Activities of Foreign Firms in Japan – Findings Based on the Analysis of Questionnaire Survey
Shinji Hasegawa, Waseda University
Discussant
Dennis McNamara, Georgetown University

TH04-01
Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 202
Institutional Experimentation for Better (or Worse) Work
Disruption and Experimentation in the Regulation of Work and Employment
Session Organizers
Gregor Murray, University of Montreal
Phil Almond, CRIMT-Université de Montréal
Peter Fairbrother, RMIT University
Maria Gonzalez, University of Oviedo
Christian Lévesque, HEC Montréal
Moderator
Peter Fairbrother, RMIT University
Participants
Institutional Experimentation for Better Work: A Research Agenda
Gregor Murray, University of Montreal
Sketching the Contours of Institutional Experimentation
Julie Garneau, Visiting at Copenhagen Business School; University Laval
Multinationals and Organized Labour on the Brink of Crisis
Glenn Morgan, University of Bristol
Institutional Experimentation or How to Understand the Crises of 2016
Heike Doering, Cardiff University

TH06-01
Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laënnec B - Salle LF104
Legal Intermediary Impact on Institutions: Empirical Perspectives
Legal Intermediaries between Business (as Usual) and Collective/Disruptive Economy between Public Policies and Regulation
Session Organizers
Jérôme Pélisse, Sciences Po, CSO, France
Shauhin Talesh, UC Irvine, USA
Moderator
Michael Piore, MIT
Participants
Legal Intermediation As a Repertoire of Contention – How Activists Try to Change Corporate Practices By Navigating the Legal Uncertainties of Corporations
Lisa Buchter, Centre de Sociologie des Organisations (Sciences Po)
The Dark Side of Legal Intermediaries. When the Mobilization of Legal Rules Fosters Distrust Towards the Law
Camille Herlin-Giret, IRIS, École des hautes études en sciences sociales
Alexis Spire, IRIS, École des hautes études en sciences sociales
How Legal Intermediaries Facilitate or Inhibit Social Change
Jérôme Pélisse, Sciences Po, CSO, France
Shauhin Talesh, UC Irvine, USA
Legal Intermediation in Professional Gender Equality Law: The Role of “Comparative Report Between Women and Men” in French Firms.
Vincent-Arnaud Chappe, CNRS - CSI-3 - Mines ParisTech - PSL Research University
Discussant
John Cioffi, University of California, Riverside

TH08-01
Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laënnec B - Salle LF103
Crises and Disasters: Preparedness and Alternative Pathways
Politics of the Future, Policies in the Present
Session Organizers
Antoine Bernard de Raymond, Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique
Vincent Cardon, Université de Picardie Jules-Verne
Olivier Pilmis, Sciences Po, Paris
Participants
The IMF Failure That Wasn’t: Tournaments of Conditionality and Strategic Ignorance during the European Debt Crisis
Pierre Penet, University of Geneva
The French Foresight Agrimonde: Debate on Global Food Security through Models
Gilles Tetart, University of Tours

The Institutionalisation of Pesticide Reduction in France. The Sub-Politics of Building Futures on a Critique of Neo-Corporatism
Marc Barbier, UMR LISIS (INRA, CNRS, ESIEE, UPEM)

Anticipating the Future’s Debt Crisis Today: The Certainty of Debt Sustainability Analysis
Eleni Arzoglou, Harvard University

TH09-01
Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 204
The ‘Sharing Economy’ and Platform Cooperativism
Re-embedding the Social: Cooperatives, Political Consumerism and Alternative Lifestyles

Session Organizers
Francesca Forno, University of Bergamo, Italy
Torsten Geelan, University of Cambridge, England
Paolo Graziano, L’Université Bocconi
Lara Monticelli, Scuola Normale Superiore, Italy

Moderator
Lara Monticelli, Scuola Normale Superiore, Italy

Participants
An Holistic Framework of Sustainability to Assess Platform Cooperativism: Barcelona Case Study
Mayo Fuster, IN-3/Berkam Centre

Structural and Agential Powers Combined for Collaboration and Inclusion in Digital Marketplaces
Markieta Domecka, University of Southampton

Discussant
Torsten Geelan, University of Cambridge, England

TH10-01
Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laënnec B - Salle LF001
Funding and Sharing through Platforms: Inequality, Trust and Regulation
Regulating Platform Capitalism: The Emerging Role of Digital Intermediaries

Session Organizers
Elke Schuessler, Johannes Kepler University
Robert Bauer, Johannes Kepler University Linz
Thomas Gegenhuber, University of Edinburgh Business School
Stefan Kirchner, University Hamburg

Participants
Who Does the Platform like? Geographical Inequality in Crowdfunding Editorial Practices
Roel Davidson, University of Haifa

SASE 2017: What's Next? Disruptive/Collaborative Economy or Business as Usual?
University of Lyon 1 – Claude Bernard
(How) Can Islamic Moral Economy Deliver Its Promise? Increasing Subjective Wellbeing with Sustainable Consumption
Necati Aydin, Alfaisal University
Emancipation and Empowerment: Re-Framing the Objective of Islamic Moral Economy
Mehmet Asutay, Durham University, UK

TH13-01
Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laënnec B - Salle LF110
The Marketization of Intimacy
The Marketization of Everyday Life II
Session Organizers
Anne Jourdain, University Paris-Dauphine
Sidonie Naulin, Sciences Po Grenoble / PACTE
Moderator
Sidonie Naulin, Sciences Po Grenoble / PACTE
Participants
The Marketization of Intimacy?
Thorstien Peetz, University of Bremen
(Just) What the Doctor Ordered: Moral Framing of Commercial Gestational Surrogacy in Three Surrogacy-Friendly Countries
Alva Guseva, Boston University
Egg Freezing: The Marketization of Care Under Contemporary Capitalism
Dennis Mwaura, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies

TH14-01
Thursday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laënnec B - Salle LF106
1 - Conceptualizing Transnational Governance of Global Production in a New Era of Information Sharing
Session Organizers
Nicole Helmerich, University of Lausanne
Sigrid Quack, University Duisburg-Essen
Gale Raj-Reichert, Queen Mary University of London
Sabrina Zajak, Ruhr-University Bochum
Moderator
Christine Gerber, Berlin Social Science Center
Participants
The Dual Nature of Transparency – Corporatization and Democratization of Global Production Networks
Christian Schepers, University of Duisburg-Essen
Sabrina Zajak, Ruhr-University Bochum
Digitalization and the Reconfiguration of Power in Global Value Chains
Nicole Helmerich, University of Lausanne
Gale Raj-Reichert, Queen Mary University of London
Theorizing Technologies in GVC Governance
Mark Dallas, Union College
Discussant
Sigrid Quack, University Duisburg-Essen

FP-01
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - AMPHI C
Featured Panels & Speakers
Session Organizers
Christine Musselin, Sciences Po - CNRS
David Vallat, Université Lyon 1
Michel Lallement, CNAM EPN 13
Book Author
Brooke Harrington, Copenhagen Business School
Critics
Olivier Godechot, Sciences Po, MaxPo and CNRS
Karin Knorr-Cetina, University of Chicago
Patrick Inglis, Grinnell College

B-02
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle des Thèses
Evolving Local Forms of Development: Decentralization, Enclaves, Industrial Clusters
B: Globalization and Socio-Economic Development
Session Organizers
Caroline Arnold, Brooklyn College
Matthew Amengual, MIT Sloan
Mark Dallas, Union College
Richard Doner, Emory University
Douglas Fuller, Zhejiang University
Participants
Are spatial clustering policies losing their relevance in an increasingly globalized world?
Violeta Pereira, University of Brasilia
Claudia Galvao, University of Brasilia
An Exploration of Root Producer Community Development through Fair Trade in Kerala, India.
Zografia Bika, University of East Anglia
Decentralization Reforms in a Development Context: The Case of Turkey
Osman Savaskan, Marmara University/ Turkey
Business Networks, Foreign Investment, and Enclave Formation
Steven Samford, University of Toronto
Dan Breznitz, University of Toronto

**B-03**
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle du Conseil

International Contours of Socio-economic Development: Cooperation, Coordination, and Challenges

**B: Globalization and Socio-Economic Development**

Session Organizers
Caroline Arnold, Brooklyn College
Matthew Amengual, MIT Sloan
Mark Dallas, Union College
Richard Doner, Emory University
Douglas Fuller, Zhejiang University

Participants
Income Inequality and Current Account Imbalances. Is There a Role for International Coordination?
Jorge Carrera, University of La Plata

Development Cooperation As a Means for Global Governance: A Literature Review
Ilina Olivie, Elcano Royal Institute
Aitor Perez, Elcano Royal Institute

Nina Bandelj, University of California, Irvine

Rising Powers, Trade Agreements and Global Governance: The EU-India FTA – a Dance without Music?
Louise Curran, Toulouse Business School

**C-02**
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 210

Gender, Work & Family in Scientific and Academic Careers

**C: Gender, Work and Family**

Session Organizer
Nicky Le Feuvre, University of Lausanne

Moderator
Nicky Le Feuvre, University of Lausanne

Participants
A Typology of Gendered Pipelines: Reconfiguring the Approach to Researching Gender (in)Equality in Academic/Research Careers and Organizations
Farah Dubois-Shaik, Université catholique de Louvain
Bernard Fusulier, Université catholique de Louvain

On the Leaky Pipeline in Italy: Gender Asymmetries in the Early Stages of Academic Careers

**D-02**
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 107

Global Management Professions and Professionals

**D: Professions and Professionals in a Globalizing World**

Session Organizer
James Faulconbridge, Northwestern University

Moderator
James Faulconbridge, Northwestern University

Participants
Identity of the French CFOs Along with the Financialization
Marie Redon, Université Paris Dauphine
Toru Yoshikawa, Singapore Management University

Going International, Renegotiating the Profession? Insights from R&D Activities in a Multinational Firm
Dima Younes, Emlyon business school
Ludivine Perray, EMLYON business school

The “Global Manager” Profession Under the Managerial Identity Framework: A Critical Analysis
Sondes Turki, University of Montreal

Global Managers, Internationalization and Knowledge’s Circulation: Evidences of International Influence on Professional Qualification in Multinational Brazilian Companies.
Erica Julian, UFSCar

**E-03**
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec A - AMPHI 5

Precarious Work and the Reconstruction of Solidarity (II): Forthcoming Research

**E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy**

Session Organizers
Chiara Benassi, Royal Holloway, University of London
Lisa Dorigatti, University of Milan
Participants
Social Partners Facing Precarious Work; Exploring the Variety of Responses in Seven Countries and Three Sectors
Maarten Keune, University of Amsterdam
Including Migrant and Precarious Workers in the Care Sectors. Comparing Union Strategies and Labour Market Outcomes in the UK and the Netherlands
Stefania Marino, Manchester Business School
Displaying Power, but Altering Identity: How Danish Unions Managed to Organize the Trans-Nationalised Construction Workforce of the Copenhagen Metro Ring
Bjarke Refslund, Aalborg University
Regulating External Flexibility at Company Level: A Comparison Between German and Italian Manufacturing Plants
Chiara Benassi, Royal Holloway, University of London
Discussant
Virginia Doellgast, Cornell University

E-04
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment Principal - Amphi de Physique
Roundtable: Economic and Development Policy at Home and Abroad, after Trump’s Election
E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy
Session Organizer
Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève
Participants
Discussants
Natasha Iskander, New York University
Michael Piore, MIT
Andrew Schrank, University of New Mexico
Kenneth Shadlen, London School of Economics
Josh Whitford, Columbia University

E-05
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec A - AMPHI 4
The Changing Role of the State in Social Pacts
E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy
Session Organizers
Sabina Avdagic, University of Sussex
Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève
Aidan Regan, University College Dublin
Participants
Concertation during and after the Crisis: Is Governmental Unilateralism the Only Game Left in Town in the Eurozone Periphery?
Arianna Tassinari, University of Warwick
Interest Group Assertion and Economic Adjustment in the Eurozone Crisis
Sven Hilgers, Free University Berlin
Institutional Evolution of Social Dialogue Under Strong State: The South Korean Case at a Cross-Road
Myung Joon Park, Korea Labor Institute
An unexpected change: the role of the Italian state in social dialogue and labour market reforms
Ida Regalia, University of Milan

F-03
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 203
Biotechnology and Medical Innovation: Where have Different Policy Regimes Succeeded and Failed?
F: Knowledge, Technology, and Innovation
Session Organizers
Matthew Allen, Alliance Manchester Business School
Matthew Keller, Department of Sociology, Southern Methodist University
Participants
Innovation in Biotechnology in Mexico: Incentives, Institutional Barriers and the Policy Outcomes
Daniel Villavicencio, UAM-X
Category Dynamics Across Geographies and Industry Formation: The United States and Japan in Regenerative Medicine
Maki Umemura, Cardiff University
Evaluating the Impact of “Science, Technology and Innovation Policies” on the University-Industry Collaboration in the Biopharmacy Domain: The Case of the Universidad De Buenos Aires in Argentina
Cecilia Rikap, Universidad de Buenos Aires,
Resisting Globalization By Redefining Innovation: The Political Economy of New Drug Registration in China
Lantian Li, Northwestern University, Sociology Department

F-04
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 209
Career Trajectories and Boundary Work in Innovative Fields
F: Knowledge, Technology, and Innovation
Session Organizers
Matthew Allen, Alliance Manchester Business School
Matthew Keller, Department of Sociology, Southern Methodist University
Participants
“One for the Money”? the Digitalization and "Disk Crisis" Impact on the Incomes of “Ordinary
Musicians’* The Case of French-Speaking Switzerland.
Pierre Bataille, Université Libre de Bruxelles

Careers and Knowledge Transfer in Social Sciences: From Academics to Policy Entrepreneurs
Alice Lam, Royal Holloway University of London

Carving out a Space Between Basic Science, Technology, and Industrial Research: Insights from the History of French Microelectronics Research
Julien Barrier, ENS Lyon

The Origins of Sciences: Gentleman and Professional in the Emergence of Biology, 1750-1914
Jacob Habinek, University of California, Berkeley

---

Precarious Employment: New Questions

G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources

Session Organizer
David Marsden, London School of Economics

Participants
Choice Vs. Constraint: A Study on Differences of Work Mobility Between Voluntary and Involuntary Nonstandard Workers in Taiwan
Jyh-Jer Roger Ko, National Taiwan University

Job Insecurity Among Young People in Europe: Between the Objective and Subjective Dimension
Valentina Goglio, University of Turin

Addressing Vulnerability and Abuse? Why Seasonal Foreign Worker Regimes Were Reformed in Europe but Not the U.S.
Miguel Glatzer, La Salle University

Analysis of Precariousness in Korean Youth Labour Market
Yun-Young Kim, Ewha Womans University

---

Skills and Training: Tertiary Education

G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources

Session Organizer
David Marsden, London School of Economics

Participants
Examining the Relationship Between Professional Certification and Job Satisfaction Across Workers’ Careers
Kyle Albert, Harvard University

No Employment without Experience? the Importance of Tertiary Graduates’ Vocational Education and Training Experience in the Search of an Entry Job Position
Maria Esther Egg, ETH Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich

Universities and Life Long Learning in France: A New Opportunity for Adults to Return to Academic Studies?
Isabelle Borras, UGA CREG Centre associé Cereq

The ‘Great Escape’ from Italian Universities: Do Labour Market Recruitment Channels Matter?
Emanuela Ghignoni, La Sapienza

University-to-work-transition in Japan and Germany – an institution-based comparison
Renate Neubaeumer, University of Koblenz-Landau

---

CSR & Sustainability: Political Determinants

H: Markets, Firms and Institutions

Session Organizers
Christina Ahmadjian, Hitotsubashi University
Gerhard Schnyder, King’s College London

Participants
A Power Resources Model of the Making of Public Policies for CSR: The Case of Germany, 2000-2010
Rami Kaplan, Free University of Berlin

The Diffusion of Corporate Social Responsibility: Tensions and Local Responses in Japan
Chikako Oka, Royal Holloway University of London

CSR in an Age of Resurgent Nationalism and Authoritarian Populism
Daniel Kinderman, University of Delaware

Discussant
Julia Bartosch, Freie Universität Berlin - Department of Management

---

Emergence and Shaping of Markets & Firms

H: Markets, Firms and Institutions

Session Organizers
Christina Ahmadjian, Hitotsubashi University
Gerhard Schnyder, King’s College London

Participants
Specialist Hurricane Insurance and the Erosion of Housing Market Resilience to Hurricane Shocks
Emanuel Ubert, University of Wisconsin-Madison

The Emergence of Pete Recycling Practices in Brazil: Multiple Fields and Institutional Logics
SASE 2017: What's Next? Disruptive/Collaborative Economy or Business as Usual?
University of Lyon 1 – Claude Bernard

Silvio Eduardo Candido, Federal University of Sao Carlos - UFSCar
How Legal Infrastructures Matter in Market Organization: The Case of the Hungarian Mortgage Market
Lena Pellandini-Simanyi, Università della Svizzera Italiana (USI, University of Lugano)

Discussant
Mauricio Reinert, State University of Maringá

Labour Market Reforms and EU Fiscal Austerity II
J: Rethinking the Welfare State
Session Organizer
Sotiria Theodoropoulou, European Trade Union Institute-ETUI
Moderator
Philippe Pochet, ETUI
Participants
The German Exception: Welfare Protectionism Instead of Retrenchment
Werner Eichhorst, IZA
The Netherlands and the Crisis: From Activation to 'deficiency Compensation'
Marcel Hoogenboom, University of Utrecht
Reforming the Unreformable: Labour Market Policy Changes and the New Path of the Italian Politics
Patrik Vesan, University of Aosta Valley
Labour Market Reforms in Europe in the Era of Pervasive Austerity
Sotiria Theodoropoulou, European Trade Union Institute-ETUI

Actor Strategies and Institutional Processes in Transnational Sustainability Governance
L: Regulation and Governance
Session Organizers
Jonathan Zeitlin, University of Amsterdam
Philip Schleifer, University of Amsterdam
Participants
Experimentalism in Transnational Forest Governance: Implementing EU Forest Law
Enforcement and Governance (FLEGT) Voluntary Partnership Agreements in Indonesia and Ghana
Jonathan Zeitlin, University of Amsterdam
Out of Balance: Tensions in Global Multi-Stakeholder Partnerships and the Formation of Local Competing Organisations
Greetje Schouten, Partnerships Resource Centre
The Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil in Emerging Markets: The Politics of Diffusion in China and India
Philip Schleifer, University of Amsterdam
South-South Trade and Sustainability: The Case of Ceylon Tea
Michael Bloomfield, University of Bath

Discussant
Tim Bartley, Ohio State University

Global Wealth Chains
N: Finance and Society
Session Organizer
Leonard Seabrooke, Copenhagen Business School
Participants
The Governance of Global Wealth Chains
Leonard Seabrooke, Copenhagen Business School
Global Wealth Chains and Corporate Restructuring
Ronen Palan, City University of London
The Relationship Manager in Global Wealth Chains
Mariana Santos, Durham University
The Legal Opinion As an Asset Class within Global Wealth Chains
David Quentin, Queen Mary University of London
Tax Treaties: The Transformation of the International Tax 'Regime'
Martin Hearson, London School of Economics

Socially Responsible Finance
N: Finance and Society
Session Organizers
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University
Alya Guseva, Boston University
Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego
Participants
Of People and Profit: Responsible Investment and the Financialization of Development
Emily Barman, Boston University
For Poorer or Richer: A Costly Vow of Islamic Microfinance Institutions
Luqyan Tamanni, University of Glasgow
Creating a Niche Market with Social Housing Operators: The Case of the Mid-Range Rental Housing in France
Huana Carvalho, Université de Lyon, UMR 5600 EVS, ENTPE; Universidade de São Paulo
Corporate Social Responsibility in GVCs

O: Global Value Chains

Session Organizers
Gary Gereffi, Duke University  
Mari Sako, University of Oxford  
Timothy Sturgeon, MIT  
Eric Thun, University of Oxford

Participants
Steering CSR through Home State Regulation: A Comparison of the Impact of the UK Bribery Act and Modern Slavery Act on Global Supply Chain Governance  
Genevieve LeBaron, University of Sheffield

The CSR in SMEs: a case study  
Maria Rosaria Garofalo, University of Salerno  
Daniela Sica, University of Salerno

Social Negotiation within the Global Value Chain  
Jean-Michel Bonvin, University of Geneva  
Aris Martineilli, University of Geneva

Panel 2: Standards and Social Upgrading in Responsible Value Chains

O: Global Value Chains

Session Organizers
Matthew Alford, Alliance Manchester Business School, University of Manchester  
Peter Knorringsa, Erasmus University  
Valentina De Marchi, University of Padova

Participants
Exploring Collaboration and Contestation in the Development of a Multi-Stakeholder Initiative Governing Social Standards in the Global South: The Case of the Indian Tea Industry  
Natalie Langford, Global Development Institute, The University of Manchester

Riding Codes? Worker Organisations’ Knowledge of Private Ethical Codes and Their Ability to Leverage Codes to Improve Worker Conditions and Bargaining Power.  
Margareet Visser, Labour and Enterprise Policy Research Group, University of Cape Town

Private Governance for Sustainable Production: Retailers’ Diverse Approaches Across Global Production Networks  
Rachel Alexander, London School of Economics and Political Science

Discussant
Philippe Moutot, European Central Bank

P-03

Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm  
Bâtiment Principal - Salle Informatique 5

Money and Banking (I): Insights from Accounting for Financial Institutions (1)

P: Accounting, Economics, and Law

Session Organizer
Yuri Biondi, Centre national de la recherche scientifique

Moderator
Colin Haslam, Queen Mary University of London

Participants
A Historical-Institutional Balance Sheet Approach to the Transformations of Banking  
Olivier Butzbach, Second University of Naples

Bank Accounting and Improved Operational Cash Flow  
Asgeir Torfason, Assistant Professor - University of Iceland

Discussant
Philippe Moutot, European Central Bank

P-04

Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm  
Laênnec B - Salle LA104

Public Sector Accounting and Finances (II): Local Governments

P: Accounting, Economics, and Law

Session Organizer
Yuri Biondi, Centre national de la recherche scientifique

Moderator
Josette Caruana, University of Malta

Participants
Inter-Institutional Collaboration and Social Innovation. Analysis of Efficiency Conditions of External Control in Local Governments  
Fiorella Vinci, Università degli Studi eCampus

Sophie Le Coz, BETA UMR 7522, University of Lorraine

P-05

Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm  
Laênec B - Salle LF108

The Social Fabric of Valuation: Social Norms and Practices

P: Accounting, Economics, and Law
Session Organizer
Yuri Biondi, Centre national de la recherche scientifique

Moderator
Jean-Pierre Chanteau, university Grenoble-Alpes

Participants
Assessing Firms’ Strategies of Industrial Standardization: An Institutional Approach
Jean-Pierre Chanteau, university Grenoble-Alpes

Accounting for Intangible Assets in the Pharmaceutical Industry: Towards a “Quasi-Goodwill” Category
Clemence Garcia, Gakushuin University

Pricing Companies. Ethno-Accounting of Private Equity Activity.
Marlene Benquet, Paris Dauphine

Discussant
Charles Baker, Adelphi University

Q-03
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle LA102
Asian Capitalism, Finance and Corporate Governance

Q: Asian Capitalisms

Session Organizer
Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University
Cornelia Storz, Goethe University Frankfurt
Tobias ten Brink, University of Frankfurt

Participants
Creating a Market of the State: Credit Support and Capitalization of China Development Bank
Muyang Chen, University of Washington

From Capitalism to Neoliberalism; Case Study of Indonesian Islamic Financial Institutions
Murniati Mukhlisin, Tazkia University College of Islamic Economics

Relationship Between Shareholder Protection and Stock Market Development in Japan and the Developed and Emerging Countries
Prabirjit Sarkar, Jadavpur University

New Platforms for Politics? Fintech, Regtech, and the Evolving Role of the Chinese State
Julian Gruin, University of Amsterdam

Discussant
Robert Boyer, Institut des Amériques, France

Q-04
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF002
Capitalism, Welfare Regime and Intimate Sphere: Theory of Human Reproduction in Mature Societies in Europe and East Asia 2

Q: Asian Capitalisms

Session Organizer
Sebastien Lechevalier, EHESS

Participants
Framing Care: How Asian Elderly Care Is Constructed
Wako Asato, Kyoto University

Women’s Job Shift Patterns in the Japan’s Post-Fordist Era
Hachiro Iwai, Kyoto University

French Growth Strategy: Trying to be Cheap While Having the Most Expensive Welfare State
Bruno Palier, Sciences Po

TH01-01
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle LA103
Values, Nature and Processes of Collaborative Communities

Collaborative Communities, What’s Next?

Session Organizer
Sabine Carton, Université Grenoble Alpes

Participants
Makers through the Innovative Ecosystem of Lille Region
Fatma Guner, Researcher, Université Catholique de Lille

A New Space of Common-Based Peer Production: Fablab
Isabelle Liotard, CEPN university of Paris 13

Socioeconomics of Open Source, Public Trust in Open Collaboration and the Internet of Things
Jan-Felix Schrape, University of Stuttgart

Characterize the Entrepreneur in Cultural and Creative Industries: to a Pragmatist Conception
Veronique Dutraive, Université Lumière Lyon 2

TH04-02
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 202
(In)Equalities of Treatment and Opportunity in Contemporary Labour Markets

Disruption and Experimentation in the Regulation of Work and Employment

Session Organizers
Gregor Murray, University of Montreal
Phil Almond, CRIMT-Université de Montréal
Peter Fairbrother, RMIT University
Maria Gonzalez, University of Oviedo
Christian Lévesque, HEC Montréal

Moderator
Sara Charlesworth, RMIT University

Participants
Experimenting for Equality: Policies and Programs for the Screen-Based Industries
Amanda Coles, Department of Management, Faculty of Business and Law, Deakin University
Women and Non-Traditional Sectors: The Always Difficult Access to the so-called Protected Labor Market
Diane Gagne, UQTR

Gender Differences in Youth Self-Employment Survival in Spain
Begona Cueto, University of Oviedo

Employment Mobility and Poverty Risks
Aroa Tejero, University of Oviedo

Legal Intermediaries in the Shadows of Formal Legal Institutions

Legal Intermediaries between Business (as Usual) and Collective/Disruptive Economy between Public Policies and Regulation

Session Organizers
Jérôme Péllisse, Sciences Po, CSO, France
Shauhin Talesh, UC Irvine, USA

Moderator
Jérôme Péllisse, Sciences Po, CSO, France

Participants
Street-Level Bureaucrats as Intermediaries in the Welfare State. Exploring Caseworker-Client Relationships and the Role of Trust in the German Active Welfare State
Monika Senghaas, Institute for Employment Research

Public Regulation through Private Litigation: The American Bureaucracy as Intermediary in Private Lawsuits
Quinn Mulroy, Northwestern University

Discounting Rules: Legal Intermediaries and the Formal Rationalization of French Retail Regulation
Sebastian Billows, Sciences Po

Contracts, Collusion, and Public Misconduct: Private-Public Coordination in the Chinese Economy
Tina Lee, Princeton University

Discussant
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University

TH08-02
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF103

Long-Term Policy-Making

Politics of the Future, Policies in the Present

Session Organizers
Antoine Bernard de Raymond, Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique
Vincent Cardon, Université de Picardie Jules-Verne
Olivier Plims, Sciences Po, Paris

Participants
Industrial Policies in the World: From Planning to Prospective Analysis
Clemente Ruiz Duran, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico

Climate Change and the Institutional Foundations of Long-Term Policymaking
Jared J Finnegan, London School of Economics and Political Science

Governing By Future-Telling: From Planning to Spatial Foresight in Quebec
Sylvain Le Berre, Arènes-Crape / CNRS UMR 6051

Taming the Posthuman: “Existential Risks” and the Transnational Regulation of Artificial Intelligence
Apolline Taillandier, Sciences Po, MaxPo

TH09-02
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 204

Cooperatives and Cooperativism: A Global Perspective I

Re-embedding the Social: Cooperatives, Political Consumerism and Alternative Lifestyles

Session Organizers
Francesca Forno, University of Bergamo, Italy
Torsten Geelan, University of Cambridge, England
Paolo Graziano, L’Université Bocconi
Lara Monticelli, Scuola Normale Superiore, Italy

Moderator
Francesca Forno, University of Bergamo, Italy

Participants
Collective Production and Resistance to Unemployment
Anabel Rieiro, Universidad de la Republica, Facultad de Ciencias Sociales, Departamento de Sociologia

The Political Culture in Scottish Worker Cooperatives
Andreas Zaunseder, The University of Aberdeen, Centre for Citizenship, Civil Society and the Rule of Law
Constructing the Knowledge Commons: The Rise of the Cooperative, Self-Managed, Autonomous University
Robert Cuninghame, Universidad Autonoma Metropolitana

Discussant
Torsten Geelan, University of Cambridge, England

TH10-02
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF102
Social and Institutional Infrastructures for Regulating Digital Markets
Regulating Platform Capitalism: The Emerging Role of Digital Intermediaries

Session Organizers
Elke Schuessler, Johannes Kepler University
Robert Bauer, Johannes Kepler University Linz
Thomas Gegenhuber, University of Edinburgh Business School
Stefan Kirchner, University Hamburg

Participants
A Marketplace in Cyberspace?
Patrick Aspers, Uppsala University
Asaf Darr, University of Haifa
Regulating Platforms in Private Services - Social Partner Responses in Denmark, Sweden and Germany
Anna Islae, FAOS, Department of Sociology, Copenhagen University
Louise Madsen, University of Copenhagen
The on-Demand Economy and Labour Market Settlements
Hiram Samel, University of Oxford

TH11-02
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF001
Living communally, working cooperatively: Special challenges and opportunities
Seeking a More Just and Egalitarian Economy: Realizing the Future via Co-operatives, Communes, and Other Collectives

Session Organizers
Katherine Chen, The City College of New York and the Graduate Center, CUNY
Joyce Rothschild, VirginiaTech

Moderator
Todd Pittinsky, SUNY Stony Brook

Participants
As the World Turns: Actors on the Stage of Transformational Social Change
Melanie Bush, Adelphi University; University of South Africa Research Fellow
Why Is Co-Op City Still a Co-Op?

Hilary Silver, Brown University; George Washington University
Bureaucratic Extremophiles: Hybridity and Vitality in Student Housing Cooperatives
Alexander Kindel, Princeton University

TH12-02
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cler - Salle 208
Explorations in Islamic Moral Economy 2
Sharing Economy of Islam beyond Islamic Finance: Re-constructing Collaborative and Disruptive Economy from Islamic Moral Economy Perspective

Session Organizers
Mehmet Asutay, Durham University, UK
Necati Aydin, AlFaisal University

Moderator
Kaothier Toumi, University of Toulouse 3

Participants
Islamic Moral System, Sharing Vs Gift Economy and Venture Philanthropy
Muhammad Qureshi, Oslo and Akershush University College of Applied Sciences
Islamic Economics and Morality: A Case for Equity Efficiency Trade-Off Reversal
Hayat Khan, AlFaisal University
Maqāṣid Al-Shari’ah al-Maqāṣid Al-‘uqūd? Durkheim’s Theory of Contracts and the Form-Versus-Substance Debate in Islamic Finance
Ryan Calder, Johns Hopkins University

TH13-02
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF110
The Marketization of Domesticity
The Marketization of Everyday Life II

Session Organizers
Anne Jourdain, University Paris-Dauphine
Sidonie Naulin, Sciences Po Grenoble / PACTE

Moderator
Sidonie Naulin, Sciences Po Grenoble / PACTE

Participants
The Marketization of Leisure Activities. the Cases of Artist-Crafts(wo)Men and Food Bloggers
Sidonie Naulin, Sciences Po Grenoble / PACTE

Between Domestication and Marketization: The Everyday Economy of People Living in Precarious Situations in Rural Russia.
Glenn Mainguy, Centre Emile Durkheim - Université de Bordeaux
Do Online Platforms Change the "Domestic" Nature of Knitting Economy?
Vinciane Zabban, Experice

Discussant
Charles Umney, University of Leeds
TH14-02
Thursday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF106
2 - Data Sharing, Civil Society, Resistance, and Social Movements
Session Organizers
Nicole Helmerich, University of Lausanne
Sigrid Quack, University Duisburg-Essen
Gale Raj-Reichert, Queen Mary University of London
Sabrina Zajak, Ruhr-University Bochum
Moderator
Sabrina Zajak, Ruhr-University Bochum
Participants
Certification Process As a Governance Tool in Palm Oil Supply Chain and the Behavior of Corporations in Latin America
Nirvia Ravena de Sousa, Universidade da Amazonia
Migrants Networked Collaboration for Generation of Labour
Lara Jüssen, University of Bonn
Developing a Relational Understanding of the Production/Use of Big Data: The Case of UK Uncut
Cristiana Olcese, University of Exeter;
Clare Saunders, University of Exeter
Discussant
Marissa Brookes, Department of Political Science;
University of California, Riverside

B-05
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec B - Salle du conseil
The Political Economies of Innovation, Skills, and Dependence
B: Globalization and Socio-Economic Development
Session Organizers
Caroline Arnold, Brooklyn College
Matthew Amengual, MIT Sloan
Mark Dallas, Union College
Richard Doner, Emory University
Douglas Fuller, Zhejiang University
Participants
Dependence, Models of Capitalism and the Challenges to Strengthen Economic Development in Latin America.
Alexandre Guimaraes, School of Government - João Pinheiro Foundation
Skills Formation in the Automotive Cluster in Southern Rio De Janeiro, Brazil: Paths to Institutional Change?
Cristiano Monteiro, Universidade Federal Fluminense
João Marcos Barboza, Universidade Federal Fluminense
Raphael Lima, Fluminense Federal University
Achievements of the Albanian Economic System - from Labour Market Threats to Massive Service Offshoring from Italy
Giorgio Saibene, University of Milan
C-03
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 210

Work-Life and Fathers

C: Gender, Work and Family

Session Organizers
Bernard Fusulier, Université catholique de Louvain
Diane-Gabrielle Tremblay, University of Quebec-Teluq

Moderator
Bernard Fusulier, Université catholique de Louvain

Participants
The Differential Stigmatization of Work-Life Policies: Cultural and Social Barriers to the Use of Work-Life Policies
Ariane Ollier-Malaterre, UQAM
Fathers’ Intensive Schedule: An Analysis with the Spanish Time Use Survey.
Irina Fernandez-Lozano, National University of Distance Education (UNED), Spain
Work Organizations As Mediators for Fathers’ Take-up of Parental Leave in Germany
Thordis Reimer, University of Hamburg
How Do Fathers Adapt Their Work to Become Involved in Childcare? Gender Differences for Work-Life Balance in Workplaces in Spain
Teresa Jurado-Guerrero, Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED)

D-03
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment Principal - Amphi de Physique

Author Meets Critics: "Engines of Anxiety: Academic Rankings, Reputation, and Accountability", by Wendy Espeland and Michael Sauder (Russell Sage Foundation 2016)

D: Professions and Professionals in a Globalizing World

Session Organizer
James Faulconbridge, Northwestern University

Book Author
Wendy Espeland, Northwestern University

Critics
Marion Fourcade, UC Berkeley
Andrea Mennicken, London School of Economics and Political Science
Christine Musselin, Sciences Po – CNRS

E-06
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec A - AMPHI 4

Currency Regimes and Growth Models

E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy

Session Organizers
Sabina Avdagic, University of Sussex
Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève
Aidan Regan, University College Dublin

Participants
Exploring the Aggregate and Conditional Effect of Manufacturing on Exchange Rates in OECD Countries
Vytas Kuokstis, Vilnius University
When Do States Disrupt Industries? Electric Cars in Germany and the United States
Jonas Nahm, Johns Hopkins SAIS
Growth Models, Interest Group Formation and Economic Adjustment in the Eurozone Crisis
Sebastian Schneider, Free University Berlin
Growth Models and Institutional Change in the Eurozone Crisis
Sebastian Schneider, Free University Berlin

E-07
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF104

Economic Inequality and Distributive Conflict

E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy

Session Organizers
Sabina Avdagic, University of Sussex
Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève
Aidan Regan, University College Dublin

Participants
Economic Inequality & Distributive Conflict: The Polarizing Effect of Unequal Opportunities on Redistributive Preferences
Bastian Becker, Central European University
Does Progressive Taxation Fosters or Hinders Redistribution? Unravelling the Mechanisms behind Apparent Paradoxes
Michael Zemmour, Sciences Po (LIEPP); University Lille 1 (CLERSE)
Employment Discontinuities and Popular Support for Unemployment Insurance
Baptiste Francon, BETA Lorraine
The Framing of Immigration and Support for Redistribution: Experimental Evidence from the UK, Germany and Sweden
Sabina Avdagic, University of Sussex

F-05
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 203

Where does Social Innovation and Entrepreneurialism Come From?

F: Knowledge, Technology, and Innovation

Session Organizers
Matthew Allen, Alliance Manchester Business School
Matthew Keller, Department of Sociology, Southern Methodist University
Participants
Who Innovates (socially) and How? — a Cross-National and Cross-Field Qualitative Comparative Analysis
Gorgi Krlev, University of Oxford
“Divergent Paths Toward Social Transformation”
Giesecke Susanne, Austrian Institute of Technology
Explaining Social Entrepreneurship Activity: A Comparative Analysis
Alexander Martin, Europa-Universität Flensburg

G-05
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec A - AMPHI 5

HRM: Employee Development
G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources

Session Organizer
David Marsden, London School of Economics

Participants
How Young Spanish Workers Use Online Services to Find a Job? A Mixed-Methods Approach
Dafne Muntanyola Saura, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona
The Black Box of HRM: The Moderating Role of Social Exchange in the Relationship Between High-Performance Work Practices and Job Satisfaction
Gabriel Cueto-Pruneda, University of Oviedo
A Learning Goals Driven System: Enhancing Learning
Anastasia Luca, California Sacramento State College of Business
Positive Self-Assessments as Enhancers of Career Success
Anastasia Luca, California Sacramento State College of Business

G-06
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment Principal - Salle Informatique 2

Precarious Employment: Insiders and Outsiders
G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources

Session Organizer
David Marsden, London School of Economics

Participants
On the Adverse Effects of Internal and External Flexibility
Kirsten Thommes, Brandenburg University of Technology
Uneven Use of Non-Regular Workers at the Corporate Level. Investigating the Japanese Case
Sebastien Lechevalier, EHESS
Flexibilization of European Labour Markets, Wage and Employment Effects on Permanent Workers before and during the Economic Crisis.
Daniela Bellani, UPF

Ko-eun Park, Ewha Womans University

H-05
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment JF Cler - Salle 319

Elites and Varieties of Capitalism I
H: Markets, Firms and Institutions

Session Organizers
Glenn Morgan, University of Bristol
Christian Ibsen, University of Copenhagen, FAOS
Christoph Ellersgaard, Copenhagen Business School
Stephanie Ginalski, University of Lausanne

Participants
The Eurozone’s Implosion (2007-2010): Rereading Shifts in Monetary Regulation from the Scope of the Transnational Business Milieu’s Collapse
Philippe Blanchard, University of Warwick
Tax Lawyers of the World, Unite! Mitchell B. Carroll (1898-1987), Transnational Tax Networks and International Capital
Matthieu Leimgruber, University of Zurich
Felix Bühlmann, University of Lausanne
Do Cross-Class Alliances Between Interest Groups Produce Cross-Class Elite Networks?
Christoph Ellersgaard, Copenhagen Business School

Discussant
Magnus Feldmann, University of Bristol

H-06
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment JF Cler - Salle 107

Institutional Fields and Organisational Forms: Causes and Consequences
H: Markets, Firms and Institutions

Session Organizers
Christina Ahmadjian, Hitotsubashi University
Gerhard Schnyder, King’s College London

Participants
Companies and the Rise of Economic Thought
Emily Erikson, Yale University
Becoming a Cooperative: Relationship Reconfiguration within the Firm
Nathalie Magne, Lyon 2 / Laboratoire Triangle
The Evolving Organizational Diversity of (financial) Capitalism
Olivier Butzbach, Second University of Naples
Discussant
Tao Wang, Grenoble Ecole de Management

J-03
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF004

Economic Strains on Moral Reform

J: Rethinking the Welfare State

Session Organizer
Alexander Hicks, Emory University

Moderator
Gilles Verpraet, Paris Ouest Nanterre

Participants
The Politics of Entrenchment: Growth Models and Housing Finance in the United States and Germany
Alexander Reisenbichler, George Washington University; University of Toronto
Welfare State, Financial Crisis and Middle Classes Positionings
Gilles Verpraet, Paris Ouest Nanterre
Education to Restore MORAL Economy
Maryam Banday, University of Azad Jammu and Kashmir
Syed Nisar Hamdani, Professor Director
Kashmir Institute of Economics University of Azad Jammu and Kashmir

L-03
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec B - Salle LA106

Regulation and Governance in Emerging Economies

L: Regulation and Governance

Session Organizers
John Cioffi, University of California, Riverside
Jonathan Zeitlin, University of Amsterdam

Participants
Economic Reform and Legacies of Privatization of State Owned Enterprises in Africa
Stephen Magu, Old Dominion University
Collusion without Corruption: Conflicting Logics and Shifting Frames in the Chinese Administrative State
Tina Lee, Princeton University
Self-Regulation Versus Regulation in Advertising Toward Children: The Clash Between Economic and Social Legitimate Order
Mauricio Reinert, State University of Maringá
Re-Thinking the Urban Governance in Brazil after the Regulation Times: The Role of the State and Market in the Production of the Urban Space
Janaina Ruviaro da Silva, Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul
State Capitalism: A Comparative Study of the Brazilian National Oil Companies (NOCs) Petrobras and the Chinese Petrochina.
Monica Plnhanze, Getulio Vargas Foundation

Yarui Dun, FGV/EBAPE

Discussant
Sebastian Botzem, University of Bremen

M-01
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 318

Economía colaborativa I

M: Spanish Language

Session Organizers
Julimar da Silva, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid
Santos Ruesga, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid

Moderator
Isabel Novo-Corti, University of A Coruna

Participants
El Principio De No-Tuismo Como Base De La Ciencia Económica y Sus Límites Ante La Economía Colaborativa
Gabriela Pimentel Linares, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana
The Sharing Economy in Economic Theory: A Non-Existent Relationship?
Maria Barreiro-Gen, University of A Coruna
Las Características De La Economía Colaborativa Compartida, Las Rupturas y Los Cambios En Los Aspectos Disruptivos. ¿Flexibilizar Para Subsistir?
Tania Teixeira, Brasil
Camila Silva, Brasil
Luana Silva, Brasil
Catari Chaves, Brasil

Los Desafíos Para La Construcción De Una Ciudadanía Efectiva En La Perspectiva De La Economía Solidaria
Tania Teixeira, Brasil
Isabel Ruiz, Universidad de Valencia
Silvia Hernando, Departamento de recursos energeticos Compartidos

N-05
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec A - AMPHI 2

Corporate Finance

N: Finance and Society

Session Organizers
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University
Alya Guseva, Boston University
Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego

Participants
Do Friendly Boards Have an Influence on Corporate Financing Policy? Evidence from French-Listed Firms
Cedric VAN Appelghem, Université Paris II Panthéon-Assas
Stocks, Bonds, and Bargaining Duration
Jana Grittersova, UC Riverside
Organizational Ecology of Investment Banking and the Geography of Finance
Kurtulus Gemici, National University of Singapore
Does Financial Derivation Participate to Value Creation? New Perspectives from a Study of the Convertible Bond Market
Olivier Ah-Hot, The University of Edinburgh
"Cash Culture". Converting Corporate Finance to Hard Currency
Theo Bourgeron, University of Edinburgh

Discussant
Valerie Boussard, Université Paris Nanterre

O-06
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 302
Panel 3: Tensions for Social Upgrading in Responsible Value Chains

O: Global Value Chains

Session Organizers
Matthew Alford, Alliance Manchester Business School, University of Manchester
Peter Knorringa, Erasmus University
Florence Palpacuer, Universite de Montpellier

Participants
Situating Labour in the Global Production Network Debate: As If the ‘South’ Mattered
Keshab Das, Gujarat Institute of Development Research
Global Recession, China Dream and Striking Workers: The Political Economy of Labour Relations in China
Chris King-chi Chan, City University of Hong Kong
Exploring ‘Vertical’ and ‘Horizontal’ Dimensions of Corporate Social Responsibility in Global Value Chains: Low Wages, Crisis and Contestation in South African Fruit
Matthew Alford, Alliance Manchester Business School, University of Manchester
Inclusive Strategies: When Does Shared Value Pay?
Renato Orsato, Sao Paulo School of Management (EAESP); Getulio Vargas Foundation (FGV)

P-06
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment Principal - Salle Informatique 3
Corporate Governance (I): Challenges for Company Law and Regulation

P: Accounting, Economics, and Law

Session Organizer
Yuri Biondi, Centre national de la recherche scientifique

Moderator
Konstantinos Sergakis, University of Glasgow
Participants

Piercing the Corporate Veil: the case between parent and foreign subsidiary corporations
Poonam Puri, York University

The Role of EU Company Law and Corporate Governance in the 21st Century: The Guardian of Fundamental Social Values of the European Union?
Hana Horak, Full Professor of Commercial and Company Law
Kristijan Poljanec, Teaching and Research Assistant

Enforcement of Shareholder Duties: The Preferred Way to Sustainability?
Konstantinos Sergakis, University of Glasgow

Participants

Intended Benefits and Unintended Consequences of Improved Disclosure: Mutual Fund Disclosure Reform
John Heater, Yale University

Rethinking Bank Shareholder Equity: The Case of Deutsche Bank
Imke Graeff, ESCP Europe

Discussant

Colin Haslam, Queen Mary University of London

Q-05
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec B - Salle LA102

Finance, Central Bank and Monetary Policy

Q: Asian Capitalisms

Session Organizers

Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University
Cornelia Storz, Goethe University Frankfurt
Tobias ten Brink, University of Frankfurt

Moderator

Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University

Participants

Negative Interest Rates and Central Bank Accountability at the Bank of Japan
Markus Heckel, Goethe University

A Novel Pathway to Power? Contestation and Adaptation in China’s Internationalization of the RMB
Christopher McNally, Chaminade University

The Politics of Financial Innovation and Regulation in the People's Republic of China
Robert Pauls, Ruhr-Universitaet Bochum
Joern-Carsten Gottwald, Ruhr-Universitaet Bochum

Discussant

Chen Muyang, University of Washington

Q-06
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec B – Salle LF002

State-Business-Relations in Emerging Economies. How State Forms Partnership for Economic Development

Q: Asian Capitalisms

Session Organizer

Christian Timm, Private University - PFH Göttingen

Moderator

Joachim Ahrens, Private University - PFH Göttingen

Participants

State-Business Relations for Industrial Development: Determinants of Effective Cooperation in Korea and Kazakhstan
Diana Usmanova, University of Groningen
State As the Engine of Development: State-Business Partnership in the Agricultural Sector of Georgia
Tamar Jugheli, Private University - PFH Göttingen
The Partnership Fund in Georgia. State As Shareholder for Economic Development
Christian Timm, Private University - PFH Göttingen

TH01-02
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec B - Salle LA103
Collaborative Communities : Political, Social and Economical Aspects

Collaborative Communities, What's Next?
Session Organizer
Sabine Carton, Université Grenoble Alpes

Participants
The Community-Platform Paradox: A Merleau-Pontian View of the Collaborative Economy
François-Xavier de Vaujany, Paris-Dauphine University
Doing Well and Doing Good? Legitimacy, Collective Events, Emotions, and the Maker Movement
Andreea Gorbatai, UC Berkeley
Forming a Global Hackerspace Network: Computing Expertise As Political Action at Global Scales?
Luis Felipe R. Murillo, CNAM, LISÉ - IFRIS
Sharing Economy Meets Prosumption: An Investigation of the Growing Role of Consumers in Every Day's Productive Activities
Ludmila Striukova, University College London

TH04-03
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 202
Unions Organizing from the Margins?
Disruption and Experimentation in the Regulation of Work and Employment

Session Organizers
Gregor Murray, University of Montreal
Phil Almond, CRIMT-Université de Montréal
Peter Fairbrother, RMIT University
Maria Gonzalez, University of Oviedo
Christian Lévesque, HEC Montréal

Moderator
Maria Gonzalez, University of Oviedo

Participants
‘Precarious Workers and Trade Unions: Recent Developments’
Rebecca Gumbrell-McCormick, Birkbeck, University of London
Organising in the Face of Austerity: (re)Building Collectivism in UK Local Government

Heather Connolly, De Montfort University
The Transformation of the Sugarcane Sector in Brazil: Impacts on Workers, Unions and Their Bargaining Power
Jan Brunner, Freie Universität Berlin
Trade Unions and 'new Social Movements': Rivals or Allies in Resisting Precarity?
Richard Hyman, The London School of Economics and Political Science

TH08-03
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF103
Expectations and Anticipations
Politics of the Future, Policies in the Present

Session Organizers
Antoine Bernard de Raymond, Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique
Vincent Cardon, Université de Picardie Jules-Verne
Olivier Pilmis, Sciences Po, Paris

Participants
Future in Crisis: The Interaction of Crisis Policies and Future Expectations in Europe
Alexander Spielau, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
Circe and Ulysses: Knowledge of the Future, Constitutional Democracy, and the Politics of Central Banking
David Woodruff, London School of Economics
The Power of Failure: Bias for Hope and Bias for Skepticism in Sociology of Uncertainty and Ignorance
Adriana Mica, Institute of Social Prevention and Resocialisation - University of Warsaw
Fiscal Chicken Little: Crisis Prognostication and the Rhetoric of Retrenchment in U.S. Budget Politics
Edward Crowley, New York University

TH09-03
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 204
Cooperatives and Cooperativism: A Global Perspective II
Re-embedding the Social: Cooperatives, Political Consumerism and Alternative Lifestyles

Session Organizers
Francesca Forno, University of Bergamo, Italy
Torsten Geelan, University of Cambridge, England
Paolo Graziano, L’Université Bocconi
Lara Monticelli, Scuola Normale Superiore, Italy

Moderator
Lara Monticelli, Scuola Normale Superiore, Italy
Participants
Experimental Productive Alternatives and Reappropriation of Material Living Conditions: On the Socio-Political Potentialities of Material Forms of “Commons-Based Peer Production”
Yannick Rumpala, Université de Nice
New Cooperatives As Countermovement? Comparing Prewar and Present Grassroots Consumer Cooperatives
Aleksandra Bilewicz, Institute of Social Studies, University of Warsaw

Discussant
Torsten Geelan, University of Cambridge, England

TH10-03
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF102
The State Versus Uber: Regulatory Struggles in the Ride-Sharing Industry
Regulating Platform Capitalism: The Emerging Role of Digital Intermediaries
Session Organizers
Elke Schuussler, Johannes Kepler University
Robert Bauer, Johannes Kepler University Linz
Thomas Gegenhuber, University of Edinburgh Business School
Stefan Kirchner, University Hamburg

Participants
Regulating Market Innovation: The Case of “Ride-Sharing” in New York, Chicago and San Francisco
Nicholas Occhiuto, Yale University
Digital Platforms in Court: The Juridical Struggles of Uber in Poland
Marcin Serafin, Institute of Philosophy and Sociology of the Polish Academy of Sciences; Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
How Do Innovative Firms Win Regulatory Acceptance? An Analysis of the U.S. Ride-Hailing Industry
Yuni Wen, Said Business School, University of Oxford

TH11-03
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF001
Shaking Up the Field: Social Movements and Other Collective Action for Egalitarianism and Solidarity
Seeking a More Just and Egalitarian Economy: Realizing the Future via Co-operatives, Communes, and Other Collectives
Session Organizers
Katherine Chen, The City College of New York and the Graduate Center, CUNY
Joyce Rothschild, VirginiaTech

Moderator
Christof Brandtner, Stanford University

Participants
The Emergent Social Movement of Worker Cooperatives in the U.S.
James M Mandiberg, Hunter College, City University of New York
Counter-Movements to Commodification: Issues Raised By the Brazilian Solidarity Economy
Carole Yerochewski, University of Montreal
Conditions for Alternative Organizations: The Central Role of Federation Strategies in Changing Environments
Carla Ilten, University of Illinois at Chicago

The Pathways to #Buytwitter: Users, Owners, and a Co-Op from within
Danny Spitzberg, Peak Agency

TH12-03
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 209
Emergence of Islamic Sharing Economy and Finance Practices
Sharing Economy of Islam beyond Islamic Finance: Re-constructing Collaborative and Disruptive Economy from Islamic Moral Economy Perspective
Session Organizers
Mehmet Asutay, Durham University, UK
Necati Aydin, AlFaisal University

Moderator
Shifa Mohd Nor, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia

Participants
Takaful Ijtima’i As an Alternative Sharia Insurance System in Reconstructing Collaborative Economy in Indonesia
Gemala Dewi, Universitas Indonesia
Zaitun Abdullah, Universitas Pancasila
Islamic Commodity Hedging and Empowerment of the Farmers: A Proposed Model Towards a Sharing Economy
Radiya Sukmana, Universitas Airlangga
Determinants of Banking Performances of Islamic and Conventional Banks: Case of Turkey
Murat Ustaoglu, Istanbul University

TH12-04
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 208
Sharing Economy of Islam: Zakah
Sharing Economy of Islam beyond Islamic Finance: Re-constructing Collaborative and Disruptive Economy from Islamic Moral Economy Perspective
Session Organizers
Mehmet Asutay, Durham University, UK
Necati Aydin, AlFaisal University
Participants
Zakat Community Development As a Mean of Poverty Alleviation Which Emphasizing Reciprocity and Neighbourhood
Randi Swandaru, Durham University Business School; National Zakat Board of Indonesia (BAZNAS)
Dzulfian Syafrian, Durham University Business School
Paving the Way for the Implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals in Morocco through the Institutionalization of Zakat
Hajar Raouf, Durham University Business School
Zakat Economic Multiplier Effect
AbdelKader Ouatik el Alaoui, INCEIF
Implementation and Advancement of a Collaborative Zakat Management System in Southern California, the United States; A Case Study of a Hybrid Zakat Cooperative Model
Husam Suleiman, Inland Empire Zakat Cooperative

Discussant
Dalal Aassouli, Durham Business School

TH13-03
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF110
Marketization and Careers
The Marketization of Everyday Life II
Session Organizers
Anne Jourdain, University Paris-Dauphine
Sidonie Naulin, Sciences Po Grenoble / PACTE
Moderator
Sidonie Naulin, Sciences Po Grenoble / PACTE
Participants
Entrepreneurs after Bankruptcy: Four Life Courses Socially Distinct
Virginie Blum, Centre Max Weber - Université Lumiére Lyon 2
Competition, Intermediaries and Online Shop
Charles Umney, University of Leeds
"Working on the Side" Among the Professional Classes: Cross Effect of Gender and Social Origin on the Commodification of Air Flight Crews’ Sideline Activities
Anne Lambert, INED (Institut national d'études démographiques)
Making Money with TV Series: From Viewer to Amateur with Financial Rewards
Anne-Sophie Beliard, Grenoble Alpes University - Pacte

Discussant
Ashley Mears, Boston University

TH14-03
Thursday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF106
3 - Digitalization, new modes of work, and working conditions
Session Organizers
Nicole Helmerich, University of Lausanne
Sigrid Quack, University Duisburg-Essen
Gale Raj-Reichert, Queen Mary University of London
Sabrina Zajak, Ruhr-University Bochum
Moderator
Gale Raj-Reichert, University of Manchester

Participants
Brave New Digital Work? Working Conditions in the Crowd
Christine Gerber, Berlin Social Science Center
Co-Localisation or Geographical Fragmentation of Supply Chains? Empirical Spotlights and Theoretical Insights
Florian Butollo, University of Jena
The Place of Innovation: Urban Dimensions of Work, Governance and Activism in the Sharing Economy in Los Angeles, Paris and Buenos Aires
Kathleen Dunn, Loyola University Chicago

Discussant
Gregory Jackson, Freie Universität Berlin

B-06
Thursday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm
Laënnec B - Salle LA104
Private Governance, Globalization and Market Dynamics (2)
B: Globalization and Socio-Economic Development
Session Organizers
Celine Cholez, PACTE
Pascale Trompette, CNRS Laboratoire PACTE
Participants
‘Humanize’ the Economy: Temporal Conflicts at the Bottom of the Pyramid
Catherine Dolan, SOAS University of London
Characterising Sustainable Forms of Frugal Innovation in Africa
Winfred Onyas, School of Business, University of Leicester
Taking an Empirical ‘Sociology of Art’ Perspective to Explore How Structural Overlaps Across in(formal) Markets Are Threatening Bop Consumer-Producer Art Markets

Discussant
Ashley Mears, Boston University
Development Strategies and Emerging Forms of International Integration

B: Globalization and Socio-Economic Development

Session Organizers
Caroline Arnold, Brooklyn College
Matthew Amengual, MIT Sloan
Mark Dallas, Union College
Richard Doner, Emory University
Douglas Fuller, Zhejiang University

Participants
Global Value Chains and Development: How Brazil Emerged Dodging Trade Globalization
Dr. Susan Martins Cesar de Oliveira, University of Brasília, Brazil

Socioeconomic Development and Social and Environmental Responsibility: A Case Study in the Northeast of Brazil
Giselle Macedo, Universidade Estadual do Ceará

Configuring Development Models - International Influences in the Brazilian Context
Karina Assis, Universidade Federal de São Carlos/ Nesefi

The Effect of an Emerging Asia on the Pacific Alliance Countries
Lya Sierra, Pontificia Universidad Javeriana

Practicing Law – the Role of Law Intermediaries in (de-)Legitimizing Intellectual Property Rights

D: Professions and Professionals in a Globalizing World

Session Organizer
Sigrid Quack, University Duisburg-Essen

Participants
Conventions of Patents Valuation and Law Intermediaries
Christian Bessy, IDHS ENS Cachan

This Time Is Different - Patent Lawyers’ Responses to Technical Change
Markus Lang, Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg

Dealing with Regulatory Uncertainty through Categorization and Justification - the Case of Viagra Patent Litigation
Katharina Zangerle, University Innsbruck

Justifying Intellectual Property – Analyzing Court Cases about Copyright in Popular Music
Konstantin Hondros, University Duisburg-Essen

Changes in European Economic Governance

E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy

Session Organizers
Sabina Avdagic, University of Sussex
Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève
Aidan Regan, University College Dublin

Participants
Understanding the EU’s New Economic Governance Regime. from the Government By Law to the Governance By Numbers and Ad-Hoc Interventions
Roland Erne, University College Dublin
Ludwig Zurbrigg, Hochschule Luzern

Vincenzo Maccarrone, University College Dublin

Formulating EU Employment Policy in the Shadow of the New European Economic Governance
Mikkel Mailand, University of Copenhagen

Social Dialogue and Economic Governance in the EU
Roberto Pedersini, Università degli Studi di Milano

Mediterranean Capitalism: What’s Next? Industrial Relations, Labor Markets and Welfare in the Crisis (1)

E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy

Session Organizers
Marino Regini, University of Milano
Luigi Burroni, University of Florence
Emmanuele Pavolini, University of Macerata

Moderator
Luigi Burroni, University of Florence

Participants
The Long and Winding Road to Competitiveness for Mediterranean Capitalism
Marino Regini, University of Milano

Cross Policy Coordination in the Mediterranean Model of Capitalism
Oscar Molina, Autonomous University of Barcelona
Labour and Welfare Reform in Germany and Southern Europe: Walking in Others’ Shoes?
Ana Marta Guillén, University of Oviedo
Luigi Burroni, University of Florence

Discussant
Lucio Baccaro, University of Geneva

E-10
Thursday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF002

The Impact of Labour Market Flexibility upon Skills, Innovation and Wage Dispersion: Insights from the Isigrowth Project

E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy

Session Organizer
Maria Enrica Virgillito, Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna

Participants
Causes and Consequences of Hysteresis: Aggregate Demand, Productivity and Employment
Maria Enrica Virgillito, Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna

Innovation and Temporary Employment: Diverging Patterns Across Europe?
Valeria Cirillo, Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna

Exploring the Relationship Between Labour Flexibility and Innovation: A Test on a Panel of Italian Firms
Dario Guarascio, INAPP

Do Firm-Level Pay Agreements Affect within-Firm Wage Inequalities? Evidence Across Europe
Federico Tamagni, Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna

F-06
Thursday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 204

Innovation Policies and Innovation Societies in Latin America

F: Knowledge, Technology, and Innovation

Session Organizers
Matthew Allen, Alliance Manchester Business School
Matthew Keller, Department of Sociology, Southern Methodist University

Participants
Tolerance, Agglomeration and Enterprise Innovation Performance: A Multi-Level Analysis of Latin American Regions
Edward Lorenz, University of Nice and CNRS

Ideas and Interests in the Trajectory of Industrial Policies in Brazil Between 2003 and 2014
Jackson De Toni, Agência Brasileira de Inovação

F-07
Thursday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 203

Urban Innovation Districts and the Innovative City

F: Knowledge, Technology, and Innovation

Session Organizer
Lucas Kirkpatrick, Southern Methodist University

Participants
Expanding Digital Opportunity? Inclusive Innovation in the ‘Ordinary’ City
Allison Bramwell, University of North Carolina at Greensboro

U.S. Urban Innovation Districts: What Role, If Any, for the Federal Government?
Matthew Keller, Department of Sociology, Southern Methodist University

The Common-Seekers: Smart-City Laboratories and the Remaking of Urban Entrepreneurialism
Ugo Rossi, Università di Torino
Urban Innovation Districts and Beyond: The Case of the Brooklyn Navy Yard

Michael Indergaard, St. John’s University

Austerity, Urban Innovation Districts, and the Political Geography of Exclusion

Lucas Kirkpatrick, Southern Methodist University

---

Tell Me Your Story, Bypassing Contradictory Injunction in the Recruitment of Disabled Workers

Lisa Buchter, Centre de Sociologie des Organisations (Sciences Po)

How Do Japaneese Employees React to Shareholder-Oriented Corporate Governance?

Mitsuharu Miyamoto, Senshu University

Workplace Health and Voice: The Evolving Meanings of Health Among Danish Workers

Robson Rocha, Nygårdsvej 45

---

Only the Brave? Risk and Time Preferences of Decision Makers and Firms’ Investment in Worker Training

Harald Pfeifer, Federal Institute for Vocational Education and Training (BIBB)

Labor Market Transitions after Apprenticeship Training

Peter Hoeschler, University of Zurich

The Double Effect of the Great Recession on Firm Based Training in Germany

Hans Dietrich, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)

The Effect of Firms’ Training Investments on Innovation: An Empirical Analysis

Christian Rupietta, University of Wuppertal

---

Elites and Power in Varieties of Capitalism

Magnus Feldmann, University of Bristol

Toward a Comparative Bourdieuian Elite Theory

Shamus Khan, Columbia University

Sovereign Wealth Funds and Varieties of Capitalisms

Mark Thatcher, London School of Economics

Organizing for Transnational Performativity — Atlas and Neoliberalism

Marie-Laure Djelic, Sciences Po

Discussant

Glenn Morgan, University of Bristol
Finacialisation, marketisation, and employment

H: Markets, Firms and Institutions

Session Organizers
Christina Ahmadjian, Hitotsubashi University
Gerhard Schnyder, King's College London

Participants
Contradictions of Marketisation in French Hospital Policy
Charles Umney, University of Leeds
Plant-Level Employment Development before Collective Displacements: Comparing Mass Layoffs, Plant Closures, and Bankruptcies
Jens Stegmaier, Institute for Employment Research
Symbolic but Consequential: Securities Analysts’ Forecasts and Corporate Downsizing Decisions
Jiwook Jung, National University of Singapore
Adam Goldstein, Princeton University

Discussant
Virginia Doellgast

Myths and Realities: European Integration and Inequality

J: Rethinking the Welfare State

Session Organizer
Fabian Mushoevel, UC Berkeley; London School of Economics and Political Science

Participants
Do Managerial Rewards and Firm Revenue Increase Political Inequality?
Renira Angeles, Central European University
Asymmetries in Monetary Policy Transmission and Inequality: The Housing Channel in Italy and Spain
Chrysoula Papalexatou, London School of Economics and Political Science
Austerity and Inequality. The Distributive Effects of Fiscal Consolidation Measures in the Economic Adjustment Programmes of the Eurozone Crisis.
Fabian Mushoevel, UC Berkeley; London School of Economics and Political Science
Wage Inequality in the Public Sector: Who Pays for Austerity Measures?
Roman Bobilev, UC Berkeley; Stockholm School of Economics

La Economía Colaborativa: ¿Oportunidad Para La Economía Española?
Nieves Carmona-Gonzalez, Universidad Francisco de Vitoria
Central Banks

N: Finance and Society

Session Organizers
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University
Alya Guseva, Boston University
Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego

Participants
Whatever It Takes – the Changing Nature of European Central Banking
Sven Hilgers, Free University Berlin
Open for Business: Entrepreneurial Central Banks and the Cultivation of Market Liquidity
Marius Birk, Frankfurt Goethe-University
Matthias Thiemann, Frankfurt Goethe-University

‘Felicitous Failure’: How the Monetarist Experiments Helped Central Banks to Live with Financialization
Leon Wansleben, London School of Economics

Discussant
Olivia Nicol, SUTD

Cultural, Creative and Media Industries from a Global Value Chain Perspective

O: Global Value Chain Chains

Session Organizer
Joonkoo Lee, Hanyang University

Participants
Managing Media Companies in the Era of Shifting Global Value Chains: Challenges and Opportunities
Jean Chalaby, City, University of London

Macro, Meso and Micro Level Determinants of Work in Games Studios
Christina Teipen, Berlin School of Economics and Law

Global Value Chain Research on Cultural and Creative Industries: Where It Stands
Joonkoo Lee, Hanyang University

Money and Banking (III): Regulatory Challenges for Banking and Capital Markets

P: Accounting, Economics, and Law

Session Organizer
Yuri Biondi, Centre national de la recherche scientifique

Moderator
Sibine Montagne, CNRS

Participants
Eelke Heemskerk, University of Amsterdam

From Benjamin Graham to Warren Buffett and John Bogle: The Political Meaning of the Struggle Between Active and Passive Investors in the USA
Sabine Montagne, CNRS

Processes of Financialization of French SMEs: An Organizational Point of View
Sylvain Thine, CESSP-EHESS

Flowers out of Season: The Failure of Hedge Fund Activism in Japan
Dominic Chai, Birkbeck, University of London

Discussants
Laurence Gialdini, Aix Marseille Université, FEG – CERGAM
Poonam Puri, York University

Corporate Governance (II): Institutional Investors

P: Accounting, Economics, and Law

Session Organizer
Yuri Biondi, Centre national de la recherche scientifique

Moderator
Vincenzo Bavoso, University of Manchester
Participants
Capital Markets, Debt Finance and the EU Policy
Design: What Has Been Learnt from Past Crises?
Vincenzo Bavoso, University of Manchester
Maintaining the Universal Banking Model - An Institutional Theory Perspective on the Endogenization of a Transnational Post-Crisis Financial Market Reform
Margit Munzer, Université de Strasbourg; Universität zu Köln
Politics in Crisis: European Capital Requirements and Changing Strategies for Governance
Benjamin Wilhelm, Justus-Liebig Universität

Discussant
Konstantinos Sergakis, University of Glasgow

Q-07
Thursday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm
Laennec B - Salle LA102
Asian Capitalism and China
Q: Asian Capitalisms

Session Organizers
Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University
Cornelia Storz, Goethe University Frankfurt
Tobias ten Brink, University of Frankfurt

Moderator
Joachim Ahrens, Private University - PFH Göettingen

Participants
Global Political Implications of the Rise of the East Asian Model of Capitalism
Thomas Kalinowski, Ewha Womans University
Institutional Change in a Confused World: Asian Capitalism and Beyond
Geoffrey Wood, University of Essex
State, Firms, and Sustainable Economic Growth: A Comparative Analysis of Spain and Korea
Angela Garcia Calvo, Harvard University

Discussant
Tobias ten Brink, University of Frankfurt

TH04-04
Thursday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 202
Re-Bundling of Global Production Networks
Disruption and Experimentation in the Regulation of Work and Employment

Session Organizers
Gregor Murray, University of Montreal
Phil Almond, CRIMT-Université de Montréal
Peter Fairbrother, RMIT University
Maria Gonzalez, University of Oviedo
Christian Lévesque, HEC Montréal

Moderator
Christian Lévesque, HEC Montréal

Participants
Regulating Working Conditions in the UK Fast Fashion Value Chain
Nikolaus Hammer, University of Leicester Business School
MNEs Impacts on Local Development: The Case of Knowledge-Intensive Services in Mexico
Jordy Micheli, UAM-Azcapotzalco
From Unbundled Organizations and Fissured Workplaces to Multi-party Bargaining: Leveraging Supply Chain Context
Jennifer Bair, University of Virginia
Does Insourcing Benefit Unions and Workers? Plant-Level Evidence from North America
Ian Greer, Cornell University
Globalizing Actors in Multinational Companies: Linking Norms, Skills and Institutions
Tony Edwards, Loughborough University

TH08-04
Thursday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm
Laennec B - Salle LF103
Calculative and Narrative Devices
Politics of the Future, Policies in the Present

Session Organizers
Antoine Bernard de Raymond, Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique
Vincent Cardon, Université de Picardie Jules-Verne
Olivier Pilmis, Sciences Po, Paris

Participants
Representing the Future in “Social Fiction” Films. Lessons from New Practices and Representation of the Future in Territorial Forecasting
Elsa Vivant, Letts, Upem
The Social Rate of Discount and the Political Economy of the Future in 1960s America
William Deringer, MIT
Prometheus, Prosthesis, and Profession: How Economists (Fore)See the Economy
Pauli Pakarinen, Aalto University
Be Prepared for Instability Financial Education As a Cushion Against Financial Turmoil
Jeanne Lazarus, Sciences Po

TH10-04
Thursday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF102
Regulatory Challenges of the Platform Economy: Theorizing Their Foundations
Regulating Platform Capitalism: The Emerging Role of Digital Intermediaries

Session Organizers
Elke Schuessler, Johannes Kepler University
Robert Bauer, Johannes Kepler University Linz
Thomas Gegenhuber, University of Edinburgh Business School
Stefan Kirchner, University Hamburg
Participants
The Leading Internet Companies and Their Platform Strategies.
Ulrich Dolata, University of Stuttgart
Embedding Disruption - a Polanyian Perspective on the Platform Economy
Gernot Grabher, Urban and Regional Economics, HafenCity University
Jonas König, Urban and Regional Economics, HafenCity University
Understanding the Platform Economy
John Zysman, UC Berkeley

How do Collective Ownership and Social Centers Build Social Capital?
Seeking a More Just and Egalitarian Economy: Realizing the Future via Co-operatives, Communes, and Other Collectives
Session Organizers
Katherine Chen, The City College of New York and the Graduate Center, CUNY
Joyce Rothschild, VirginiaTech
Moderator
Melanie Bush, University of South Africa Research Fellow
Participants
Fostering Social Capital in Urban Neighbourhood: The Case of Community-Owned Pubs
Jacopo Sforzi, European Research Institute on Cooperative and Social Enterprise
Michele Bianchi, University of Urbino
Shared Capitalism, Social Capital and Intra-Organizational Dynamics
Sangjoon Lee, Stanford University
Alternative Values, Alternative Structure: A Case Study of a Contemporary Feminist Health Collective
Elizabeth Dale, Seattle University

Emerging Islamic Business and Financing Models
Sharing Economy of Islam Beyond Islamic Finance: Re-constructing Collaborative and Disruptive Economy from Islamic Moral Economy Perspective
Session Organizers
Mehmet Asutay, Durham University, UK
Necati Aydin, AlFaisal University
Moderator
Raditya Sukmana, Universitas Airlangga
Participants
Religious Giving Behavior and Sharing Economy: Why Don’t You Share?
Fauziah Yuniarti, Universitas Indonesia
An Analytical Exploration of Islamic Social Welfare Policies for Sharing and Participating Economy
Alija Avdukic, Durham University Business School
In Search of a Model of Good Finance
Vedat Akgiray, Bogazici University

4 - Rethinking Buyer-Supplier Relations under Knowledge Capitalism
Session Organizers
Nicole Helmerich, University of Lausanne
Sigrid Quack, University Duisburg-Essen
Gale Raj-Reichert, Queen Mary University of London
Sabrina Zajak, Ruhr-University Bochum
Moderator
Nicole Helmerich, University of Lausanne
Participants
Standardised and Digitalised Supplier-Buyer Relations and Learning for Local Suppliers: The Case of Local Auto-Parts Suppliers in Mexico
Merve Sancak, University of Cambridge

Corporate Production Systems and the Quality of Labor
Patrick Feuerstein, University of Göttingen
Gary Herrigel, Paul Klapper Professor in the College and the Division of Social Sciences, University of Chicago

Three-Dimensional Governance Interactions: How Perceptions of Enforcement Create Dotted Instead of Layered Rules
Maja Tampe, ESADE

Discussant
Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University

SP-01
Thursday - 6:00pm - 7:00pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - AMPHI A

SASE Presidential Address
Christine Musselin, Sciences Po – CNRS

SP-02
Thursday - 7:00pm - 7:30pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - AMPHI A

SASE Awards Ceremony
Christine Musselin, Sciences Po - CNRS
David Vallat, Université Lyon 1
Michel Lallement, CNAM EPN 13

SP-03
Thursday - 6:00pm - 10:00pm
Hôtel de Ville de Lyon (Town Hall)

SASE Gala Reception
Christine Musselin, Sciences Po - CNRS
David Vallat, Université Lyon 1
Michel Lallement, CNAM EPN 13

A-01
Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment Principal - Salle Informatique 4

Exploring Ways to Improve Social Participation
A: Communitarian Ideals and Civil Society

Session Organizer
José Ruiz San Roman, Universidad Complutense Madrid

Moderator
Jieren HU, Tongji University, Law School

Participants
The Third Vote Experiment: Enhancing Policy Representation of the 2016 Kitstudent Parliament
Andranik Tangian, Institute of Economic and Social Research, Hans-Boeckler-Foundation

The Sharing Economy Beyond Business As Unusual: Sharing a Concern and Organizing Collective Action during the 2015 Refugee Crisis
Martin Kornberger, EM Lyon

Involving Social Workers in Petition Cases: Innovative Dispute Resolution Mechanism in Chinese Xinfang System
Jieren HU, Tongji University, Law School

Social Aesthetics: Recognising Agency in Social Movements
Cristiana Olcese, University of Exeter

Corruption, Policy, and the Voter’s Decision: Evidence from a Conjoint Experiment
Miguel de Figueiredo, University of Connecticut School of Law

The Reality, Problems and Path of Business Integrity in China
Yuhua Yu, East China Normal University

B-08
Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laënnec B - Salle LA104

Political Economy of Skill Formation and the Middle-Income Trap

B: Globalization and Socio-Economic Development

Session Organizer
Richard Doner, Emory University

Participants
Closing the Skills-Jobs Gap: the US, Russia and China Compared
Thomas Remington, Emory University

The Political Coalitions for Upgrading for Middle-Income Countries through a “Bubble and Squeak” of Interests: The Case of Skill Systems in Turkey
Merve Sancak, University of Cambridge

Political Economy of Skill Formation and the Middle-Income Trap
Richard Doner, Emory University

Fragmented Vision: The Politics of Human Capital in Malaysia’s Upgrading
Greg Felker, Willamette University

Skills Regimes in Latin America: Education, Inequality and Economic Specialization Beyond the Advanced World
Juan Bogliaccini, Universidad Catolica del Uruguay
Aldo Madriaga, Universidad Diego Portales
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Organizers</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Critics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-04</td>
<td>Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am</td>
<td>Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 214</td>
<td>Family and Parental Leave Policies</td>
<td>Bernard Fusulier, Université catholique de Louvain; Diane-Gabrielle Tremblay, University of Quebec-Teluq-Canada Research Chair</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Session Organizers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Moderator</td>
<td>Diane-Gabrielle Tremblay, University of Quebec-Teluq</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Family Policies and the Weakening of the Male Breadwinner Model Rosa von Gleichen, University of Oxford</td>
<td>Family Policy and Women’s Employment in High-Income Countries: A Systematic Review of What We Know and What We Don’t Emanuele Ferragina, Sciences Po</td>
<td>Varieties of Liberalism? A comparative analysis of family policy at the U.S. state level Rosa von Gleichen, University of Oxford Unpacking the Welfare State Paradox: Corporate Responses to Parental Leave Policies in Japan Eunmi Mun, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-05</td>
<td>Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am</td>
<td>Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 107</td>
<td>The Power of Macroeconomic Statistics and Statisticians I</td>
<td>Daniel Mügge, University of Amsterdam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Session Organizer</td>
<td>Daniel Mügge, University of Amsterdam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Moderator</td>
<td>Leonard Seabrooke, Copenhagen Business School</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussant</td>
<td>Boris Samuel, Sciences Po Paris; Mohamed VI Polytechnic University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-12</td>
<td>Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am</td>
<td>Bâtiment Principal - AMPHI 4</td>
<td>Author Meets Critics: &quot;Structural Crisis and Institutional Change in Modern Capitalism: French Capitalism in Transition&quot;, by Bruno Amable (OUP, 2017)</td>
<td>Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Session Organizer</td>
<td>Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Book Author</td>
<td>Bruno Amable, Université Paris I Panthéon - Sorbonne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussant</td>
<td>Boris Samuel, Sciences Po Paris; Mohamed VI Polytechnic University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-13</td>
<td>Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am</td>
<td>Laennec B - Salle LF103</td>
<td>The New Politics of Dualisation and Inequality</td>
<td>Sabina Avdagic, University of Sussex Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève Aidan Regan, University College Dublin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Session Organizers</td>
<td>Sabina Avdagic, University of Sussex Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève Aidan Regan, University College Dublin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Technology and Skills in the Great Recession Mario Pianta, University of Urbino Insiders and Outsiders on a European Scale? An Empirical Study of the French, German and Spanish Cases Thomas Prosser, Cardiff University What Constitutes Demarcation Lines in European Labour Markets? Assessing the Impact of Working Conditions and Individual Characteristics on Social Divides Between Different Groups of Workers Nadja Doerflinger, KU Leuven - CESO The Making of the German Minimum Wage: A Case Study of Institutional Change Gerhard Bosch, University Duisburg-Essen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-14</td>
<td>Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am</td>
<td>Laennec A - AMPHI 4</td>
<td>Trade Union Strategies, Attitudes and the Media</td>
<td>Sabina Avdagic, University of Sussex Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève Aidan Regan, University College Dublin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Session Organizers</td>
<td>Sabina Avdagic, University of Sussex Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève Aidan Regan, University College Dublin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Participants

Media Ownership, Coverage Effects and Dynamic Attitudinal Change: The Case of the 1984-85 UK Miners' Strike
   Liam Kneafsey, Trinity College Dublin

Tweeting and Retweeting for FF$15: Are Unions Transforming Themselves?
   Lorenzo Frangi, UQAM

Making Sense of the Dissatisfaction of Union Members
   Sinisa Hadziabdic, University of Geneva

Diversity in Local Union Representation: An Analysis of Union Representatives’ Perceived Roles and Resource Mobilization
   Chloe Fortin-Bergeron, Cardiff Business School

Innovations and Job Quality: Farewell to the Virtuous Circle? (I)
   Christine Erhel, CEPREMAP

Participants

Innovation and Job Quality: Not Separate but Synergistic Workplace Practices?
   Sally Wright, University of Warwick

What Relationship Between Innovation and Job Quality in Europe? First Results from Firm Level Data
   Richard Duhautois, Centre d'Etudes de l'emploi

What Kind of Interaction Between Employment Practices and Labor Institutions with Innovation and Technological Changes? Results from the ECWs Database
   Malo Mofakhami, Univ. Paris I, CES and CEET

The "4th Industrial Revolution" and the Future of Work
   David Marsden, London School of Economics

Participants

Age Diversity and Its Effects on Team Performance
   Kirsten Thommes, Brandenburg University of Technology

Gender Biases in an Appraisal-Based Bonus System of a German Unionized Firm
   Yilmaz Oezdemir-Rose, PhD student

How Do Management Style and Quality Affect the Operation of Incentive Pay?
   David Marsden, London School of Economics

Performance Appraisals: Much Ado about Nothing?
   Sukanya Sen Gupta, University of London

Hartmut Hirsch-Kreinsen, TU Dortmund
The Implementation of New Technology and Contingent Job Loss within Work Organizations.
   Jannes ten Berge, Utrecht University

G-10
Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laënnec B - Salle LA103

Careers and Labor Market Opportunities

G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources

Session Organizer
   David Marsden, London School of Economics

Participants

Former Career Interruptions and Current Earnings
   Christian Grund, RWTH Aachen University

Transitions Across Life: Towards a Multilevel Model of the Transitions Between Education and the Workplace Based on the Case of 4 Countries
   Javier Hernandez, Catholic University of Temuco

Career Choice after High School: Matching Universities and Students through an Algorithm
   Ana Carolina Andrade, University of São Paulo

Labour Market Uncertainty and Leaving Parental Household. A Comparison Between Italy and Estonia
   Sonia Bertolini, University of Turin, Department of Cultures, Politics and Society
   Valentina Goglio, University of Turin
   Kadri Taht, University of Tallinn
   Marge Unt, University of Tallinn

G-11
Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laënnec A - AMPHI 5

HRM: Performance Management

G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources

Session Organizer
   David Marsden, London School of Economics

Participants

Age Diversity and Its Effects on Team Performance
   Kirsten Thommes, Brandenburg University of Technology

Gender Biases in an Appraisal-Based Bonus System of a German Unionized Firm
   Yilmaz Oezdemir-Rose, PhD student

How Do Management Style and Quality Affect the Operation of Incentive Pay?
   David Marsden, London School of Economics

Performance Appraisals: Much Ado about Nothing?
   Sukanya Sen Gupta, University of London
**New patterns of work**

G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources

**Session Organizer**
David Marsden, London School of Economics

**Participants**

- Social Entrepreneurs Culture in Societies and Business: Potential Success
  **Mohamed Meri Meri**, Gaziantep University
- Attitudes Towards Entrepreneurship Among Spanish Youth: to Wish or to be?
  **Begona Cueto**, University of Oviedo
- What Do Unions Do to Job Design? Computer Use, Union Presence, and Tayloristic Jobs in Britain
  **Simon Eisele**, University of Paderborn
- How Skills Matter to Job Quality: A Comparative Analysis of Institutional Complementarities and Management Strategies in Food Retail
  **Sean O'Brady, University of Montreal**;
  **Interuniversity Research Centre on Globalization and Work (CRIMT)**
- **Umut Ozkan, Interuniversity Research Centre on Globalization and Work (CRIMT)**;
  University of Montreal
- **Raoul Gebert, Interuniversity Research Centre on Globalization and Work (CRIMT)**;
  University of Montreal

**Skills and Training**

G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources

**Session Organizer**
David Marsden, London School of Economics

**Participants**

- Literacy Skills, Equality of Educational Opportunities and Educational Outcomes: An International Comparison
  **Sonja Jovicic**, Schumpeter School of Business and Economics
- Dropouts in Transition: Does It Matter Where You Were Trained?
  **Gabriele Wydra-Somaggio**, IAB, Institute of Federal Employment Research
- Neets’ Labour Market Transitions in France over the Economic Crisis
  **Yann Kossi**, University of Burgundy
- Education and Social Progress? Challenges to the IPSP Chapter on Education
  **Lorenz Lassnigg, Institute for Advanced Studies (IHS)**, Vienna

**Industrial Change: Models & Cases**

H: Markets, Firms and Institutions

**Session Organizers**
Christina Ahmadjian, Hitotsubashi University
Gerhard Schnyder, King’s College London

**Participants**

- Decentralization and Localisation of Production: The Organizational and Economic Consequences of Additive Manufacturing (3-D Printing)
  **Avner Ben-Ner**, University of Minnesota
- The Influence of New Transportation Technology in the Relational Structure of Japanese Automotive Industry
  **Paulo Matui**, Federal University os São Carlos
- Output Loss during Political Economic Transition: Evidence from Japan
  **Sota Kato**, International University of Japan
- The Business Model As a Generative Replicator
  **Olivier Brette**, INSA - University of Lyon / UMR 5206 TRIANGLE
  **Virgile Chassagnon**, University Grenoble Alpes, CREG

**Discussant**
Masaru Karube, Hitotsubashi University

**The Emergence and Shaping of Markets**

H: Markets, Firms and Institutions

**Session Organizers**
Christina Ahmadjian, Hitotsubashi University
Gerhard Schnyder, King’s College London

**Participants**

- The Sharing Economy - Prospects for Emerging Markets
  **Antonia Hmaidi**, University of Duisburg-Essen
- Emergence and Transformations of Market: The Case of Psychiatric Drugs in Brazil
  **Mauricio Reinert**, State University of Maringá
- Of Ranking and Rigging – Market Devices and Moral Economies on Chaturbate
  **Olav Velthuis**, University of Amsterdam

**Discussant**
Lena Pellandini-Simani, Università della Svizzera Italiana (USI, University of Lugano)
Welfare State and Inequality

J: Rethinking the Welfare State

Session Organizer
Alexander Hicks, Emory University

Moderator
Tali Kristal, University of Haifa

Participants
Estimating Local Basic Standard of Living, Impact on Overall Poverty and Inequality Measures
Clément Carbonnier, Université de Cergy-Pontoise, THEM; Sciences Po, LIEPP

Why Was the Takeoff in Benefits Inequality Bigger Than the Takeoff in Wage Inequality?
Tali Kristal, University of Haifa

Computer Wage Premium Across Rich Countries
Susanne Edler, University of Haifa

Debts and the Welfare State: Housing, Debts, and Redistribution Preferences
Hyeok Yong Kwon, Korea University

Regulating Finance

L: Regulation and Governance

Session Organizers
John Cioffi, University of California, Riverside
Jonathan Zeitlin, University of Amsterdam

Participants
Narrating Doomsday: Regulatory Stress Testing and Cultures of Financial Reform
Nathan Coombs, University of Edinburgh

The Cyclical Effects of Regulation on Financialization, Market Volatility, and Inequality
Thomas Janoski, University of Kentucky

The Role of State As Financial Intermediary: Entrepreneurial Development and Risk Via Brazil's Public Banks and Its Narratives
Felipe Cavenaghi, Universidade Federal de São Carlos - UFSCar

State Shariah or Market Shariah? Islamic Dirigisme Versus Neoliberal Piety in Pakistani and Iranian Banking, 1973-2017
Ryan Calder, Johns Hopkins University

Varieties of Consumer Credit Data Regimes: Conceptualization and Classification
Inbar Mizrachy Borohovich, Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Discussant
John Cioffi, University of California, Riverside
Relaciones Laborales En Empresas Multinacionales. Un Estudio a Partir De La Encuesta a Filiales De Argentina
Marcelo Delfini, CONICET/UNGS

Flexibilidad Interna y Negociación Colectiva En Tiempos De Crisis: Un Análisis Cualitativo
Maria Isabel Heredero de Pablos, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
Laura Ortiz, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
Ana Vinas, Universidad Europea de Madrid

Quality of Life and Quantity Hours Worked: Analysis from a Gender Perspective
Isabel Novo-Corti, University of A Coruna

Borrowing and Living in Debt
N: Finance and Society

Session Organizers
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University
Alya Guseva, Boston University
Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego

Participants
Inequality and Crisis: Conspicuous Consumption As the Missing Link in the Portuguese Case
Cristina Matos, Universidade do Minho

Good, Bad and Impossible Debt: Politicizing Student Debt in Chile
Felipe Gonzalez, Universidad Central de Chile; Universidad Central de Chile

Iara Hadad, Instituto de Altos Estudios Sociales, Universidad Nacional de San Martin

Living in Debt: The Moral Economy of the Post-Industrial Working Households in Chile
Alejandro Marambio-Tapia, The University of Manchester

Discussant
Thibault Darcillon, University of Paris 8 Vincennes Saint-Denis

Future of Money, New Forms of Money
N: Finance and Society

Session Organizers
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University
Alya Guseva, Boston University
Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego

Participants
Making Sense of the Plurality of Money: A Polanyian Attempt
Jerome Blanc, Sciences Po Lyon

Is There a Concept of Development in Community Currencies Experiences?
Henrique Pavan Beiro de Souza, International Institute of Social Studies

The Creation of New Currencies and the Future of Money: Monetary Transformations and the Modern Subject
Tobias Pforr, University of Warwick

Giacomo Bazzani, University of Turin, Department Culture, Politics and Society; University of Florence, Department of Social and Political Science

Discussant
Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego

Labor in GVCs
O: Global Value Chains

Session Organizers
Gary Gereffi, Duke University
Mari Sako, University of Oxford
Timothy Sturgeon, MIT
Eric Thun, University of Oxford

Participants
Working Conditions in Bangladesh: How Perceptions of Labor Rights Shape Regulation
Jette Knudsen, Tufts University

Opening the ‘Black Box’ in Global Supply Chains: A Comparative Study of Chinese Service Outsourcing Firms
Jingqi Zhu, Newcastle University

Can Globalization Improve Labor Conditions and Decent Work? the Role International Framework Agreements (IFAs) and Decent Work Initiatives in Global Value Chains in Latin America
Clemente Duran, UNAM
Moises Balestro, Universidade de Brasilia

Revisiting Buyer-Driven Governance: Who Governs, and How?
Jennifer Bair, University of Virginia

Upgrading and Capability-Building in Mexico
O: Global Value Chains

Session Organizers
Gary Gereffi, Duke University
Mari Sako, University of Oxford
Timothy Sturgeon, MIT
Eric Thun, University of Oxford
Participants

Industrial Shift: From Consumer Electronics to Medical Devices and Aerospace Components Manufacturing in Mexico. Reorientation of Skills and Capabilities.

Jorge Carrillo, COLEF

High-Tech SMEs in Mexico: Combining Global Value Chains and Regional Innovation Systems to Study Market Entry Mechanisms, Technological Capabilities and Upgrading

Óscar Contreras, El Colegio de la Frontera Norte
Maciel García, El Colegio de la Frontera Norte

Institutional Experimentation for Social and Economic Upgrading: Evidence from the Mexican Aerospace Industry

Christian Lévesque, HEC Montréal

The Significance of Global Value Chains in the Trade Relationships Between Mexico and the United States Under a NAFTA Renegotiation

Maria del Rosio Barajas, El Colegio de la Frontera Norte/San Diego State University

P-12

Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment Principal - Salle Informatique 3

Accounting Regulation (I): Accountability for Sustainable Business and Society (1)

P: Accounting, Economics, and Law

Session Organizer

Yuri Biondi, Centre national de la recherche scientifique

Moderator

Nihel Chabrak, United Arab Emirates University - Collge of Business and Economics

Participants

Which Financial Reporting Rules Does the European Union Really Need? A Discussion of IFRS Adoption in the Light of the EU’s Societal Objectives

Vera Palea, University of Torino

Accounting for Future Generations – an Exploratory Study a Comparison of IFRS with FSB Task Force Proposals on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures and Case Study

Remko Renes, Nyenrode Business University
Rebecca Scholten, Cambridge University; EY
Tineke Lambooy, Nyenrode Business University
Wim Bartels, KPMG

Assessing the Banking System Role in Sustainable Development: Evidence from the UAE, Australia, Italy and Turkey

Nihel Chabrak, United Arab Emirates University - Collge of Business and Economics

P-13

Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment Principal - Salle Informatique 5

Money and Banking (IV): Shadow Banking and Monetary Policy

P: Accounting, Economics, and Law

Session Organizer

Yuri Biondi, Centre national de la recherche scientifique

Moderator

Philippe Moutot, European Central Bank

Participants

"The Money Problem": Comments on Morgan Ricks' Book By Philippe Moutot

Philippe Moutot, European Central Bank

Accounting for International Reserves in Emerging Market Economies and Its Implications for Monetary Policy Implementation: The Case of Brazil

Joao Pedro Scalco Macalos, Université Paris 13; Universidade Estadual de Campinas (Unicamp)

The Role of Shadow Banking in the Course of Real Estate Bubbles; A Comparative Study of Recent Spain's and UK’s Experiences

Hector Labat Moles, Université Paris 13

Discussant

Asgeir Torfason, Assistant Professor - University of Iceland

Q-08

Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laënnec B - Salle LA102

Asian Capitalism, Growth and Firm Development

Q: Asian Capitalisms

Session Organizers

Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University
Cornelia Storz, Goethe University Frankfurt
Tobias ten Brink, University of Frankfurt

Moderator

Markus Heckel, Goethe University

Participants


Tobias ten Brink, Jacobs University Bremen

India’s Growth Impasse: Accumulation, Contestation and Democracy

Mritiunjoy Mohanty, Indian Institute of Management Calcutta

Managing the “Post-Miracle” Economy of China: Growth Model Crisis and Policy Implications

Wei Zhao, ESSCA School of Management

The Implementation Strategies of Good Corporate Governance Zakat Institutions in Indonesia

Irman Firmansyah, Siliwangi University

Discussant

Sebastien Lechevalier, EHESS
### Q-09

**Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am**  
Laënnec B - Salle LF002

**Entrepreneurship and New Industries I**

**Q: Asian Capitalisms**

**Session Organizers**  
Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University  
Cornelia Storz, Goethe University Frankfurt  
Tobias ten Brink, University of Frankfurt

**Moderator**  
Cornelia Storz, Goethe University Frankfurt

**Participants**

- The Strength and Weakness of Institutional Distrust: How Do Political and Legal Values Shape Chinese Private Entrepreneurs’ Innovative Activities  
  Junmin Wang, University of Memphis

- A New Entrepreneur Nation? What It Means to be an Entrepreneur in China  
  Gabriel Chiu, Stanford University; Stanford Center at Peking University

- Janus-Faced Government Regulations on Korean Online-Game Industry  
  Ji-Won Song, Stockholm School of Economics

**Discussant**  
Jiajia Liu, University of Manchester

### TH04-05

**Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am**  
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 202

**Contending with Technologically Driven Disruption**

**Disruption and Experimentation in the Regulation of Work and Employment**

**Session Organizers**  
Gregor Murray, University of Montreal  
Phil Almond, CRIMT-Université de Montréal  
Peter Fairbrother, RMIT University  
Maria Gonzalez, University of Oviedo  
Christian Lévesque, HEC Montréal

**Moderator**  
Nicolas Roby, Interuniversity Research Centre on Globalization and Work

**Participants**

- Organising the Unorganisable: The Mobilisation of Gig Economy Couriers in the UK and Italy  
  Arianna Tassinari, University of Warwick  
  Vincenzo Maccarrone, University College Dublin

- The Unlikely Mobilisation of VTC Drivers in France: A Serious Attempt at Regulating Platform Companies?  
  Sophie Bernard, IRISSO - Paris Dauphine University  
  Sarah Abdelnour, IRISSO - Paris Dauphine University

- Precarity in the Gig-Economy: The Experience of Rideshare Drivers  
  Sarah Kaine, University of Technology Sydney  
  Damian Oliver, University of Technology Sydney  
  Emmanuel Jossersand, University of Technology Sydney

- Democratic Organizations and Their Monstrous Digital Self: The Use of Facebook By a Labor Union  
  Vincent Pasquier, GEM

- Cyborg Technology Disruption of Work, Inequality and Policy  
  David Peetz, Griffith University

### TH03-01

**Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am**  
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 210

**The Culture and Politics of Wine**

**Cultural Artifacts and Capitalist Democracies**

**Session Organizer**  
Cathie Jo Martin, Boston University

**Participants**

- The Type and the Grade. On the Institutional Scaffolding of the Judgment of Taste  
  Marion Fourcade, UC Berkeley  
  Rebecca Elliott, London School of Economics

- From Bordeaux to Barolo: How Social and Political Context Shapes Wine Cultures  
  Betsy Carter, University of New Hampshire; Harvard University

- Quality Matters - the Use of Screw Caps on Fine Wines  
  Malte Doehne, University of Zürich

- The Divided Identity of Gastropubs: Food, Drink and Sociality  
  Christel Lane, University of Cambridge

**Discussant**  
Mark Thatcher, London School of Economics

### TH07-01

**Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am**  
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 105

**Market making in the platform economy**

**Markets and Beyond in the Digital Age**

**Session Organizer**  
Dave Elder-Vass, Loughborough University

**Moderator**  
Dave Elder-Vass, Loughborough University

**Participants**
Christopher Foster, University of Sheffield

Work and Workers in the Platform Economy
Kevin Mellet, Orange Labs; CSI - Mines ParisTech
Jean-Samuel Beuscart, Université Paris-Est Marne-la-Vallée

High-Tech and High-Touch: Emotional Labor and Trust Work in an Online Market
Benjamin Sheshtakofsky, University of California, Berkeley

Burning the Bridge: The Role of the Intermediary Seen through a Conflict Lens
Duncan Chapple, University of Edinburgh
Nicola Mountford, University College Dublin

Discussant
Dave Elder-Vass, Loughborough University

TH10-05
Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laënnec B - Salle LF102

(De-)Regulatory Roles of Platforms: Digital Platforms As Institutions and Institutions Under Pressure
Regulating Platform Capitalism: The Emerging Role of Digital Intermediaries
Session Organizers
Elke Schuessler, Johannes Kepler University
Robert Bauer, Johannes Kepler University Linz
Thomas Gegenhuber, University of Edinburgh Business School
Stefan Kirchner, University Hamburg

Participants
Hegemonic Labor Control in the Gig Economy
Andrew Jaeger, University of California - Berkeley

Platforms As Institutions: Transnational Markets in a World of Nation States
Vili Lehdonvirta, University of Oxford

The Regulatory Role of Digital Platforms in Urban Government. the Case of Waze.
Antoine Courmont, Sciences Po

TH11-05
Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laënnec B - Salle LF0014

Redefining Power: How do Collectivist-Democratic Practices Alter Organizational Decision-Making?
Seeking a More Just and Egalitarian Economy: Realizing the Future via Co-operatives, Communes, and Other Collectives
Session Organizers
Katherine Chen, The City College of New York and the Graduate Center, CUNY
Joyce Rothschild, VirginiaTech

Moderator
James M Mandiberg, Hunter College, City University of New York

Participants
When Hierarchy Fosters Democracy and Equality: Co-Operating in Reverse Dominance Hierarchies
Stephane Jaumier, Grenoble Ecole de Management

Managing Power: The Role of Texts in a Cooperative Business
Avery Edtenfield, Utah State University

“Rumores De Pasillo:” Democratizing Information in a Transparent Organization
Katherine Sobering, University of Texas at Austin

Coming to New Methods of Decision-Making in Cooperative Enterprises
Joyce Rothschild, VirginiaTech

TH12-07
Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 208

Sharing Economy of Islam: Risk Sharing and PLS 1
Sharing Economy of Islam beyond Islamic Finance: Re-constructing Collaborative and Disruptive Economy from Islamic Moral Economy Perspective
Session Organizers
Mehmet Asutay, Durham University, UK
Necati Aydin, AlFaisal University

Participants
Risk Sharing in Islamic Finance: Recent Trends and Development
Sadig Mohamadien, Alinma Bank

PLS in Islamic Banking Between Dreams and Facts: Status Analysis and Problem Solving in a Case Study of Turkey
zeyneb Hafsa Orhan,
Feasibility of Diminishing Musharaka (Partnership) Method in Home Financing in Turkey
Mehmet Saraç, Instanbul University

TH12-08
Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 209

Sustainable Development and Islamic Economy and Finance
Sharing Economy of Islam beyond Islamic Finance: Re-constructing Collaborative and Disruptive Economy from Islamic Moral Economy Perspective
Session Organizers
Mehmet Asutay, Durham University, UK
Necati Aydin, AlFaisal University
Moderator
Houssem eddine Bedoui, Islamic Development Bank Group

Participants
Sustainable Development Practice in Malaysian Islamic Banking: Towards Sharing Economy within Tawhidi Extended Stakeholding Paradigm
Shifa Mohd Nor, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia

Green Sukuk and the Climate Change Challenge: The Potential for Oic Countries?
Dalal Aassouli, Durham Business School

Exploring the Relationship Between Sharing Economy and Social Capital in the Perspective of Islamic Moral Economy
Erhan Akkas, PhD Candidate in Islamic Economics and Finance at Durham University

TH13-04
Friday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Laennec B - Salle LF110

The Marketization of Social Capital

The Marketization of Everyday Life II

Session Organizers
Anne Jourdain, University Paris-Dauphine
Sidonie Naulin, Sciences Po Grenoble / PACTE

Moderator
Sidonie Naulin, Sciences Po Grenoble / PACTE

Participants
Coworking Spaces, a Market for the Commodification of Social Networks
Alexandre Blein, Ecole des Ponts

Friends with Benefits: VIP Club Promoters As Social Capital Entrepreneurs
Ashley Mears, Boston University

Economizing the Extended Self? Social Networking Sites As Marketplaces for Social Capital
Jonas König, Urban and Regional Economics, HafenCity University

Discussant
Anne Lambert, INED (Institut national d'études démographiques)

FP-03
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - AMPHI C

Featured Panel - Author Meets Critics: "L'ordre de la dette: Enquête sur les infortunes de l'État et la prospérité du marché" by Benjamin Lemoine (La Découverte, 2016)

Featured Panels & Speakers

Session Organizers
Christine Musselin, Sciences Po - CNRS
David Vallat, Université Lyon 1
Michel Lallement, CNAM EPN 13

Book Author
Benjamin Lemoine, IRISSO, Paris-Dauphine University

Critics
Robert Boyer, Institut des Amériques, France
Hadrien Clouet, Sciences Po / CSO
Erhard Friedberg, Sciences Po / CSO

FP-04
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment Principal - AMPHI 2

SER Roundtable: “Diversified Quality Production Re-Visited: Its Contribution to German Socioeconomic Performance Over Time” by Arndt Sorge and Wolfgang Streeck

Featured Panels & Speakers

Session Organizer
Gregory Jackson, Freie Universität Berlin

Book Authors
Arndt Sorge, WZB
Wolfgang Streeck, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
A - 02
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment Principal - Salle Informatique 6
Contesting Neoliberalism. Escaping Capitalism. Experiences of resistance against the dominant economic discourses

A: Communitarian Ideals and Civil Society

Session Organizer
José Ruiz San Roman, Universidad Complutense Madrid

Moderator
Anna Carrillo Arnal, University of Missouri-Columbia

Participants
"They're Drowning Us on Purpose!": Contesting Neoliberalism from a Low-Income Neighborhood. Anna Carrillo Arnal, University of Missouri-Columbia
Escaping Capitalism: Explorations in Autonomous/ist Resistance
James Simmons, CIIS-Dept. of Anthropology & Social Change
European Political Counter-Movements: The Emergence of Movimento 5 Stelle and the Development of Alternative Food Production Systems
Betsy Carter, University of New Hampshire; Harvard University

B - 09
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment Principal - Salle du Conseil
Social Welfare, Public Services

B: Globalization and Socio-Economic Development

Session Organizers
Caroline Arnold, Brooklyn College
Matthew Amengual, MIT Sloan
Mark Dallas, Union College
Richard Doner, Emory University
Douglas Fuller, Zhejiang University

Participants
"How Bad Do I Look?": A Field Experimental Evaluation of the Effect of Reputational Incentives on Corrupt Behavior
Diana Dakhilallah, Department of Sociology, Stanford University
The Inverse Relationship Between GDP and Welfare. the Colombian Case.
Karina Manrique Lopez, Universidad Distrital Francisco Jose de Caldas

Government Online Forum for Everyone? a Field Experiment on Chinese Local Bureaucrats and Access to Medical Insurance
Na Zou, Goethe University

B - 10
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle LA104
The Political Economy of Green Energy in Comparative Perspective

B: Globalization and Socio-Economic Development

Session Organizer
Madariaga Aldo, Center for Social Conflict and Cohesion Studies (COES); Diego Portales University

Participants
The Policy Cycle and State Autonomy: Clean Energy Transitions in Germany and California
Jonas Nahm, Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies
Electricity Consumption in Brazil and South Africa: Distributive Coalitions and Consequences
Kathryn Hochstetler, London School of Economics and Political Science
Green By Accident. How Price-Oriented Policy-Making Made Possible the Incorporation of Green Energy in Chile
Antoine Maillet, Instituto de Asuntos Publicos, University of Chile
Environmental Movements, Advocacy Coalitions, and the Green Energy Revolution in Chile
Aldo Madariaga, Diego Portales University; Center for Social Conflict and Cohesion Studies (COES)

Discussant
Matthew Amengual, MIT Sloan

C - 05
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 214
Balancing Work, Gender and Care

C: Gender, Work and Family

Session Organizers
Bernard Fusulier, Université catholique de Louvain
Diane-Gabrielle Tremblay, University of Quebec-Teluq

Moderator
Bernard Fusulier, Université catholique de Louvain

Participants
Narratives of Retirement: Israeli Women Renegotiate the Gender Contract
Nitza Berkovitch, Ben Gurion University
### Masculinity in Independent Male Escorts Who Seek Male Clients: The Case of Job Success
*Navin Kumar, Yale University*

### Familialism and Social Exclusion in Care Policies: The Case of Lgbts in Turkey
*Elifcan Celebi, Bogazici University*

### Balancing Work-Family and Care. the Case of Caregivers in the Peripheral Region of Bas-Saint Laurent
*Marco Alberio, UQAR*

### Resources for Care-Giving: Professional and Family Contexts in Elderly Relative Care
- *Veronika Kushtanina, University of Franche-Comte*
- *Cécile Charlap, University Lille 3*
- *Aline Chamahian, University Lille 3*
- *Vincent Caradec, University Lille 3*

---

#### D-06

**Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm**  
*Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 107*

**The Power of Macroeconomic Statistics and Statisticians II**

**Session Organizer**  
Daniel Mügge, University of Amsterdam

**Moderator**  
Daniel Mügge, University of Amsterdam

**Participants**

- The Individuals behind the Argentine Cost of Living Index, 1918-1933  
  *Cecilia Lanata Briones, University of Sussex*
- Private Statistics As a Public Good? the Case of Macroeconomic Indicators in Brazil  
  *Roberto Aragao, University of Amsterdam*
- The Quest for "Good Numbers" in Contemporary West Africa  
  *Boris Samuel, Mohamed VI Polytechnic University*
- The Harmonization of National Accounting Standards Around the World  
  *Daniel DeRock, University of Amsterdam*

**Discussant**  
Florence Jany-Catrice, Universite Lille I

---

#### E-15

**Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm**  
*Laënnec A - AMPHIL 5*

**Corporate Ownership and the Global Political Economy of Winner-Take-All Politics**

**Session Organizer**  
Jonathan Hopkin, London School of Economics

---

### Moderator

John Cioffi, University of California, Riverside

### Participants

- Corporate Taxation and the Politics of Inequality in America  
  *Sandy Hager, City, University of London*
- Asset Manager Capitalism? Ownership and Power of Institutional Investors in the Global Corporate Network  
  *Eelke Heemskerk, University of Amsterdam*
- The Global Diffusion of Inequality: US Investors As Exporters of the ‘Winner-Take-All-Economy’  
  *Lukas Linsi, University of Amsterdam*
- Extreme Working Hours As an Indicator of Winner-Take-All Dynamics in European Labour Markets  
  *Anna Burger, Central European University*

**Discussant**  
John Cioffi, University of California, Riverside

---

### E-16

**Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm**  
*Laënnec B - Salle LF103*

**Political Economy of Growth Models II: Varieties of Growth Models in the European Union and Its Role for Euro-Zone Crisis and Recovery**

### Session Organizers

- Alexander Spielau, Max-Planck-Institute for the Study of Societies
- Sofia Perez, Boston University

### Participants

- Why the East Has Not Become the South and What the South Can Learn from That: Peripheral Growth Models and Adjustment Strategies inside and Outside of the Eurozone  
  *Dorothee Bohle, European University Institute*
- Growth and Welfare in Global Capitalism  
  *Anke Hassel, Hertie School of Governance*
- The Politics of Capitalist Diversity in Europe: Explaining Ireland’s Divergent Recovery from the Euro Crisis  
  *Aidan Regan, University College Dublin*
- European Growth Models and Working Class Restructuring: An International Post-Keynesian Political Economy Perspective  
  *Engelbert Stockhammer, Kingston University London*

**Discussant**  
Jonas Pontusson, University of Geneva
The Political Economy of Creative Industries

E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy

Session Organizers
Sabina Avdagic, University of Sussex
Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève
Aidan Regan, University College Dublin

Moderator
Laust Høgedahl, University of Aalborg

Participants
Trade Unions As Collective Actors for Local Development: The Case of the Creative and Cultural Industry in Two Italian Regions.
Luisa De Vita, Sapienza University of Rome
Silvia Lucciarini, Sapienza University of Rome

Technology and Control: Organizing through Digital Platforms
William Attwood-Charles, Boston College

Disruptive Economy and Workplace Unionisation: A Panel Data Analysis for Denmark
Laust Høgedahl, University of Aalborg

Disruption in Danish Taxi-Services: Ubers Brilliant Success and Sudden Death
Laust Høgedahl, University of Aalborg

Industrial Relations in Creative Industries: The Cases of Italian Graphical Designers and Video-Game Developers
Andrea Bellini, University of Florence
Alberto Gherardini, Università di Firenze

Innovations and Job Quality: Farewell to the Virtuous Circle? (II)

G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources

Session Organizer
David Marsden, London School of Economics

Participants
Declining Labor-Labor Exchange Rates As a Cause of Inequality Growth
Andranik Tangian, Institute of Economic and Social Research, Hans-Boeckler-Foundation

The Effects of Unemployment on Income in the UK
Michael Smith, McGill University

Wage Losses after Job Displacement: Productivity Depreciations or Lost Firm Rents?
Daniel Fackler, IWH

A Profile of the Working Poor in Turkey
Elif Acar, Cankaya University

Effects of Unemployment on Wages: Differences Between Occupations and Types of Reemployment
Susanne Edler, University of Haifa

Unemployment and Wage Losses

G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources

Session Organizer
David Marsden, London School of Economics

Participants
Declining Labor-Labor Exchange Rates As a Cause of Inequality Growth
Andranik Tangian, Institute of Economic and Social Research, Hans-Boeckler-Foundation

The Effects of Unemployment on Income in the UK
Michael Smith, McGill University

Wage Losses after Job Displacement: Productivity Depreciations or Lost Firm Rents?
Daniel Fackler, IWH

A Profile of the Working Poor in Turkey
Elif Acar, Cankaya University

Effects of Unemployment on Wages: Differences Between Occupations and Types of Reemployment
Susanne Edler, University of Haifa

Industrial Policy & the State in the Economy

H: Markets, Firms and Institutions

Session Organizers
Christina Ahmadjian, Hitotsubashi University
Gerhard Schnyder, King’s College London
Participants

The State Strikes Back: Industrial Policy, State Power and the Divergent Performance of Telecom Italia and Telefonica
  Fabio Bullfone, European University Institute
Searching for a Beneficiary: How the French Government Constructed the Eti Category
  Dima Younes, Emlyon business school
Reassessing State Capital Via State Ownership in the Global Economy
  Milan Babic, University of Amsterdam
The “Shareholding State” As a Symbol of the Contemporary Trends of French Capitalism
  Hadrien Coutant, Sciences Po / CSO
  Scott Viallet-Thevenin, Sciences Po

Discussant

Gerhard Schnyder, King's College London

H-12

Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
AMPHI Mediathèque

Institutional Determinants of Market- and Non-market Strategies

H: Markets, Firms and Institutions

Session Organizers

Christina Ahmadjian, Hitotsubashi University
Gerhard Schnyder, King's College London

Participants

Home Institutional Support in Firm Internationalization
  Knut Lange, Royal Holloway, University of London
The Political Behavior of the Firm: Explaining Political Preferences Among Large American, British, and German Corporations
  Niels Selling, European University Institute
Germany’s Biggest Retailer Edeka – a Historical Analysis of the Firm and Its Institutional Environment
  Michael Wortmann, Berlin School of Economics and Law
Coping with Autocracy: MNC Subsidiaries’ and Local Firms’ Nonmarket Strategies during the ‘Third Phase’ of Transition
  Dorottya Sallai, University of Greenwich

Discussant

Christina Ahmadjian, Hitotsubashi University

L-06

Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle LA106

Governing Through Information and Intermediaries

L: Regulation and Governance

Session Organizers

John Cioffi, University of California, Riverside
Jonathan Zeitlin, University of Amsterdam

Participants

Governing Life at the Margins: Ratings and Rankings in Healthcare and Correctional Services
  Andrea Mennciken, London School of Economics and Political Science, London School of Economics and Political Science
The Rise of Knowledge Intermediating Organizations in Global Financial Regulation
  Sebastian Botzem, University of Bremen
The Private Roots and Public Branches of ‘Regulation-By-Information’: The Case of Rating and Rating Agencies in Finance
  Joris Gjata, University of Virginia
Mediation and Legitimation: The Case of Iclei
  Afshin Mehrpouya, HEC Paris

Discussant

Sigrid Quack, University Duisburg-Essen

M-05

Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 319

Democratización, responsabilidad social y desarrollo

M: Spanish Language

Session Organizers

Julimar da Silva, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid

SASE 2017: What’s Next? Disruptive/Collaborative Economy or Business as Usual?
University of Lyon 1 – Claude Bernard
SASE 2017: What's Next? Disruptive/Collaborative Economy or Business as Usual?
University of Lyon 1 – Claude Bernard

Santos Ruesga, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid

Moderator
Pedro Rey Araujo, University of Santiago de Compostela

Participants
Chiapas: Crisis Estructural, Democratización De La Pobreza y Migración
Jorge Lopez-Arevalo, UNACH
Pedro Rey Araujo, University of Santiago de Compostela
Una Visión Renovada De La Responsabilidad Social Corporativa De La Industria Automotriz Desde La Perspectiva Del Consumidor Millenial. Caso México
Eva Conraud Koellner, Universidad de Guanajuato
Economia Do Turismo E O Mercado De Moda Popular: UM Estudo DA FEIRA De ConfeccÃO EM Fortaleza-CE-Brasil
Fernanda Monconi, Universidade Estadual do Ceará
¿Qué Legado Ha Dejado La Destitución De La Presidente Brasileña?
Karina Assis, Universidade Federal de São Carlos/ Nesefi
Camilla Assis, UNESP

M-06
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier – Salle 318

Economía Internacional y Desarrollo: El Papel del Comercio y la IED
M: Spanish Language

Session Organizers
Julimar da Silva, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid
Santos Ruesga, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid

Moderator
Aranzazu Narbona, University of Alcalá

Participants
Cultura y Negocios: El Papel De Las Tres Grandes Lenguas En El Comercio
Aranzazu Narbona, University of Alcalá
Análisis De Los Determinantes De Localización De La Inversión Directa Extranjera De Las Empresas Españolas
Gonzalo Solana, Universidad Nebrija
Alvaro Hidalgo-Vega, Castilla-La Mancha University
The Dynamic Influence of Foreign Direct Investment in the Innovative SME Process Oriented to Sustainability
Alberto Melane Lavado, University of Castilla-La Mancha, UCLM
Agustín Alvarez-Herranz, University of Castilla la Mancha

Direct Foreign Investment As a Key Factor to SAVE the Risks Associated with Sustainability-Based Innovations
Alberto Melane Lavado, University of Castilla-La Mancha, UCLM
Agustín Alvarez-Herranz, University of Castilla la Mancha

N-10
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec A - AMPHI 3

Financialized Citizens
N: Finance and Society

Session Organizers
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University
Alya Guseva, Boston University
Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego

Participants
Worries, Fears and Hopes: Construing and Mobilizing Emotions in Financial Education
Daniel Maman, Ben-Gurion University
A Nation of Installment Plan Buyers: Why Owned-Homes Constitute the Main Wealth-Building Vehicle Among Working- and Middle-Class Families in the US.
Maude Pugliese, McGill University
Financializing Malaysian Citizens - the Stock Market, Nation Building, and Financial Rights
Syahirah Abdul Rahman, Alliance Manchester Business School, University of Manchester
Financial Literacy and Financial Capability of Russians (2014-2016)
Olga Kuzina, HSE

Discussant
Alya Guseva, Boston University

N-11
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec A - AMPHI 3

Global Financial Flows
N: Finance and Society

Session Organizers
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University
Alya Guseva, Boston University
Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego

Participants
Who Borrows Matters: External Deficits and the Great Debt Transformation
Gregory Fuller, University of Groningen
The Multiplicity of Imaginaries of Profit in Cross-Border Investment in China: Calculation, Organizations, Identities and Political Institutions in a Global Space
Horacio Ortiz, Université Paris Dauphine, PSL
Research University, CNRS, IRISSO; Research Institute of Anthropology, East China Normal University
Moving Money in Times of Crisis: Informal Financial Transfers in the Conflict Economy  
Gozde Guran, Princeton University

Discussant  
Kurtulus Gemici, National University of Singapore

---

Changing Globalization Dynamics and the Impact on GVCs  
O: Global Value Chains  
Session Organizers  
Gary Gereffi, Duke University  
Mari Sako, University of Oxford  
Timothy Sturgeon, MIT  
Eric Thun, University of Oxford  

Participants  
The Impact of Brexit on Trade Regimes and Global Value Chains  
Louise Curran, toulouse business school  
Global Value Chains and the Rise of the Global South: A New Era of Globalisation?  
Rory Horner, University of Manchester  
Variety of Models in Global Value Chains  
Giulio Buciuni, Trinity College Dublin

---

Regulating Labour in Global Supply Chains: Institutional and Organizational Influences  
O: Global Value Chains  
Session Organizers  
Stephen Frenkel, University of New South Wales  
Rachel Alexander, London School of Economics and Political Science  

Participants  
Changing Governance System for Labour: Germany’s Garment Supply Chains  
Nora Lohmeyer, Freie Universität Berlin  
Changing Governance System for Labour: UK’s Garment Supply Chains  
Sarah Ashwin, London School of Economics and Political Science  
Changing Governance System for Labour: Sweden’s Garment Supply Chains  
Niklas Egels Zanden, University of Gothenburg  
Changing Governance Systems and Their Impact on Bangladeshi Garment Export Factory Building and Labour Standards  
Stephen Frenkel, University of New South Wales

---

Accounting Regulation (II): Accountability for Sustainable Business and Society (2)  
P: Accounting, Economics, and Law  
Session Organizer  
Yuri Biondi, Centre national de la recherche scientifique  

Moderator  
Tineke Lambooy, Nyenrode Business Universiteit  

Participants  
Tineke Lambooy, Nyenrode Business Universiteit  
Integrated Thinking (reporting) for Telling a Truer Business Story?  
Guler Aras, Yildiz Technical University  
Narratives of Corporate Accountability: How and Why Do Corporations Assess Themselves As Accountable for Non-Financial Disclosure?  
Daniela Woschnack, University of Jena

---

Cooperative Platforms and Open Cooperatives (I): The Institutional Framework  
P: Accounting, Economics, and Law  
Session Organizers  
Benjamin Coriat, University Paris 13 Sorbonne Paris Cité  
Olivier Weinstein, University Paris 13 Sorbonne Paris cité  

Moderator  
Olivier Weinstein, University Paris 13 Sorbonne Paris cité  

Participants  
A Special Regulation for the Gig Economy: Which Things Would We Need to Regulate and Which Not  
Adrian Todolí Signs, University of Balearic Island  
Conflict and Compromise in the Margin of Capitalism: Coop Between Shared Value and Instituted Rules  
Thomas Lamarche, Université Paris Diderot  
Nadine Richez Battesti, University Aix Marseille  
Peer to Peer As a New Mode of Production: Some Questions  
Olivier Weinstein, University Paris 13 Sorbonne Paris cité
Discussant
Benjamin Coriat, University Paris 13 Sorbonne Paris Cité

P-16
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment Principal - Salle Informatique 5
Money and Banking (V): The Case for Islamic Financial Institutions
P: Accounting, Economics, and Law
Session Organizer
Yuri Biondi, Centre national de la recherche scientifique
Moderator
Trisiladi Supriyanto, Ibn Khaldun University
Participants
Different Way to SOLVE Liquidity Problem of Indonesia Islamic Microfinance
Tika Widiastuti, Universitas Airlangga
Rate of Profit As a Pricing Benchmark and Monetary Policy to Create Islamic Financial Stability
Trisiladi Supriyanto, Ibn Khaldun University

Q-10
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF002
Entrepreneurship and New Industries II
Q: Asian Capitalisms
Session Organizers
Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University
Cornelia Storz, Goethe University Frankfurt
Tobias ten Brink, University of Frankfurt
Moderator
Geoff Wood, University of Essex
Participants
The Development of Supermarkets in Partnership with Wholesalers in Japan: 1953–1982
Rika Fujioka, Kansai University
The Japanese Developmental State: The Case of Cool Japan
Nicolas Garvizu, University of Sheffield School of East Asian Studies
Technology Development in Japanese Regional Innovation Systems Under Circumstances of Institutional Change
Benjamin Rabe, University of Duisburg-Essen
Bridging Global Nodes: Open Innovation in Asian ICT
Dennis McNamara, Georgetown University
Discussant
Cornelia Storz, Goethe University Frankfurt

Q-11
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle LA102
Welfare State
Q: Asian Capitalisms
Session Organizers
Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University
Cornelia Storz, Goethe University Frankfurt
Tobias ten Brink, University of Frankfurt
Moderator
Andrew Tylecote, University of Sheffield
Participants
Social Protection for Informal Sector Workers in China's Productivist Welfare Capitalism
Zhuoyi Wen, Lingnan University
Globalization and Support for Welfare Spending in Asia: Do Asian Citizens Want to Embed Liberalism?
Sjeong Lim, Amsterdam Institute for Social Science Research, University of Amsterdam
Discussant
Christian Timm, Private University - PFH Göttingen

TH02-01
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF102
Governing Digital Capitalism
Competition in Digital Capitalism: New Patterns and New Rules
Session Organizers
Sebastian Billows, Sciences Po
Timur Ergen, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies, Cologne
David Reinecke, Princeton University
Scott Viallet-Thévenin, Sciences Po, Paris
Participants
Digital Latecomer Economies and Digital Industrial Policy: Rethinking China’s “Digital Protectionism”
Shamel Azmeh, University of Bath
Platform Economy As a New Form of Capitalism. a Regulationist Research Program
Matthieu Montalban, University of Bordeaux
Making Broadband Internet Markets: Institutional Contradictions and Regulatory Asymmetries at the FCC and DoJ, 1996-2016
David Reinecke, Princeton University
Redesigning Markets for the Digital Age
Steven Vogel, University of California, Berkeley
SASE 2017: What's Next? Disruptive/Collaborative Economy or Business as Usual?
University of Lyon 1 – Claude Bernard

TH03
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 210

Cultural Artifacts and Policy Change
Cultural Artifacts and Capitalist Democracies

Session Organizer
Cathie Jo Martin, Boston University

Moderator
Suzanne Berger, MIT

Participants
Imagine All the People: Literature, Society and Cross-National Variation in Education Systems
Cathie Jo Martin, Boston University

The State and Limiting Markets in the Name of Cultural Values: Protecting Historic Buildings in Britain and France
Mark Thatcher, London School of Economics

Wine As a Cultural Product: Symbolic Capital and Price Formation in the Wine Field
Jens Becket, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
Jörg Rössel, Universität Zürich

Theorizing Economic Culture
Lynette Spillman, University of Notre Dame

TH04
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 202

Inquiring and Regulating for Better Work: The Case of FIFO and Invisible Work
Disruption and Experimentation in the Regulation of Work and Employment

Session Organizers
Gregor Murray, University of Montreal
Phil Almond, CRIMT-Université de Montréal
Peter Fairbrother, RMIT University
Maria Gonzalez, University of Oviedo
Christian Lévesque, HEC Montréal

Moderator
Phil Almond, CRIMT-Université de Montréal

Participants
Policy Transfer and Innovation for Building Resilient Bridges to the Labour Market
Maria Gonzalez-Menéndez, University of Oviedo

Regulating Scientific Work and Employment in a Synchrotron Facility: Organizational Challenges and Institutional Prospects
Elodie Béthoux, IDHES ENS Paris-Saclay
Camille Dupuy, DySoLab Normandie University

Can High-Performance Work Practices Offset the Loss of Job Security?
Gabriel Cueto-Pruneda, University of Oviedo

Training Devices and Their Contribution to Skills Development
Yves Blanchet, University of Montreal

A ‘New Actor’ in Industrial Relations? an Investigation into the Origins, Activities and Memberships of UK Employer Forums
Marco Hauptmeier, Cardiff University

TH05
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF106

(In)justice, Precariousness and Psychological Contract in Digital Economy
Employment Grey Zones in Globalisation: Desalarisation or Transition towards a Collaborative Economy

Session Organizers
Christian Azaïs, CNAM
Patrick Dieuaide, University Sorbonne Nouvelle (Paris 3)

Annie Delaney, RMIT University
A Danger to Employee Mental Health? Fly-in, Fly-out (FIFO) Work in the Australian Mining Sector
Grant Michelson, Macquarie University

TH04-06
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 202

Labour Market Actors As Institutional Entrepreneurs
Disruption and Experimentation in the Regulation of Work and Employment

Session Organizers
Gregor Murray, University of Montreal
Phil Almond, CRIMT-Université de Montréal
Peter Fairbrother, RMIT University
Maria Gonzalez, University of Oviedo
Christian Lévesque, HEC Montréal

Moderator
Phil Almond, CRIMT-Université de Montréal

Participants
Policy Transfer and Innovation for Building Resilient Bridges to the Labour Market
Maria Gonzalez-Menéndez, University of Oviedo

Regulating Scientific Work and Employment in a Synchrotron Facility: Organizational Challenges and Institutional Prospects Elodie Béthoux, IDHES ENS Paris-Saclay Camille Dupuy, DySoLab Normandie University

Can High-Performance Work Practices Offset the Loss of Job Security?
Gabriel Cueto-Pruneda, University of Oviedo

Training Devices and Their Contribution to Skills Development
Yves Blanchet, University of Montreal

A ‘New Actor’ in Industrial Relations? an Investigation into the Origins, Activities and Memberships of UK Employer Forums
Marco Hauptmeier, Cardiff University

TH05-01
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF106

(In)justice, Precariousness and Psychological Contract in Digital Economy
Employment Grey Zones in Globalisation: Desalarisation or Transition towards a Collaborative Economy

Session Organizers
Christian Azaïs, CNAM
Patrick Dieuaide, University Sorbonne Nouvelle (Paris 3)
Participants

Hybrid Areas of Work in Italy. Hypotheses to Interpret the Transformations of Precariousness and Subjectivity
Emiliana Armano, University of Milan
Annalisa Murgia, Leeds University Business School

Expressions of Social (in)Justice and the Collaborative Economy
Marc Zune, University of Louvain

How the Power of Modifying the Psychological Contract on the Part of Employers Affects Working Conditions and Behaviors of Employees: The Role of Social Support As a Remedy
Wassila Merkouche, University of Montréal

Qualification Grey Zone, Service Contract Grey Zone, Employment Grey Zone inside Knowledge Industries
Gilles Verpraet, Paris Ouest Nanterre

Discussant
Isabelle Berrebi-Hoffmann, CNRS

---

**TH07-02**
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 105

Money and Capital in the Digital Economy

Markets and Beyond in the Digital Age

Session Organizer
Jean-Samuel Beuscart, Université Paris-Est Marne-la-Vallée

Moderator
Jean-Samuel Beuscart, Université Paris-Est Marne-la-Vallée

Participants
“Nowhere to Run, Nowhere to Hide”: The Possibilities and Pitfalls of Mobile Money for Informal Economic Exchange
Lindsay Bayham, UC Berkeley

The Digital Market for Bitcoin and Other Monetized Goods: From Disruption to Cooptation
Ilan Talmud, University of Haifa

The Digital Economy, the Newest Phase of the Industrial Revolution, and Polanyi’s Lesson
Dean Curran, University of Calgary

Discussant
Jean-Samuel Beuscart, Université Paris-Est Marne-la-Vallée

---

**TH09-04**
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 204

Alternative Economic Practices

Re-embedding the Social: Cooperatives, Political Consumerism and Alternative Lifestyles

Session Organizers

---

Francesca Forno, University of Bergamo, Italy
Torsten Geelan, University of Cambridge, England
Paolo Graziano, L’Université Bocconi
Lara Monticelli, Scuola Normale Superiore, Italy

Moderator
Lara Monticelli, Scuola Normale Superiore, Italy

Participants

"Assessing the Embeddedness of Sustainable Community Movement Organizations (SCMOs) in Spain Since the 2008 Financial Crisis"
Richard R Weiner, Rhode Island College;
Harvard University Center for European Studies

Solidarity Economies? Global and Local Empirical Reflections on the Italian Solidarity Purchase Groups and the Brazilian Artisans Networks
Elisa Gritti, Universidade Federal De Pernambuco

Maria Figueroa, Copenhagen Business School

Discussant
Francesca Forno, University of Bergamo, Italy

---

**TH11-06**
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF001

Redefining work: How communities cohere via collectivist-democratic practices

Seeking a More Just and Egalitarian Economy: Realizing the Future via Co-operatives, Communes, and Other Collectives

Session Organizers
Katherine Chen, The City College of New York and the Graduate Center, CUNY
Joyce Rothschild, VirginiaTech

Moderator
Katherine Sobering, University of Texas at Austin

Participants
Solving Social Problems through Social Entrepreneurship: Promise or ‘Just’ Promises?
Nevena Radoynovska, Northwestern University/Kellogg School of Management

Re-Embedding Work in a Political and Social Project: Working in a Business and Employment Cooperative (BEC) – a Way Towards Empowerment?
Justine Ballon, Université Paris 7 Diderot

The Civil Society Organizations’ Socio-Economic Transformational Capacity
Jozsef Veress, Corvinus University

Why the Emergency of Several Forms of Collaborative Jobs Are Still Realized As Informal Job
- Reflexions about the Experience of Collective and Collaborative Arrangement Jobs of Young Artists in the São Paulo City
  Tatiana Rotondaro, University of São Paulo

**TH12-09**
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 208

**Islamic Banking and Finance & Ethical Articulations 1**

**Sharing Economy of Islam beyond Islamic Finance: Re-constructing Collaborative and Disruptive Economy from Islamic Moral Economy Perspective**

**Session Organizers**
Mehmet Asutay, Durham University, UK
Necati Aydin, AlFaisal University

**Participants**
Capm on Segmented Markets: A Synthesis, an Extension and an Application to Islamic Financial Markets
Ahmed Badreldin, University of Marburg

The Determinants of Bank Profitability, Do Islamic Ethics Perspective Matter? a Comprehensive Study on Islamic Banks Vs. Conventional.
Kaounter Toumi, University of Toulouse 3

Contribution of Banking Sector in Creating Real Economic Activities: A Comparative Analysis Between Islamic and Conventional Banks
Sabri Mohammad, University of Bolton

**Discussant**
Mehmet Saraç, Instanbul University

**TH12-10**
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 209

**Sharing Economy of Islam: Risk Sharing and PLS 2**

**Sharing Economy of Islam beyond Islamic Finance: Re-constructing Collaborative and Disruptive Economy from Islamic Moral Economy Perspective**

**Session Organizers**
Mehmet Asutay, Durham University, UK
Necati Aydin, AlFaisal University

**Moderator**
Zeyneb Orhan Aström, Istanbul Sabahattin Zaim University

**Participants**
The Economic Implication of Zakah and Profit Sharing in the Economy: An Application of Overlapping Generation Model
Amira Hakim, Researcher

How Does Risk-Sharing Contracts Promote Equitable Distribution of Income?
Ebi Junaidi, Durham Business School

The Dilemma of Profit Sharing and Loss Bearing As an Ideal World of Islamic Economics
Salah Alhammadi, University of Reading

**TH13-05**
Friday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF110

**The Marketization of Connecting People**

**The Marketization of Everyday Life II**

**Session Organizers**
Anne Jourdain, University Paris-Dauphine
Sidonio Naulin, Sciences Po Grenoble / PACTE

**Moderator**
Sidonio Naulin, Sciences Po Grenoble / PACTE

**Participants**
Transactions Between Ordinary People As Exclusion: Insights from the Uses of Leboncoin.Fr
Renaud Garcia-Bardidia, University of Rouen
Adrien Bailly, University of Lorraine
Coralie Lallemand, University of Rouen

Service Rationality in Everyday Life
Heike Jacobsen, Brandenburg University Cottbus

Framing and Marketizing Social Encounters: A New Market for Marketplaces.
Julien Delamarche, Université UT2J - CERTOP-CNRS

**Discussant**
Anne-Sophie Beliard, Grenoble Alpes University – Pacte

**FP-05**
Friday - 1:15pm - 2:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - AMPHI A

**Featured Speaker Yochai Benkler (Harvard Law School/Harvard University, USA) - "From Oligarchic Capitalism to an Open Social Economy: A Political Economy of Crisis and Transformation"**

**Session Organizers**
Christine Musselin, Sciences Po - CNRS
David Vallat, Université Lyon 1
Michel Lallement, CNAM EPN 13

**A-03**
Friday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment Principal - Salle Informatique 4

**Civil Society and Ethical issues in the Neo-Liberal Era**

**A: Communitarian Ideals and Civil Society**

**Session Organizer**
José Ruiz San Roman, Universidad Complutense Madrid
**Moderator**
Gorgi Krlev, University of Oxford

**Participants**

**Media Framing Biases in Foreign Aid Policy: Cross-Language Discrepancy in Broadcasting**
Beth Hatani, University of Manchester

**Civil Society in the Neo-Liberal Era: The Organizational Field of “Economic Empowerment of Women” in Israel**
Nitza Berkovitch, Ben Gurion University

**The Ethics of Profiting from Social Impact Bonds: How Much Is Too Much?**
Julia Morley, London School of Economics

**Social Enterprise and the Neoliberal Program: Collaborators or Antagonists?**
Ana Maria Peredo, University of Victoria

**Economic Logics and Their Threat to Moral Agency: Learning from Socially Conscious Employer Practices in Precarious Capitalism**
Andrew Lynn, University of Virginia

---

**B-11**
Friday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment Principal - AMPHI 4

**Roundtable: The Successes and Failures of China’s Industrial Development and Their Broader Implications for Industrial Development in the Global South**

**B: Globalization and Socio-Economic Development**

**Session Organizer**
Douglas Fuller, Zhejiang University

**Participants**
Roundtable Presenter I
Andrew Tylecote, Sheffield

Roundtable Presenter II
Douglas Fuller, Zhejiang University

Roundtable Presenter III
Julia Kierkegaard, DTU

**Discussant**
Eric Thun, University of Oxford

---

**B-12**
Friday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec B - Salle LA104

**What’s Next? Disruptions in the South Korean Path of Development or Business As Usual?**

**B: Globalization and Socio-Economic Development**

**Session Organizer**
Suk-Man Hwang, Changwon National University

**Participants**

**Building an Innovation Economy for Latecomers: Constructing Cross-Cutting Ties Between Public Research Institutes and Private Firms**
Michelle Hsieh, Academia Sinica

**Candlelight Protest and Developmental State in South Korea**
Hyun-Chin Lim, Seoul National University

**Suk-Man Hwang, Changwon National University**

**Capitalism’s Cultural Turn and Its Economic and Cultural Implications in South Korea**
Jonghoe Yang, Sungkyunkwan University

**Voter Turnout and Economic Inequality: An Empirical Approach**
Jinho Lim, Korea University

---

**C-06**
Friday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 214

**Economic Insecurity and Gender Contracts**

**C: Gender, Work and Family**

**Session Organizers**
Bernard Fusulier, Université catholique de Louvain
Diane-Gabrielle Tremblay, University of Quebec-Teluq

**Moderator**
Marco Alberio, UQAR

**Participants**

**Do Employers Rely on Gender Stereotypes about Work Applicants’ Productivity to Discriminate Against Women? Results from a Field Experiment.**
Maria-Jose Gonzalez, Universitat Pompeu Fabra

**Comparing Household Employment, Gender Contracts and the Crisis in Europe**
Nuria Sanchez-Mira, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

**Divergence in Women’s Employment in Korea and Japan: What Shapes the Different Patterns Around Childbirth?**
Junko Nishimura, Meisei University

**Gender, Digitalization and the Gig-Economy: Old Inequalities in the New World of Work**
Agnieszka Piasna, European Trade Union Institute
The Legal Profession in Contemporary Context

D: Professions and Professionals in a Globalizing World

Session Organizer
Elizabeth Gorman, Sociology, University of Virginia

Moderator
Elizabeth Gorman, Sociology, University of Virginia

Participants
Legitimacy and the Agency of Valuation Devices: The Institutionalization of the Profits per Equity Partner Metric in the Legal Profession
James Faulconbridge, Lancaster University
Privileges and Penalties in the Legal profession in England and Wales: Analysis of Solicitors Regulation Authority Records in Relation to Career Progression and Diversity Characteristics.
Jennifer Tomlinson, University of Leeds
Face of the Firm: Aesthetic Diversity
Juliet Kele, University of Leeds
Dealing with Conflicts of Interest in the Legal Profession - the Role of Professional Ethics and Self-Regulation
Sophie Harnay, University of Lorraine

Flexicurity and the precariat

E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy

Session Organizers
Sabina Avdagic, University of Sussex
Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève
Aidan Regan, University College Dublin

Participants
Autonomous Work, Labor Market Intermediaries and New Forms of Social Dialogue
B.a.S. Koene, Erasmus University, Rotterdam School of Management
François Pichault, HEC-Liège / University of Liège
Flexicurity in the Agenda of Collective Bargaining. a Case for Sector-Level Analysis? Italian Chemical and Metalworking Compared
Valentina Paolucci, UCD School of Business
Manuela Galetto, University of Warwick
Collective Bargaining, Outsourcing Practices and Precarious Workers. Varieties of Sectoral and National Responses
Oscar Molina, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona
Labor Market Transformations and New Forms of Self-Organizing: The Case of Italian Clap
Mauro Pinto, Seconda Università di Napoli

Political Economy of Growth Models I: Causes and Consequences of Growth Models for the European Union and the OECD World

E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy

Session Organizer
Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève

Participants
How Industrial Relations Liberalization Contributes to Capitalist Instability and Secular Stagnation
Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève
Redistribution, Household Consumption and Economic Growth in OECD Countries, 1990-2013
Jonas Pontusson, University of Geneva
National or Systemic? Competing Explanations of the Eurozone’s Debt and Current Account Imbalances and Their Implications
Sofia Perez, Boston University
Evaluating Sectoral Components in Growth Models: Why Comparative Political Economists Should Care about the Construction Sector
Alexander Spielau, Max-Planck-Institute for the Study of Societies

Discussant
Alexander Spielau, Max-Planck-Institute for the Study of Societies

The Politics of the Transnational Firm

E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy

Session Organizers
Sabina Avdagic, University of Sussex
Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève
Aidan Regan, University College Dublin

Participants
Does Labour Law Hurt Labour By Reducing Employment in Developed and Emerging Countries?
Prabirjit Sarkar, Jadavpur University
Articulation Between Actors and Levels: An Enlarged Perspective on Cross-Border Employee Representation in Multinational Companies
Thomas Haipeter, University of Duisburg-Essen
Sophie Rosenbohm, University of Duisburg-Essen
A Global Approach Gone European? Global Framework Agreements in the Automotive Supply Industry
Axel Schröder, Berlin Social Science Center
The Politics of Transnational Cross-Class Alliances: Why Employers Sometimes Support Labor Activists Abroad

Marissa Brookes, Department of Political Science; University of California, Riverside
Sabrina Zajak, Ruhr-University Bochum

F-10
Friday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment Principal - AMPHI 2

Roundtable: Discussion with Chihiro Takayama
F: Knowledge, Technology, and Innovation

Session Organizers
Matthew Allen, Alliance Manchester Business School
David Vallat, Université Lyon 1

Moderator
Matthew Keller, Department of Sociology, Southern Methodist University

Discussants
Dennis McNamara, Georgetown University
Cornelia Storz, Goethe University Frankfurt
Chihiro Takayama, TBD

G-17
Friday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF004

Business-Politics Relations and Institutional Change: New Perspectives on the Role of Business in Labour Market Governance
G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources

Session Organizer
Patrick Emmenegger, University of St. Gallen

Participants
Adaptation and Influence: The Schumpeterian Perspective on Business-Politics Relations
Thomas Paster, University of Southern Denmark

Efficiency, Solidarity and Power in Vocational Education Reform: The Case of Denmark
Christian Ibsen, University of Copenhagen, FAOS
Martin Carstensen, Copenhagen Business School

Collective Action, Business Cleavages and the Politics of Control: The Reform of Commercial Training in Switzerland
Lina Seitzl, University of St. Gallen

Employer’s Preferences and Collective Action in Higher Vocational Training: An Analysis of Sectoral Differences in Switzerland
Gina Di Maio, University of St. Gallen

G-18
Friday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec B - Salle LA103

Labour migration: new questions
G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources

Session Organizer
David Marsden, London School of Economics

Participants
The New Frontier of Temporary Migration?
Scrutinising Employer Demand for Temporary Sponsored Skilled Migrants in the Australian Hospitality Industry
Angie Knox, University of Sydney

Labour Market Integration of Refugees
Martin Dietz, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)

Educational Mobility of Adult Immigrants in Germany: Prevalence, Patterns, and Predictors
Dr. Janina Soehn, Sociological Research Institute (SOFI) at Göttingen University

In Search of Citizenship: Independent Professional Workers in Europe
Anna Mori, University of Milan

Further Training of Migrants in Germany
Ute Leber, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)

G-19
Friday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF108

Minimum Wages and Low Pay
G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources

Session Organizer
David Marsden, London School of Economics

Participants
Effect of Minimum Wage Institution on Wage Inequality in China: An Institutional and Organizational Perspective
Ran Cheng, Freie Universität Berlin

Minimum Wages and Inequality in Mexico: An Example (not) to Follow
Alice Krozer, University of Cambridge

A Multi-Level Analysis of the Determinants of Low-Pay in the German Labour Market
Chiara Benassi, Royal Holloway, University of London

Non-Standard Employment Contracts and the New Living Wage in the UK
Bethania Antunes, University of Greenwich - Work and Employment Research Unit (WERU)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Organizer(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>H-13</strong></td>
<td><strong>Banks &amp; Financial Markets</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>H: Markets, Firms and Institutions</strong></td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>2:30pm - 4:00pm</td>
<td>Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 203</td>
<td>Christina Ahmadjian, Hitotsubashi University&lt;br&gt;Gerhard Schnyder, King's College London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participants</strong></td>
<td>Effects of Declining Bank Health on Borrowers’ Level of Earnings Management: Evidence of the European Sovereign Debt Crisis&lt;br&gt;Florian Kiy, Goethe University&lt;br&gt;Theresa Zick, Goethe University&lt;br&gt;When and How Do Audit Firms Trigger Status Downgrades of Post-IPO Firms?&lt;br&gt;Masaru Karube, Hitotsubashi University&lt;br&gt;Risk for the Regulator: Risk Management of Financial Markets in Large Financial Institutions&lt;br&gt;Anne van der Graaf, Max Planck Sciences Po Center (MaxPo)&lt;br&gt;Securitization in the U.S. Banking Industry: Capital Dependence, Organizational Complexity, and Political Mobilization&lt;br&gt;Dadao Hou, Texas A&amp;M University</td>
<td>Christina Ahmadjian, Hitotsubashi University&lt;br&gt;Gerhard Schnyder, King's College London</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discussant</strong></td>
<td>Olivier Butzbach, Second University of Naples</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H-14</strong></td>
<td><strong>Social Networks, Interlocks, and Ownership</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>H: Markets, Firms and Institutions</strong></td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>2:30pm - 4:00pm</td>
<td>Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 210</td>
<td>Christina Ahmadjian, Hitotsubashi University&lt;br&gt;Gerhard Schnyder, King's College London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participants</strong></td>
<td>Turkish Firms and Investors in the European Union&lt;br&gt;M. Fennema, University of Amsterdam&lt;br&gt;Data-Driven Identification of Sink and Conduit Offshore Financial Centers in Global Ownership Chains&lt;br&gt;Javier Garcia-Bernardo, The University of Amsterdam&lt;br&gt;Strategy or Status? Integrating Personal and Organizational Drivers for Board Interlock Network Dynamics&lt;br&gt;Diliara Valeeva, University of Amsterdam&lt;br&gt;Structural Exchange Pays Off: Reciprocity, cycles and board compensations in UK firms (2000-2011)&lt;br&gt;Olivier Godechot, Sciences Po, MaxPo and CNRS</td>
<td>Christina Ahmadjian, Hitotsubashi University&lt;br&gt;Gerhard Schnyder, King's College London</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discussant</strong></td>
<td>Felix Bühlmann, University of Lausanne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>J-07</strong></td>
<td><strong>Social Exclusion and Welfare States II</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>J: Rethinking the Welfare State</strong></td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>2:30pm - 4:00pm</td>
<td>Laënnec B - Salle LF101</td>
<td>Alexander Hicks, Emory University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Moderator</strong></td>
<td>Jessica Clement, University of Paris 1 Pantheon-Sorbonne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L-07</strong></td>
<td><strong>Transnational Governance &amp; Corporate Social Responsibility</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>L: Regulation and Governance</strong></td>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>2:30pm - 4:00pm</td>
<td>Laënnec B - Salle LA106</td>
<td>John Cioffi, University of California, Riverside&lt;br&gt;Jonathan Zeitlin, University of Amsterdam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Session Organizers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participants</strong></td>
<td>Government and International Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR): Interactions Between Direct and Indirect Public Policies&lt;br&gt;Jette Knudsen, Tufts University&lt;br&gt;Local and Transnational Multi-Stakeholder Regulation of Canadian Forest Product Markets: The Case of the Forest Stewardship Council and the Conflict Between Greenpeace and Resolute Forest Products.&lt;br&gt;Philippe Barré, Université de Montreal&lt;br&gt;Toward Place-Conscious Transnational Governance?&lt;br&gt;Tim Bartley, Ohio State University&lt;br&gt;Piercing the Corporate Veil&lt;br&gt;Poonam Puri, York University</td>
<td>John Cioffi, University of California, Riverside&lt;br&gt;Jonathan Zeitlin, University of Amsterdam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussant
Jonathan Zeitlin, University of Amsterdam

**M-07**
Friday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 319

**Jóvenes y relaciones laborales**
M: Spanish Language

**Session Organizers**
Julimar da Silva, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid
Santos Ruesga, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid

**Moderator**
Milagros Dones, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid

**Participants**
Access to Employment and Its Consequences on Labour Market Precariousness and Household Living Arrangements Among Young Spanish Workers
*Inmaculada Cebrian, University of Alcala*

Transición Laboral De Los Jóvenes En Colombia
*Cristian Castillo Robayo, universidad autónoma de madrid*

Una Propuesta De Clasificación De Las Ocupaciones Usando Indicadores De Calidad
*Sandro Eduardo Monsueto, Universidade Federal de Goiás*
Jaqueline Moraes Assis Gouveia, Unicamp

Inserción Laboral De Los Jóvenes En Iberoamérica:
Un Estudio Para Brasil, España y México
*Milagros Dones, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid*
*Sandro Eduardo Monsueto, Universidade Federal de Goiás*
*Laura Ortiz, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid*

**N-12**
Friday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec A - AMPHI 3

**Consumer Finance I**
N: Finance and Society

**Session Organizers**
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University
Alya Guseva, Boston University
Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego

**Participants**
Capitalizing on Disappointments: The Promotional Discourse of Finance
*Galit Ailon, Department of Sociology & Anthropology, Bar-Ilan University*

Til Debt Do Us Part: Our Relationship with Debt in the Neoliberal Era
*Martina McAuley, Queen's University, Belfast*

Globalization and Retail Lending. a Comparative Review of the Literature
*Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego*

**Discussant**
Lena Pellandini-Simanyi, Università della Svizzera italiana

**M-08**
Friday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 318

**Medioambiente y desarrollo**
M: Spanish Language

**Session Organizers**
Julimar da Silva, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid
Santos Ruesga, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid

**Moderator**
Santos Ruesga, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid

**Participants**
Economic Environment and Health Care Coverage: Analysis of Social Acceptance in Spain
*Santos Miguel Ruesga Benito, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid*

Empregos Verdes e Desenvolvimento Econômico: Um Estudo Comparado Das Tendências Internacionais Entre Espanha, França e Brasil.
*Maione Cardoso, Universidade Complutense de Madrid*

La Importancia Del Sector Eléctrico En La Lucha Contra El Cambio Climático
*Yolanda Fernández Fernández, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid*

Innovación y Medio Ambiente: Similitudes y Diferencias Entre Oriente y Occidente.
*Blanca Olmedillas, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid*

**N-13**
Friday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec A - AMPHI 2

**Power of Finance, Power of the State**
N: Finance and Society

**Session Organizers**
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University
Alya Guseva, Boston University
Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego

**Participants**
The Socio-Economic Determinants of Financialization at the National-Level: An Analysis of 38 Countries, 1991-2013
*Matthew Soener, The Ohio State University*

A Financialized Sovereign? The Production of Sovereignty in Global Finance
*Horacio Ortiz, Université Paris Dauphine, PSL Research University, CNRS, IRISSO*
German Finance through the Looking Glass: Principles for a Comparative Historical Sociology of Financial Systems
Matthieu Hughes, Universität Erfurt; Erfurt University

Discussant
Kim Pernell, University of Toronto

Local Clusters in Global Value Chains: Rethinking the Role of Manufacturing and Innovation
O: Global Value Chains
Session Organizers
Valentina De Marchi, University of Padova
Eleonora Di Maria, University of Padova
Gary Gereffi, Duke University
Participants
Italian Industrial Districts Today: Between Decline and Openness to Global VALUE Chains
Roberta Rabellotti, Università di Pavia
Multinational Enterprises in Mature Industrial Clusters
Fiorenza Belussi, University of Padova
Manufacturing, Where Art Thou? Value Chain Organization and Cluster Firms’ Strategies Between Local and Global
Eleonora Di Maria, University of Padova
Pull and Push Factors of a New Global Production Rationale
Lisa De Propris, Birmingham Business School, University of Birmingham

Accounting Regulation (III): The Formation of Accounting Rules
P: Accounting, Economics, and Law
Session Organizer
Yuri Biondi, Centre national de la recherche scientifique
Moderator
Shinichi Hirota, Waseda University
Participants
Regulation of Accounting Standards-Setting in the United States before the Creation of the First Accounting Standards-Setting Body
Charles Baker, Adelphi University
Macro Level Accounting Changes in a Transitional Path: How are They Perceived By Accounting Professionals? A Vietnamese Study
Jochen Zimmermann, University of Bremen

Goodwill Accounting Standards in the USA, the UK, France and Japan
Clemence Garcia, Gakushuin University
New Models of Innovation

Q: Asian Capitalisms

Session Organizers
Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University
Cornelia Storz, Goethe University Frankfurt
Tobias ten Brink, University of Frankfurt

Moderator
Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University

Participants
Techno-Nationalism in the Biopharmaceutical Industry in Asia: A New Architecture of Innovation?
Kathryn Ibata-Arens, DePaul University
Organisational Creativity – New Firm Types Under Capitalism with Chinese Characteristics
Jiajia Liu, University of Manchester
China’s Innovative Rise and the Role of Public-Private Collaboration
Na Zou, Goethe University

Discussant
Matthew Allen, Alliance Manchester Business School

Q: Asian Capitalisms

Public Private Alliances and Networks

Q: Asian Capitalisms

Session Organizers
Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University
Cornelia Storz, Goethe University Frankfurt
Tobias ten Brink, University of Frankfurt

Moderator
Markus Heckel, Goethe University

Participants
Status Seeking and Boundary Breaking: Why Middle-Status Universities Commercialize Less in China?
Xirong Shen, Cornell University
State Activism
Jakob Arnoldi, Aarhus University
Interpersonal Intermediation in Chinese Finance through Peer-to-Peer Lending and “Loans Between People”
W. Travis Selmier, Indiana University

Discussant
Julian Gruin, University of Amsterdam

Dian Andari, Durham University
Bazari Azizi, Durham University

The Last Automobile Revolution: Driving Trends and Geographies in the Transition from an Industry to a Mobility Services Sector
Alex Covarrubias V., El Colegio de Sonora

TH02-02

Reorganizing Competition and Cooperation in Digitized Industries

Competition in Digital Capitalism: New Patterns and New Rules

Session Organizers
Sebastian Billows, Sciences Po
Timur Ergen, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies, Cologne
David Reinecke, Princeton University
Scott Viallet-Thévenin, Sciences Po, Paris

Participants
Programmed Disruption: Examining Crisis and Reorganization in a Hi-Tech Offshore Industry
Devika Narayan, Department of Sociology, University of Minnesota
The Promise and Perils of ‘Digital Health’: A Socio-Economic Analysis
Alan Petersen, Monash University
How Public Actors Use Partnered Governance in Traditionally ‘Strong’ Governance Contexts – a Two Country Comparison of Connected Health Ecosystems
Nicola Mountford, University College Dublin

Dian Andari, Durham University
Bazari Azizi, Durham University

The Last Automobile Revolution: Driving Trends and Geographies in the Transition from an Industry to a Mobility Services Sector
Alex Covarrubias V., El Colegio de Sonora

TH03-03

Author Meets Critics: “Enrichissement” by Luc Boltanski & Arnaud Esquerre (Gallimard, 2017)

Cultural Artifacts and Capitalist Democracies

Session Organizer
Cathie Jo Martin, Boston University

Book Authors
Luc Boltanski, EHESS
Arnaud Esquerre, CNRS

Critics
Suzanne Berger, MIT
Ashley Mears, Boston University
Marlene Benquet, Paris Dauphine

Moderator
Annie Borzeix
Institutional Spaces in the Global Economy: The Case of Industries and Regions

Disruption and Experimentation in the Regulation of Work and Employment

Session Organizers
Gregor Murray, University of Montreal
Phil Almond, CRIMT-Université de Montréal
Peter Fairbrother, RMIT University
Maria Gonzalez, University of Oviedo
Christian Lévesque, HEC Montréal

Moderator
Peter Turnbull, University of Bristol

Participants
Fighting for FDI in "Most Coordinated" Regions: A Comparison of Asturias (Spain) and Quebec (Canada).
Phil Almond, CRIMT-Université de Montréal

Building Inclusive Practices: Addressing the Disruption in Work and Employment in Sub-National Regions
Peter Fairbrother, RMIT University

China at the Crossroads: FDI Inflows, Economic Sustainability and Better Work
Wei Huang, School of Labour and Human Resources at the Renmin University of China
Weiguo Yang, Renmin University of China

Blandine Emilien, HEC Montreal

Neo-Liberal Experimental State? the UK Government's Approach in the Aerospace Sector
Cassandra Bowkett, Cardiff University

Employment Gray Zones and Collaborative Economy: The Dispute Uber Versus Taxis in Brazil
Sayonara Silva, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro
Rodrigo Carelli, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro

Impacts of the digital economy on labor law in Quebec: the example of Uber
Mouhamadou Sanni-Yaya, HEC

About the ‘Uberisation’ of Work. Are We Getting Rid of Wage Employment?
Anne Eydoux, Centre for Employment Studies (CEE)

Discussant
Thierry Kiral, IRISSO / CNRS - University PARIS DAUPHINE

Financing Instruments as Intermediary Tools
Legal Intermediaries between Business (as Usual) and Collective/Disruptive Economy between Public Policies and Regulation

Session Organizers
Jérôme Pélisse, Sciences Po, CSO, France
Shauhin Talesh, UC Irvine, USA

Moderator
Shauhin Talesh, UC Irvine, USA

Participants
Equity Crowdfunding: A Critical Look of the Role and Regulation of Funding Portals
Stephane Rousseau, University of Montreal

Favorable Exit for SMEs: Legislation and Implementation of Debtor-Friendly Bankruptcy Laws in the Developing World
Melike Arslan, Northwestern University

The Dilemma of the Italian Regulatory Authorities: Give Immediately Rules or Wait?
Elisabetta Bani

Discussant
Jean-Samuel Beuscart, Université Paris-Est Marne-la-Vallée

Evaluation devices in the digital economy
Markets and Beyond in the Digital Age

Session Organizer
Kevin Mellet, CSI - Mines ParisTech

Moderator
Kevin Mellet, CSI - Mines ParisTech
Participants

The Paradox of Novice Contributors to Collective Production: Evidence from Wikipedia
Andreea Gorbatai, UC Berkeley

Inferior Quality? Going Beyond and Back to the Publishing Market in the Quality Assessment of Self-Published Books
Henrik Furst, Uppsala University

From Non-Algorithmic to Algorithmic Ranking: The Automation of a Market Intermediary
Neil Pollock, University of Edinburgh

Finding Yourself on the Internet: Proposing a Fair and Reliable System
Clement Genty, Arts & Métiers ParisTech

Discussant
Kevin Mellet, CSI - Mines ParisTech

TH09-05
Friday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 204

Social Movements and Activism: Moving Towards Sustainability

Re-embedding the Social: Cooperatives, Political Consumerism and Alternative Lifestyles

Session Organizers
Francesca Forno, University of Bergamo, Italy
Torsten Geelan, University of Cambridge, England
Paolo Graziano, L’Università Bocconi
Lara Monticelli, Scuola Normale Superiore, Italy

Moderator
Lara Monticelli, Scuola Normale Superiore, Italy

Participants
Conceptualising Resistance in Social Movements: An Expanded Framework for (socio-) Environmental Movements
Viviana Asara, Vienna University of Economics and Business

Social Movement Strategy and the Politics of the Possible
Dr Yates, University of Manchester

Institutionalizing Alternative Orders of Worth on Markets: an Analysis of Political Consumption Activism’s Outputs
Sophie Dubuisson-Quellier, Sciences Po - Centre de Sociologie des Organisations

Discussant
Francesca Forno, University of Bergamo, Italy

TH11-07
Friday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF001

Learning to listen, trust, and collaborate

Seeking a More Just and Egalitarian Economy: Realizing the Future via Co-operatives, Communes, and Other Collectives

Session Organizers
Katherine Chen, The City College of New York and the Graduate Center, CUNY
Joyce Rothschild, VirginiaTech

Moderator
Joyce Rothschild, VirginiaTech

Participants
Survival of Alternative Organizations in Mature Fields: The Case of an Alternative School in India
Balaji Subramanian, Indian Institute of Management Kozhikode

Emotional Assets and Socio-Emotional Wealth in Employee-Owned Companies
Juliette Summers, University of St Andrews
Shiona Chillas, University of St Andrews

Democratizing Education: Creativity and Authenticity in a Collectivist-Democratic School
Katherine Chen, The City College of New York and the Graduate Center, CUNY

Co-Operatives, Social-Symbolic Work, and the Communication of Egalitarian Values
Dylan Nelson, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

TH12-11
Friday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 209

Explorations in Islamic Moral Economy 3

Sharing Economy of Islam beyond Islamic Finance: Re-constructing Collaborative and Disruptive Economy from Islamic Moral Economy Perspective

Session Organizers
Mehmet Asutay, Durham University, UK
Necati Aydin, AlFaisal University

Participants
Islam, Muslim, and the Embeddedness in Price Formation
Ebi Junaidi, Durham Business School

Sharing and Collaborative Economy in the Emergence and Development of Islamic Economic Movement in Indonesia
Banjaran Indrastomo, Durham University

Sharing Economy and the Disruption of the Social Formation Towards Change
Louis Marion, Durham University
Camilla Azimah, Durham University
Lathifa Hapsari, Durham university
Discussant
Gemala Dewi, Universitas Indonesia

TH12-12
Friday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 208

Islamic Banking and Finance & Ethical Articulations 2

Sharing Economy of Islam beyond Islamic Finance: Re-constructing Collaborative and Disruptive Economy from Islamic Moral Economy Perspective

Session Organizers
Mehmet Asutay, Durham University, UK
Necati Aydin, AlFaisal University

Moderator
Zeyneb Orhan Aström, Istanbul Sabahattin Zaim University

Participants
The Bank Lending Channel in a Dual Banking System: Evidence from Malaysia
Mohamad-Husam Helmi, Durham University

(Temporal Title) Regulation for Islamic Banking in Two Dimensions: Commercial and Moral
Ai Kawamura, JSPS post-doc

Global Financial Crisis and Derivative Product: An Islamic Moral Economy Perspective
Nur Dhani Hendranastiti, Durham University

TH13-06
Friday - 2:30pm - 4:00pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF110

Marketization and Spirit of Capitalism

The Marketization of Everyday Life II

Session Organizers
Anne Jourdain, University Paris-Dauphine
Sidonie Naulin, Sciences Po Grenoble / PACTE

Moderator
Sidonie Naulin, Sciences Po Grenoble / PACTE

Participants
Julia Morley, London School of Economics; London School of Economics

How Big Is Small? Marketisation As Cultural Transformation
Alexander Dobeson, Department of Sociology at Uppsala University

The Creation of “Entrepreneurs of the Self” through Digital Platforms: The Case of Airbnb in the Context of Prosumers Capitalism
Javier Gil, Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED)

Discussant
Diane Rodet, Centre Max Weber, Université Lumière Lyon2

B-13
Friday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm
Laënnec B - Salle LA104

Alternative Industrial Upgrading Strategies: MNC-Local Player Interactions, Emerging Economies and Transnational Collaborative Governance
B: Globalization and Socio-Economic Development

Session Organizers
Antonio Botelho, Iuperj / UCAM
Gary Herrigel, Paul Klapper Professor in the College and the Division of Social Sciences, University of Chicago

Participants
Boosting Growth in Latin America: O&G Local Content Policy and the Emergence of a New Corporate Production System
Yuri Kasahara, Oslo and Akershus University College of Applied Sciences, Norwegian Institute

Natural Resource Based Industrialization and Upgrading: Examples from Oil and Gas Sector in Norway, Australia and Brazil
Helge Røggvik, Centre for Technology, Innovation, and Culture - University of Oslo

Developmental State in the Course of Offshoring: The Korean Experience, from the Comparative Perspective
Hyeong-ki Kwon, Seoul National University

Experiential Knowledge, Learning Institutions and the Development of SMEs in Latin America
Gerald A. McDermott, Moore School of Business, U. of South Carolina

B-14
Friday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm
Laënnec B - Salle du conseil

Private and Informal Forms of Social Welfare in a Development Context
B: Globalization and Socio-Economic Development

Session Organizers
Caroline Arnold, Brooklyn College
Matthew Amengual, MIT Sloan
Mark Dallas, Union College
Richard Doner, Emory University
Douglas Fuller, Zhejiang University

Participants
The Institutional Footprints of Trade Agreements: How Free-Trade Conditions Affect Global Value
Chains, Corporate Social Responsibility, and Institution-Building Coalitions in the Global South
Angela Kalyta, McGill University

Retrenchment of Social Policy By Other Means: A Comparison of Declining Agricultural State Support and Access to Squatter Housing in Turkey
Tim Dörflach, Koç University

From Industrial Center to Financial Hub: Changes in Mumbai's Industrial Landscape
Caroline Arnold, Brooklyn College

Social Ties, Financial Obligations, and Social Mobility in Ghana
Lindsay Bayham, UC Berkeley

Gender, Women and Informality in the Latin World

C: Gender, Work and Family

Session Organizers
Bernard Fusulier, Université catholique de Louvain
Diane-Gabrielle Tremblay, University of Quebec-Teluq

Moderator
Nathalie Lachapelle, Teluq University

Participants
Integración Laboral De La Mujer En La Industria Minera Del Estado De Guanajuato, México
Laura Zárate Negrete, Universidad de Guanajuato
Diana Caldera González, Universidad de Guanajuato

Infant Feeding Decisions and Experiences in Spain
Marta Domínguez-Folgueras, Sciences Po

Women and Informality in Guatemala
Cecilia Giusti, Texas A&M University

What Does the Impeachment of the Brazilian President Leave to the Country?
Camila Assis, UNESP

Motherhood and Wages in Spain: Are All Women Penalized Equally?
Marta Domínguez-Folgueras, Sciences Po

The Politics of Professional Regulation: Accounting and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
Elizabeth Gorman, Sociology, University of Virginia
Joris Gjata, University of Virginia

What Counts? Competing Rationales in Regulating Corporate Sustainability Disclosure
David Monciardini, Exeter University, Business School

New Governance Regulation and Hybrid-Professional Roles in Professional Service Firms: Designing in or Designing out Professionals' Ethical Consciousness?
Sundeep Aulakh, University of Leeds

Globalisation and neoliberalism

E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy

Session Organizer
Aidan Regan, University College Dublin

Book Authors
Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève
Chris Howell, Oberlin College

Critics
Anke Hassel, Hertie School of Governance
Guglielmo Meardi, University of Warwick
Jonas Pontusson, University of Geneva

WHAT CAN the Baltic Internal Devaluation Experience Teach US about Broader Theories of Political Economy?
Vytautas Kuokstis, Vilnius University

The Political Economy of Neoliberalism and the Rise of Global Trumpism
Cornel Ban, Boston University
Ronen Mandelkern, Tel Aviv University

Consequences of the Incorporation of Trade Unions into Institutional Politics in Varieties of Capitalism. Trade Unions’ Mobilizing Capacity in Italy, France and China
Katia Pilati, University of Trento
Maria Chiara Morandini, Paris School of Economics
Sameer Khatiwada, International Labour Organisation

Mediterranean Capitalism: What’s Next? Industrial Relations, Labor Markets and Welfare in the Crisis (2)

E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy

Session Organizers
Marino Regini, University of Milano
Luigi Burrioni, University of Florence
Emmanuele Pavolini, University of Macerata

Participants
Can the Characteristics of “Mediterranean Capitalism” Explain the Problems of the Eurozone?
Sofia Perez, Boston University
Why Grexit Cannot Save Greece (but staying in the Euro Area might)
Manos Matsaganis, Politecnico di Milano
Killing It Softly. The Rise (and the fall?) of Universalism in the Italian Welfare State
Emmanuele Pavolini, University of Macerata
Towards Inclusive Growth in Portugal: A Discussion of Potential Pathways
Amilcar Moreira, University of Lisbon

Discussant
Marino Regini, University of Milano

Innovation Strategies, Collaboration, and Competition in Asia

F: Knowledge, Technology, and Innovation

Session Organizers
Matthew Allen, Alliance Manchester Business School
Matthew Keller, Department of Sociology, Southern Methodist University

Participants
Competitive Complementarity – Cross-Border Innovation in Asian ICT
Dennis McNamara, Georgetown University
Chinese Local State Owned Enterprises’ Foreign Merger & Acquisition in Developed Countries: Case Study in Strategy, Knowledge Transfer and Management Integration.
Hongshu WANG, Durham University
Dynamics of Reverse Knowledge Transfer Between Chinese Subsidiaries and Western Headquarters: An Opportunity Perspective
Bo Jiao, University of Manchester

HRM: Contested Terrain

G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources

Session Organizer
David Marsden, London School of Economics

Participants
Public Policy Influences on Academia in the European Union: A Snapshot of the Convergences Among HRM - Industrial Relations and CSR - Stakeholder Approach
Armando Aliu, Istanbul Commerce University (ICU)
High Performance Work Systems and Union Representational Power in the Canadian Automotive Assembly Sector
Tod Rutherford, Maxwell School
Implementation of High Performance Work Practices: Do Trade Unions Play a Role? Andrea Signoretti, University of Trento
The Contested Terrain of Employer and Employee Social Media Conduct Paula McDonald, Queensland University of Technology

G-21
Friday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF108
Job Polarisation

G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources

Session Organizer
David Marsden, London School of Economics

Participants
Explaining Job Polarisation in Spain from a Task Perspective Raquel Sebastian Lago, University of Salamanca
Job Polarisation in Denmark? Changes in Employment Structure and Work Organisation, 2006-2010 Edward Lorenz, University of Nice and CNRS
Labour Market Polarisation and Job Preferences in Britain: A Latent Cluster Analysis of Job Quality Danat Valizade, University of Leeds

- Trine Pernille Larsen, University of Copenhagen
- Bjarke Refslund, Aalborg University

Discussant
Valeria Pulignano, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven

G-23
Friday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm
Laënnec B - Salle LA103

Skills and training: cross-border perspectives

G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources

Session Organizer
David Marsden, London School of Economics

Participants

School Quality in Home Countries, Overeducation and Returns to Education: Experience of Immigrants in Germany Huy Le-Quang, Institute for Employment Research
The Skilled Labour Challenge: A Qualitative Study of Ghana’s Training and Apprenticeship System Desmond Tutu Akyentimi, Curtin University
Cross-Border Economic Cooperation and Skill Formation in the Trinational Upper Rhine Region: Where Germany, France and Switzerland Meet Lukas Graf, University of St. Gallen
Skills, Immigration and Institutions: A Comparative Analysis of Australia and Denmark Chris F. Wright, University of Sydney
Colm McLaughlin, University College Dublin

H-15
Friday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm
AMPHI Mediathèque

The Determinants and Structures of Entrepreneurship: Micro-level studies

H: Markets, Firms and Institutions

Session Organizers
Christina Ahmadjian, Hitotsubashi University
Gerhard Schnyder, King’s College London

Participants
Sensemaking of Institutional Change and the Changing Entrepreneurial Networking Patterns Tao Wang, Grenoble Ecole de Management
Measuring Entrepreneurship: Measurement Choices Can Influence Empirics Joseph Cohen, City University of New York, Queens College
Mapping the Mood: Cognitive Maps As a Research Tool for the Analysis of the Decision Making Process Linda Alengoz, University of Brescia

Discussant
Robert Eberhart, Santa Clara University
SASE 2017: What's Next? Disruptive/Collaborative Economy or Business as Usual?
University of Lyon 1 – Claude Bernard

Varieties of Capitalism and Change
H: Markets, Firms and Institutions

Session Organizers
Christina Ahmadjian, Hitotsubashi University
Gerhard Schnyder, King's College London

Participants
Systems, Governance, and Models: The Evolution of Net Value Added Distribution in BT, Deutsche Telekom, and Telecom Italia
Philipp Kern, King's College London

Dutch Biotech: A Financialization Perspective
Pauline Gleadle, University of Westminster, 35 Marylebone Road

Plus Ça Change, Plus c'Est La Même Chose?
Comparative Capitalisms, Institutional Change, and Inequality
Matthew Allen, Alliance Manchester Business School

Discussant
Daniel Kinderman, University of Delaware

Welfare Transfers
J: Rethinking the Welfare State

Session Organizer
Alexander Hicks, Emory University

Moderator
Bastian Becker, Central European University

Participants
Ignoring Economics: Why Rich Countries Find It Easier to Expand Welfare States
Bastian Becker, Central European University

Patronage and Marketization Dynamics in the Provision of Local Social Welfare
Nicole Marwell, University of Chicago
Erez Marantz, New York University
Delia Baldassarri, New York University

Welfare Reform By Stealth? Cash Benefit Recipiency in Europe and Its Additional Value to the Understanding of Welfare State Change in Europe
Adeline Otto, KU Leuven

Participants
Cybersecurity, Sovereignty and Democratic Governance: Reflections on Sustainable Approaches for Africa
Stephen Magu, Old Dominion University

Regulating the Sharing Economy: Using the Case of Airbnb to Develop a Regulatory Frame
Javier Gil, Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED)

Welfare Transfers
J: Rethinking the Welfare State

Session Organizer
Alexander Hicks, Emory University

Moderator
Bastian Becker, Central European University

Participants
Ignoring Economics: Why Rich Countries Find It Easier to Expand Welfare States
Bastian Becker, Central European University

Patronage and Marketization Dynamics in the Provision of Local Social Welfare
Nicole Marwell, University of Chicago
Erez Marantz, New York University
Delia Baldassarri, New York University

Welfare Reform By Stealth? Cash Benefit Recipiency in Europe and Its Additional Value to the Understanding of Welfare State Change in Europe
Adeline Otto, KU Leuven

Participants
Cybersecurity, Sovereignty and Democratic Governance: Reflections on Sustainable Approaches for Africa
Stephen Magu, Old Dominion University

Regulating the Sharing Economy: Using the Case of Airbnb to Develop a Regulatory Frame
Javier Gil, Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED)
Moderator
Jesuswaldo Martinez Soria, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico

Participants
Trabajo y Cobertura De La Seguridad Social En Mexico: Efectos Sobre El Ahorro
Isalia Nava-Bolaños, Instituto de Investigaciones Economicas (IIEc), UNAM

La Reinserción Laboral De Los Migrantes Mexicanos Que Trabajaron En Estados Unidos: Una Perspectiva Biográfica
Alfredo Hualde, EL COLEGIO DE LA FRONTERA NORTE

Perspectivas Del Empleo y Del Trabajo Decente En México Ante La Agenda De Desarrollo Sostenible 2030
Jesuswaldo Martinez Soria, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico

A New Challenge for the Social Security System: The Labour Market in a Sharing Economy
Borja Suarez Corujo, Lecturer in Labour Law (Autonomous University)

Consumer Finance II
N: Finance and Society

Session Organizers
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University
Alya Guseva, Boston University
Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego

Participants
Money, Power and Gender Inequality in the Russian Households
Dilyara Ibragimova, National Research University Higher School of Economics

How Do Young Family Households Manage Nonmarket Economic Transfers from Their Parents?
Marta Olcon-Kubicka, Polish Academy of Sciences

Mateusz Halawa, Institute of Philosophy and Sociology of the Polish Academy of Sciences

Financialization of Everyday Life: Measurement and Critique
Lena Pellandini-Simanyi, Università della Svizzera italiana

The Engines of Debt: Household Debt, Homeownership and the Mortgage Boom in the United States, Spain, Germany and Italy
Tod Van Gunten, Universidad Carlos III

Risk and Responsibility in Finance
N: Finance and Society

Session Organizers
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University
Alya Guseva, Boston University
Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego

Participants
Avoiding Stigma: How Goldman Sachs Passed the Financial Crisis Unscathed
Olivia Nicol, SUTD

Does the Time Fit the Crime? the Division of Responsibilities in the Libor Scandal
Thomas Angeletti, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies

Financial Market Risks: The Uncertain Responsibility
Anne van der Graaf, Max Planck Sciences Po Center (MaxPo)

Discussant
Natalia Besedovsky, University of Hamburg

Local Clusters in Global Value Chains: Evaluating the Participation to Gvcs
O: Global Value Chains

Session Organizers
Valentina De Marchi, University of Padova
Eleonora Di Maria, University of Padova
Gary Gereffi, Duke University

Participants
Italian FIRMS in Global VALUE Chains: Updating Our Knowledge
Anna Giunta, Università Roma Tre

Value Chain Mapping and Heterogeneity of Firms in Clusters: A Survey of the Textile and Clothing Firms of Bergamo
Ruggero Golini, University of Bergamo

New Frontiers for Competitiveness and Growth in Clusters and Chains Research
Eleonora Di Maria, University of Padova

Accounting Regulation (IV): The Role of Ideologies and Academics
P: Accounting, Economics, and Law

Session Organizer
Yuri Biondi, Centre national de la recherche scientifique

SASE 2017: What's Next? Disruptive/Collaborative Economy or Business as Usual?
University of Lyon 1 – Claude Bernard
**SASE 2017: What's Next? Disruptive/Collaborative Economy or Business as Usual?**

University of Lyon 1 – Claude Bernard

---

**Moderator**

Paul Williams, North Carolina State University

**Participants**

**The Non-Death of Efficiency Theory: How "Zombie Economics" Is Institutionally "Embedded"**

Jacques-Olivier Charron, Université Paris Dauphine

**The Unlikely Root of Stock Market Development: Labour and Professional Influence on Transparent Accounting**

Karin Jonnergard, Linnaeus University

Ulf Larsson-Olaison, Linnaeus University

---

**P-21**

Friday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm

Bâtiment Principal - Salle Informatique 4

**Cooperative Platforms and Open Cooperatives (II): Digital Platforms**

**P: Accounting, Economics, and Law**

**Session Organizers**

Benjamin Coriat, University Paris 13 Sorbonne Paris Cité

Olivier Weinstein, University Paris 13 Sorbonne Paris cité

Yuri Biondi, Centre national de la recherche scientifique

**Moderator**

Benjamin Coriat, University Paris 13 Sorbonne Paris Cité

**Participants**

Platform Capitalism, Digital Commons and Cooperativism

Benjamin Coriat, University Paris 13 Sorbonne paris cité

Which Data Commons Architecture to Foster Platform Cooperativism? Preliminary Insights from the Decode Project

Bruno Carballa, University Paris 13 Sorbonne Paris Cité

**Discussant**

Olivier Weinstein, University Paris 13 Sorbonne Paris cité

---

**Q-14**

Friday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm

Laënnec B - Salle LF002

**Culture and Religion**

Q: Asian Capitalisms

**Session Organizers**

Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University

Cornelia Storz, Goethe University Frankfurt

Tobias ten Brink, University of Frankfurt

**Moderator**

Kathryn Ibata-Arens, DePaul University

**Participants**

Rebuilding a “National Culture”? Identity, Public Policy and the Institutionalization of Cultural Heritage Protection in Postwar Japan

Ioan Trifu, Goethe University

Is Confucianism (‘The Religion of China’) Still a Hindrance for Capitalism in China? Is it a Useful Corrective? Or has it Become Irrelevant?

Klaus Nielsen, Birkbeck, University of London

**Discussant**

W. Travis Selmier, Indiana University

---

**P-22**

Friday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm

Bâtiment Principal - Salle Informatique 5

**Corporate Governance (IV): Socio-Economic Links Between Economy and Society**

**P: Accounting, Economics, and Law**

**Session Organizer**

Yuri Biondi, Centre national de la recherche scientifique

**Moderator**

Thomas Clarke, University of Technology Sydney

**Participants**

The IMPACT of Corporate Governance on Compounding Inequality

Thomas Clarke, University of Technology Sydney

Merit in the Context of High Inequality: Economic Elite Perceptions on Inheritance Taxation in Chile

Jorge Atria, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile; Centre for Social Conflict and Cohesion Studies (COES)

Value Effects of Investments in Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) Practices

Eloisa Perez-de Toledo, MacEwan University

Corporate Governance and Earnings Management: Some Observations from India

D V Ramana, Xavier Institute of Management

---

**Q-15**

Friday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm

Laënnec B - Salle LA102

**Labor Market and Skills**

Q: Asian Capitalisms

**Session Organizers**

Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University

Cornelia Storz, Goethe University Frankfurt

Tobias ten Brink, University of Frankfurt

**Moderator**

Jonathan Morris, Cardiff University

**Participants**

Do Workers’ Skills Matter? the Effect of Skilled Workers on Firm Performance in the Vietnamese and Indonesian Apparel Industries
Minjung Lee, Hanyang University
Differences Between Japan and France for the Appearance of Inequality in Labor Market and Education Systems
Masayo Fujimoto, Doshisha University
Cooperation of Enterprises and Vocational Education Facilities: The Institutional Foundations of Skill Formation in Contemporary China
Armin Mueller, University of Göttingen

Discussant
Sayaka Sakoda, Doshisha University

TH02-03
Friday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm
Laënnec B - Salle LF102
Contested Algorithms: Digitizing Market Interactions and Workplaces

Session Organizers
Sebastian Billows, Sciences Po
Timur Ergen, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies, Cologne
David Reinecke, Princeton University
Scott Viallet-Thévenin, Sciences Po, Paris

Participants
Reciprocity, Trust and Relations in a Car Pooling Service: A Study on Pooling Bla Bla Car
Davide Arcidiacono, University Cattolica del Sacro Cuore

Diagnosing the Effects of Automation: The Case of Automating Radiological Diagnosis
Joshua Hurwitz, Columbia University

The Digital Algorithm As Legal Enigma: Resolving Questions of Human Agency
Julia Tomassetti, City University of Hong Kong School of Law

The Persistence of Face to Face Interactions in a Digitalized Economy: The Effects of an Electronic Matching Platform on ‘Real’ Relationships in Two Trade Fairs.
Guillaume Favre, Université Toulouse Jean Jaurès

Digitization at Work in Germany - Trends and Challenges from the Perspective of Works Councils
Elke Ahlers, Hans Böckler Foundation

TH03-04
Friday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 210
Cultural Metaphors and Economic Policy

Session Organizer
Cathie Jo Martin, Boston University

Participants
Cultural Metaphors, Employment Preferences and the Youth Unemployment Problem: A Five Nation Comparison
Michael Camasso, Rutgers University

Mariana Willmersdorf Steffen, UFRGS
Camila Cauzzi, UFRGS

Experiences of Global Capitalism through the Used Clothing Industries in Poland and the UK
Emma Greeson, University of California San Diego

TH04-09
Friday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 202
Cultural Artifacts and Capitalist Democracies

Participants
Cultural Metaphors, Employment Preferences and the Youth Unemployment Problem: A Five Nation Comparison
Michael Camasso, Rutgers University

Mariana Willmersdorf Steffen, UFRGS
Camila Cauzzi, UFRGS

Experiences of Global Capitalism through the Used Clothing Industries in Poland and the UK
Emma Greeson, University of California San Diego

TH03-04
Friday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 210
Cultural Metaphors and Economic Policy

Session Organizer
Cathie Jo Martin, Boston University

Participants
Cultural Metaphors, Employment Preferences and the Youth Unemployment Problem: A Five Nation Comparison
Michael Camasso, Rutgers University

Mariana Willmersdorf Steffen, UFRGS
Camila Cauzzi, UFRGS

Experiences of Global Capitalism through the Used Clothing Industries in Poland and the UK
Emma Greeson, University of California San Diego
Emerging Figures of Labour in a Circular and Collaborative Economy

Employment Grey Zones in Globalisation: De-Salarisation or Transition towards a Collaborative Economy

Session Organizer
Christian Azaïs, CNAM

Moderator
Michel Lallement, CNAM EPN 13

Participants
Beyond Uber: A Comparison with the Lawyers Labor Market
Rodrigo Carelli, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro
Bianca Carelli, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro

The Italian Grey Zone: The Case of the Voucher Scheme
Tania Toffanin, University of Padua

Globalization and the Creation of Grey Zones in Logistics Employment
David Bensman, Rutgers University

An Emerging Grey Zone Figure and the Uncertain Construction of Collective Resistance: Trade Unions and Digital Workers in the U.S., the U.K and France
Donna Kesselman, Université Paris-Est Créteil

Economically Dependent Self-Employed Workers (EDSW) in France and Brazil: Emerging Figure of an Employment Grey Zone.
Mathilde Mondon-Navazo, Université Sorbonne Nouvelle - Paris 3; Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul

Discussant
Christian Azaïs, Université de Picardie Jules Verne

How Does Public Policy affect Cooperative Development?

Seeking a More Just and Egalitarian Economy: Realizing the Future via Co-operatives, Communes, and Other Collectives

Session Organizers
Katherine Chen, The City College of New York and the Graduate Center, CUNY
Joyce Rothschild, Virginia Tech

Moderator
Carla Ilten, University of Illinois at Chicago

Participants
Between Bananas, Jussaras and Pupunhas: Interpreting Institutional Complexity through Organizational Arrangements.
Fabio Grigoletto, Escola de Administração de Empresas de São Paulo - FGV-EAESP

New Forms of Work and Income for Old Problems: The Resumption of the Solidarity Economy in São Paulo
Raquel Nonato, FGV/EAESP
Mário Alves, FGV/EAESP

Cooperatives As Spinoff Movements: The Influence of Collective Action on Worker-Recovered Businesses in Argentina
Paul Carruth, Ohio State University

Why Cooperatives Struggle to Achieve Scale in the US, but Flourish Elsewhere: A Comparative View of How Public Policy Shapes Cooperative Enterprise
Jason Spicer, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)

Emerging Islamic Business and Banking Practices 1

Sharing Economy of Islam beyond Islamic Finance: Re-constructing Collaborative and Disruptive Economy from Islamic Moral Economy Perspective

Session Organizers
Mehmet Asutay, Durham University, UK
Necati Aydin, AlFaisal University

Moderator
Sabri Mohammad, University of Bolton

Participants
Disruptive and Collaborative Business Model from the Perspective of Islamic Moral Economy: The Case of Konya Seker-Torku
Isa Yilmaz, PhD candidate at Durham University
The Power of Sharing the Case Study of Sederhana (SA) Restaurant.
Muhammad Akhyar Adnan, Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta

TH12-14
Friday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 208

Sharing Economy of Islam: Waqf
Sharing Economy of Islam beyond Islamic Finance: Re-constructing Collaborative and Disruptive Economy from Islamic Moral Economy Perspective

Session Organizers
Mehmet Asutay, Durham University, UK
Necati Aydin, AlFaisal University

Moderator
Mehmet Saraç, Instanbul University

Participants
Re-Constructing Waqf As a Disruptive Institution
Harun Sencal, Durham University Business School
Cash Waqf Giving Behavior in Indonesia
Wachid As’sad Muslimin, Durham University
Proposal Framework of Waqf Institutions' Governance and its Economic and Social Implications
Mahmud Maghbub, University of Tripoli
Abdulwahab Salem Alhajam, Aljabal Algharbi University

Friday - 6:00pm - 7:00pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - AMPHI A

Featured Speaker Tom Jordan (University of Sussex, UK) - "LOLs and Money: The Role of Sociality in the Digital Economy"

Session Organizers
Christine Musselin, Sciences Po - CNRS
David Vallat, Université Lyon 1
Michel Lallement, CNAM EPN 13

Saturday - 8:00am - 9:00am
Bâtiment Principal - Salle du Conseil
Asian Scholars Breakfast Meeting
Session Organizer
Martha Zuber, Executive Director – SASE

A-04
Saturday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 209

Organizationes, Sociedad Civil, Sector Público.
A: Communitarian Ideals and Civil Society

Session Organizer
Domingo Herrera-Gonzalez, University of Guanajuato

Moderator
Francisco Velázquez Sagahón, Universidad de Guanajuato

Participants
Las Organizaciones De La Sociedad CIVIL EN México. UN Diagnóstico
Ricardo Peredo Barrientos, Universidad de Guanajuato
Innovation and Change Management in a Family Business of Mexico
Domingo Herrera-Gonzalez, Universidad de Guanajuato
Women and Successful Entrepreneurs in Mexico
Domingo Herrera-Gonzalez, University of Guanajuato
Nicolas Nava-Nava, University of Guanajuato
Hablando De Socioeconomía: Los Tres Enfoques Del Capital Social
Matias Membiela, University of A Coruña
Experiencia Docente En Actividades Con Estudiantes Sin Calificación Académica. ¿Paralelismos Con La Economía Colaborativa?
José Ruiz San Roman, Universidad Complutense Madrid

Saturday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 106
Social Policy in the Global South
B: Globalization and Socio-Economic Development

Session Organizers
Caroline Arnold, Brooklyn College
Matthew Amengual, MIT Sloan
Mark Dallas, Union College
Richard Doner, Emory University
Douglas Fuller, Zhejiang University
Participants
The Normative Blocking to the Change in the Neoliberal Chile and South Africa
Rommy Morales Olivares, Universidad de Barcelona

The Politics of Aging. the Risk of Old Age Poverty in Emerging Countries
Caroline van Dullemen, Free University

Promoting Universal Social Policy in the Global South: The Dangerous Role of the Private Sector
Diego Sánchez-Ancochea, University of Oxford

Trading Corruption North/South
Mark Findlay, Singapore Management University

C-08
Saturday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment Principal - Amphi 1 Bis

Inequality and Gender Issues

C: Gender, Work and Family

Session Organizers
Bernard Fusulier, Université catholique de Louvain
Diane-Gabrielle Tremblay, University of Quebec-Teluq

Moderator
Farah Dubois-Shaik, Université catholique de Louvain

Participants
A Gendered, Critical Ethnography of Elites: Women, Inequality and Social Reproduction
Luna Glucksberg, London School of Economics LSE

Gender (In-) Equality in Leading Positions and Works Councils in Germany
Susanne Kohaut, IAB

Female Board of Directors in Japan: Evidence from Corporate Governance and Comparative Capitalism Perspectives
Yukie Saito, University of Oxford; Fondation France-Japon de l’EHESS

Within-Job Gender Inequality in Comparative Perspective
Donald Tomaskovic-Devey, University of Massachusetts

The Immigrant Workers’ Lifestyle Anchors
Nadia Lazzari Dodelet, Université du Québec à Rimouski

E-24
Saturday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment Principal - Salle IML 3B

Collective bargaining and trade unions

E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy

Session Organizers
Sabina Avdagic, University of Sussex
Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève
Aidan Regan, University College Dublin

Participants
When Would Women Run for Collective Bargaining Committees? Empirical Results from a Factorial Survey Analysis
Christopher Osiander, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)

Connecting the Dots: Sector Bargaining from the Bottom up
Guy Mundlak, Tel Aviv University

Collective Bargaining and Internal Flexibility in the EU during the Great Recession
Santos Ruesga, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid

The Evolving Role of Sectoral Collective Bargaining in the Governance of Employment and Working Conditions in Italy, Germany and France
Catherine Spieser, LISE CNRS/CNAM & CEET

E-25
Saturday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment Principal - AM PHI 2

Industrial Relations and the Governance of Activation I

E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy

Session Organizer
Luigi Burroni, University of Florence

Participants
Active Inclusion at the European Level: Actors, Discourses and Policies European Labour Market Policy As Multi-Level Governance
Maarten Keune, University of Amsterdam
Noelle Payton, AIAS - University of Amsterdam

Social Dialogue over Active Inclusion in Northern Europe Under Different Conditions: A Comparison of Sweden and Poland
Guglielmo Meardi, University of Warwick
Anna Mori, University of Milan
Manuela Galetto, University of Warwick

Active Inclusion and Industrial Relations in Three EU Regions
Gemma Scalise, University of Florence

Discussant
Emmanuele Pavolini, University of Macerata

F-13
Saturday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 203

Theorizing the Origins and Effects of Innovation
F: Knowledge, Technology, and Innovation

Session Organizers
Matthew Allen, Alliance Manchester Business School
Matthew Keller, Department of Sociology, Southern Methodist University

Participants
Stages of Knowledge Creation and the Evolution of the Stratification System
Jerald Hage, University of Maryland
Biotechnology As a New Techno-Economic Paradigm Which Will Help Drive the World Economy
Andrew Tylecote, Sheffield
Transforming the Corporation: On the Consequences of Economic Disaggregation in the Era of Platform Capitalism
Richard Wellen, York University

Mari Nakamura, Institute of Developing Economies - JETRO
Attitudes, Gender and Career Mobility in Russia
Natalia Karmaeva, National Research University - Higher School of Economics

H-17
Saturday - 9:00am - 10:30am
AMPHI Mediathèque

Firm-level Consequences of Financialisation

H: Markets, Firms and Institutions

Session Organizers
Christina Ahmadjian, Hitotsubashi University
Gerhard Schnyder, King's College London

Participants
Operating As Substitutes: Negative Connectivity Among Institutionalized Elements of the Institutional Logic of Shareholder-Value Maximization
Guilhem Bascle, Louvain School of Management, Catholic University of Louvain
Financialization of the Business Corporation and Its Distortion of Productive Activity
David Donald, The Chinese University of Hong Kong
What Do We Mean By the Financialisation of NFC?
Tristan Auvray, University Paris North
Joel Rabinovich, University Paris North

Discussant
Adam Goldstein, Princeton University

L-09
Saturday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 214

Populism, Crisis, and Governance

L: Regulation and Governance

Session Organizers
John Cioffi, University of California, Riverside
Jonathan Zeitlin, University of Amsterdam

Participants
The European Union's New Economic Governance Regime As Political Apotheosis and Analytical Crisis of Methodological Nationalism
Roland Erne, University College Dublin
Disruption, transcendental belief and the poverty of Organization Theory
Ray Loveridge, University of Oxford
Grounding Populism upon Political Economy
Pedro Rey Araujo, University of Santiago de Compostela
Governing for a New Economy: What Next for Public Policy in a Transitional Era?
Paul Honeybone, UCL University College London

Gender Inequalities in Employment

G: Labor Markets, Education, and Human Resources

Session Organizer
David Marsden, London School of Economics

Participants
The Gender Pay Gap. an Analysis of Sectorial Dynamics
Nuria Sanchez-Mira, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Socio-Economic Differentials in Intergenerational Educational Mobility Among Women in India
Akanksha Choudhary, Indian Institute of Technology Bombay
Improving Labor Conditions of Female Textile Workers through Ethical Management - Lessons from Japanese Historical Experience

SASE 2017: What's Next? Disruptive/Collaborative Economy or Business as Usual?
University of Lyon 1 - Claude Bernard
Nancy DiTomaso, Rutgers Business School - Newark and New Brunswick

Discussant
John Cioffi, University of California, Riverside

M-11
Saturday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment Principal - Salle Hermann

Educación y desarrollo
M: Spanish Language

Session Organizers
Julimar da Silva, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid
Santos Ruesga, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid

Moderator
Carmen Diaz-Roldan, Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha

Participants
Implicaciones Socioeconómicas De La Era Digital: Educación, Crecimiento y Desarrollo
Carmen Diaz-Roldan, Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha
Education-Job (mis)Match of Immigrants in Western European Countries: The Role of Cognitive Skills and Experience
Javier Salinas Jimenez, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid
Aprendizaje Basado EN EL Trabajo. UNA Critica a La Formación DUAL
Antonio Artilles, Autonomous University of Barcelona
Teléfonos “Inteligentes”... ¿Una Herramienta Para El Aprendizaje En Los Jóvenes Millennials Que Cursan Su Educación Superior?
Laura Zárate Negrete, Universidad de Guanajuato
Educación y Desarrollo: Desempeño Académico y Diversidad Lingüística
Iara Bichara, Instituto Federal del Amazonas - Campus Eirunepé
Rosa Cristina Monteiro, Universidade Federal Rural do Rio de Janeiro

N-16
Saturday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment Principal - AMPHI Carraz

Financialization and Inequality
N: Finance and Society

Session Organizers
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University
Alya Guseva, Boston University
Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego

Participants
The Political Economy of Financialisation in an Age of Growing Inequality

Thibault Darcillon, University of Paris 8
Vincennes Saint-Denis

Institutionalising Inequality: Combining Comparative Time Series and Configurational Methods to Study Financialisation Processes
Eoin Flaherty, Queen’s University Belfast

Can Mortgage Stratify Society?
Mikolaj Lewicki, University of Warsaw

How Financial Information Asymmetry Contributes to Housing System Inequality in China and the United States
W. Travis Selmier, Indiana University

Discussant
Ismail Ertürk, Alliance Manchester Business School, University of Manchester

N-17
Saturday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment Principal - Salle IML 1B

Regulation
N: Finance and Society

Session Organizers
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University
Alya Guseva, Boston University
Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego

Participants
From Government Bailouts to Government Buy-Outs: Financial Nationalism and the New Political Economy of Banking Regulation in Hungary
Miklos Sebok, Research fellow, Hungarian Academy of Sciences

A Rhetoric of Metrics: Building Securities Regulation in the Era of Booms and Busts, 1890-1940
Pierre Penet, University of Geneva

Financial Regulation – What Makes It Function? Comparative Analysis Across the EU
Maria Lissowska, Warsaw School of Economics

Institutionalized Meaning and Policymaking: Revisiting the Causes of American Financial Deregulation
Kim Pernell, University of Toronto

Discussant
Marc Schneiberg, Reed College

O-14
Saturday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 105

Challenging Global Value Chains: Disruptive Forms of Value Creation
O: Global Value Chains

Session Organizers
Magda Ribeiro, University of São Paulo, Anthropology department
Laura Chartain, Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales (EHESS), Department of
Sociology; University of São Paulo (USP), Department of Sociology
Lauren Crossland Marr, Washington University in St. Louis

Participants

Valuing Islam in the West
Lauren Crossland Marr, Washington University in St. Louis

People and Good Valuation in an Agroecological and Fair Trade Cotton Chain from Brazil to France
Laura Chartain, École des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales (EHESS), Department of Sociology; University of São Paulo (USP), Department of Sociology

Debts and Profits: Value Creation from Different Perspectives
Magda Ribeiro, University of São Paulo, Anthropology department

P-23
Saturday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 213

Corporate Governance (V): Social Norms and Practices

P: Accounting, Economics, and Law

Session Organizer
Yuri Biondi, Centre national de la recherche scientifique

Moderator
Thomas Clarke, University of Technology Sydney

Participants
Pauline Gleadle, University of Westminster, 35 Marylebone Road

Economic Cooperation & Institutionalized Calculative Trust: The Coleman-Williamson Farmer Example
René Reich-Graefe, Western New England University School of Law

Corporate Boards and Calculative Trust: Theory & Applications
René Reich-Graefe, Western New England University School of Law

Economic Intelligence and Corporate Governance
Guillaume Gentile, IRISSO, Paris-Dauphine PSL

Q-16
Saturday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment Principal - Salle IML 2B

HRM and Labor Market I

Q: Asian Capitalisms

Session Organizers
Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University
Cornelia Storz, Goethe University Frankfurt

Tobias ten Brink, University of Frankfurt

Moderator
Cornelia Storz, Goethe University Frankfurt

Participants

Labour Behaviour of Highly Educated Women in Japan: International Perspective
Sayaka Sakoda, Kyoto University

The Impact of Foreign Corporate Ownership on Downsizing and Labour Cost
Dominic Chai, Birkbeck, University of London

Labor Market Dualism and the Insider-Outsider Politics in South Korea
Hyeok Yong Kwon, Korea University

Discussant
Na Zou, Goethe University

TH03-05
Saturday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 210

The Language of Economics and Politics

Cultural Artifacts and Capitalist Democracies

Session Organizer
Cathie Jo Martin, Boston University

Moderator
Cathie Jo Martin, Boston University

Participants

The Language of Economists: A Quantitative Textual Analysis of Top Italian Economists’ Newspaper Articles in the Crisis Years
Lucio Baccaro, University of Geneva
Sinisa Hadziabdic, University of Geneva

Political Scandals & Disputes: How the Blogosphere Polarizes the Cultural and Political Debate in Brazil
Ana Carolina Bichoffe, Universidade Federal de São Carlos

Common Ground – the Justification of Unequal Tax Cut in the US
Inga Rademacher, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies

TH04-10
Saturday - 9:00am - 10:30am
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 202

Experimenting with Transnational Actors and Regulation

Disruption and Experimentation in the Regulation of Work and Employment

Session Organizers
Gregor Murray, University of Montreal
Phil Almond, CRIMT-Université de Montréal
Peter Fairbrother, RMIT University
Maria Gonzalez, University of Oviedo
Christian Lévesque, HEC Montréal

Moderator
Participants
Orchestrating Regulatory Experimentation: The International Labour Organization (ILO), Its Office and Their Servants
Huw Thomas, University of Bristol
Peter Turnbull, University of Bristol

Unpacking Strategic Capabilities: Do Local Union Capabilities Make a Difference in Corporate Restructuring?
Mathieu Dupuis, Université de Montréal

Cross-Border Trade Union Alliances and Effectiveness of International Framework Agreements: The Cases of Uni-Telefonica and Uni-Portugal Telecom
Reynald Bourque, University of Montreal

Developing Transnational Labour Governance through Experimental Institution Building: The Case of the Bangladesh Accord for Building and Fire Safety
Jimmy Donaghey, University of Warwick
Juliane Reinecke, University of Warwick

Embodying the Critique
Re-embedding the Social: Cooperatives, Political Consumerism and Alternative Lifestyles

Session Organizers
Francesca Forno, University of Bergamo, Italy
Torsten Geelan, University of Cambridge, England
Paolo Graziano, L’Università Bocconi
Lara Monticelli, Scuola Normale Superiore, Italy

Moderator
Torsten Geelan, University of Cambridge, England

Participants
Ecovillages in Spain: coping with socioeconomic austerity or a real social transformation?
Luis del Romero Renau, University of Valencia

English Community-Led Housing: Creating Alternatives in Neoliberal Times
Yael Arbell, The University of Leeds

Scaling-up Everyday Politics: Dilemmas in Advancing Prefiguration and Strategies for Widespread, Fundamental Social Change
Joost de Moor, Keele University

Discussant
Lara Monticelli, Scuola Normale Superiore, Italy

Emerging Islamic Business and Banking Practices 2
Sharing Economy of Islam beyond Islamic Finance: Re-constructing Collaborative and Disruptive Economy from Islamic Moral Economy Perspective

Session Organizers
Mehmet Asutay, Durham University, UK
Necati Aydin, AlFaisal University

Moderator
Alija Avdukic, Durham University Business School

Participants
Evaluating the Charity Shop Model from Islamic Moral Economy Perspective: Potential for New Institutional Form for Sharing Economy in Muslim Societies
Mucahit Ozdemir, Durham University Business School
Oznur Ozdemir, University of Leeds School of LCS

Analysis of Halal Fashion Business and Women Economic Empowerment in Yogyakarta, Indonesia
Mae Syaroh, Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta

The Impact of Religiosity and Empowerment on Islamic Student’s Well-Being with Entrepreneurial Leadership: A Framework of Islamic Moral Economy in Islamic Boarding School in Indonesia
Kurnia Haryakusuma, MSc Islamic Finance and Management, Durham University

Featured Panel - Author Meets Critics: "The Quest for Universal Social Policy in the South" by Juliana Martinez-Franzoni & Diego Sanchez-Ancochea (Cambridge University Press, 2016)

Featured Panels & Speakers

Session Organizers
Christine Musselin, Sciences Po - CNRS
David Vallat, Université Lyon 1
Michel Lallement, CNAM EPN 13

Book Authors
Juliana Martinez-Franzoni, University of Costa Rica
Diego Sánchez-Ancochea, Monash University

Critics
Anke Hassel, Hertie School of Governance
Bruno Palier, Sciences Po
Andrew Schrank, University of New Mexico
FP-08  
Saturday - 10:45am - 12:15pm  
Bâtiment Principal - Amph 1  

SER - Meet the Editors  

Session Organizer  
Gregory Jackson, Freie Universität Berlin  

B-16  
Thursday - 4:15pm - 5:45pm  
Laennec B - Salle du conseil  

Domestic and International Environments of Political and Economic Crisis  

B: Globalization and Socio-Economic Development  

Session Organizers  
Caroline Arnold, Brooklyn College  
Matthew Amengual, MIT Sloan  
Mark Dallas, Union College  
Richard Doner, Emory University  
Douglas Fuller, Zhejiang University  

Participants  
Different Crises for Different Types of Capitalism: A Comparison of the Brazilian and Mexican Crises.  
Ilan Bizberg, El Colegio de México; CADIS/EHESS  
Development Banks: Notes on the Countercyclical Experiences of Kfw, Cdb and BNDES  
Ana Rosa Mendonca, University of Campinas  
Brexit Means Brexit? Possible Impacts of Brexit on EU Aid  
Ilina Olivie, Elcano Royal Institute  
Aitor Perez, Elcano Royal Institute  

C-09  
Saturday - 10:45am - 12:15pm  
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 210  

Women in Labour Markets  

C: Gender, Work and Family  

Session Organizers  
Bernard Fuselier, Université catholique de Louvain  
Diane-Gabrielle Tremblay, University of Quebec-Teluq  

Moderator  
Diane-Gabrielle Tremblay, University of Quebec-Teluq  

Participants  
The Third Places in Favor of Women Entrepreneurs  
Arnaud Scallieriez, TELUQ  
Understanding the Innovation Management Skills of the Agricultural Producer By Gender and Family  
Nathalie Lachapelle, Teluq University  
Work Alerts and Personal Bests: Managing Time in the Online Gig Economy  
Vili Lehdonvirta, University of Oxford  

A Job on One's Own. Economic Insecurity and Women's Labour Market Activation in Six European Countries.  
Lara Maestripieri, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona  

D-10  
Saturday - 10:45am - 12:15pm  
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 107  

Professions in the global economy  

D: Professions and Professionals in a Globalizing World  

Session Organizer  
Leonard Seabrooke, Copenhagen Business School  

Moderator  
Leonard Seabrooke, Copenhagen Business School  

Participants  
How Did a Dangerous Idea of Floating Exchange Rate System Replace the Bretton Woods?  
Youn Ki, Miami University  
Professionals in Global Wealth Chains  
Rasmus Christensen, Copenhagen Business School  
Is It Possible to Globalize Professions? the Role of International Representation in the Defence of National Professional Interests.  
Carine Ollivier, Rennes 2 University  
Bartholomew Paudyn, London School of Economics & Political Science  

E-26  
Saturday - 10:45am - 12:15pm  
Bâtiment Principal - AMPHI 2 Bis  

Economic history and changing labour relations  

E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy  

Session Organizers  
Sabina Avdagic, University of Sussex  
Lucio Baccaro, Université de Genève  
Aidan Regan, University College Dublin  

Participants  
The Symmetric Fallacy in Political Economy  
Lukas Haffert, University of Zurich  
Timur Ergen, Max Planck Institute  
1945-2016: A History of the Changing in the Wage Relationship and the Institutions of Capitalism  
Robert Boyer, Institut des Amériques, France  
Financialization and the Decline of Organized Labour, 1960-2012: Firms, Corporate Operation, and Employment Dynamics  
John Peters, Laurentian University
E: Industrial Relations and the Political Economy

Session Organizer
Luigi Burroni, University of Florence

Participants
The Governance of Active Inclusion in European Countries
Luigi Burroni, University of Florence
Gemma Scalise, University of Florence

ACTIVE Employment Policies in Spain and Italy
Antonio Artiles, Autonomous University of Barcelona
Oscar Molina, Autonomous University of Barcelona
Alejandro Godino, Autonomous University of Barcelona

Industrial Relations and Active Inclusion at Regional Level
Andrea Bellini, University of Florence

F: Knowledge, Technology, and Innovation

Session Organizers
Matthew Allen, Alliance Manchester Business School
Matthew Keller, Department of Sociology, Southern Methodist University

Participants
Open Source Projects As Socio-Technically Stabilized Collective Invention
Jan-Felix Schrape, University of Stuttgart

Entrepreneurial Dynamics & Well-Being at Work: A Preliminary Study
Valentine Georget, University of Strasbourg

Employee Assessment of Their Technological Redundancy
Jarrod Haar, Auckland University of Technology

Knowledge Networks, Leadership and Productivity
Jan Peter Toren, Birch; AIAS
Bas Starre, Birch

M: Spanish Language

Session Organizers
Julimar da Silva, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid
Santos Ruesga, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid

Moderator
Gil Cardoso, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid

Participants
Nuevas Tecnologías y Recursos Humanos: Del Rendimiento Deportivo a La Productividad En El Trabajo
José Pérez de la Cruz, Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha

Board, Directors, and Corporate Governance

H: Markets, Firms and Institutions

Session Organizers
Christina Ahmadjian, Hitotsubashi University
Gerhard Schnyder, King's College London

Participants
Employee Representation on Corporate Boards and Accounting Conservatism
Tim Müllenborn, Universität Flensburg

Spillover Effects of Board Gender Composition: The Role of Women Directors in Germany
Anja Kirsch, Freie Universität Berlin
Elgen Sauerborn, Freie Universität Berlin

The Directors of YPF and the Changes in Corporate Control of the Company in the Last 40 Years
Nicolas Vidal, UFScar Brazil

Discussants
Ulf Larsson-Olaison, Linnaeus University
As Inovações NA Política De Desenvolvimento Regional E OS Conflitos Socioambientais: Um Estudo De Caso No Nordeste Do Brasil
Gil Cardoso, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid

Convergencia Tecnológica El Caso De La Bio y Nanotecnología Un Análisis De Patentes
Juan Reyes Alvarez, Universidad Autónoma de Puebla
Marcela Amaro, UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL AUTONOMA DE MEXICO
Alberto Morales, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico

Saturday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment Principal - AMPHI Carraz

Banking
N: Finance and Society

Session Organizers
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University
Alya Guseva, Boston University
Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego

Participants
What and When Is a Financial Crisis? the Bankruptcy of Franklin National Bank and the New York Fiscal Crisis, 1975-6
Pierre-Christian Fink, Columbia University
Authority Structures and Founding of Financial Institution: The Development of Credit Unions Across Indigenous Communities in Tai, 1965-2014
Wan-Zi Lu, University of Chicago
Community Banks, Credit Unions, Local Banking Structure and Their Effects on Local Economies in the US during and after the Great Recession
Marc Schneiberg, Reed College

Discussant
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University

Financialization of Climate and Environment Protection

Saturday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment Principal - Amph I 1 Bis

N: Finance and Society

Session Organizers
Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University
Alya Guseva, Boston University
Akos Rona-Tas, UC San Diego

Participants
The Varieties of Carbon Credits: From a Financial Commodity to Collection Actions
John Chung-En Liu, Occidental College
The Fossil Fuel Divestment Movement Between Politicizing Investments and Financializing Climate Protection
Stefanie Hiss, University of Jena

Auditing and the Accounting Profession

Saturday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment Principal - Salle IML 1B

P: Accounting, Economics, and Law

Session Organizer
Yuri Biondi, Centre national de la recherche scientifique

Moderator
Armin Mertens, Cologne Graduate School in Management, Economics and Social Sciences

Participants
Regulating the Audit Market in the European Union – Who Dominates, Who Loses?
Armin Mertens, University of Cologne; Cologne Graduate School in Management, Economics and Social Sciences

The Weakest Links in the European Union Anti-Money Laundering Regime: Auditors and Whistle-Blowers?
Umut Turksen, Coventry University

Natalia Besedovsky, University of Hamburg

SASE 2017: What’s Next? Disruptive/Collaborative Economy or Business as Usual?
University of Lyon 1 – Claude Bernard
European Union: A Reality and an Opportunity for Chartered Accountant and Their Clients
Stefan Petrovski, Qualified Chartered Accountant & Auditor, Primexis - Paris

Engagement Partner Attributes and Audit Quality: Des the Partner's Ownership Stake Matter?
Mine Aksu, Sabanci University

Q-17
Saturday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment Principal - Salle IML 2B

HRM and Labor Market II
Q: Asian Capitalisms

Session Organizers
Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University
Cornelia Storz, Goethe University Frankfurt
Tobias ten Brink, University of Frankfurt

Moderator
Boy Lüthje, Sun Yat-sen University

Participants
Continuity and Change in the New Economy of Japan: Converging Organisational Forms, HRM Practices and Modern Managerial Work
Jonathan Morris, Cardiff University

The Complexity of Change in Employment Practices: The Case of a Spin-Off Firm in Japan
Tomoyuki Shimanuki, Hitotsubashi University

Women's Work and Differentials Among Couples
Sayaka Sakoda, Kyoto University

Revisiting the Double Divergences in the World Factory: Wage and Productivity Dynamics in China
Xiaodan Yu, Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna

Discussant
Masayo Fujimoto, Doshisha University

TH04-11
Saturday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 202

Solidarities, Anew or Revisited
Disruption and Experimentation in the Regulation of Work and Employment

Session Organizers
Gregor Murray, University of Montreal
Phil Almond, CRIMT-Université de Montréal
Peter Fairbrother, RMIT University
Maria Gonzalez, University of Oviedo
Christian Lévesque, HEC Montréal

Moderator
Gregor Murray, University of Montreal

Participants
Glenn Morgan, University of Bristol

Valeria Pulignano, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
Smart, a “Cooperative and Democratic Alternative to Uber?” a Transnational Workers Cooperative Platform, As an Original Attempt to Nurture Solidarity and Security, Risks and Challenges Faced By an Experimentation Under Progress
Lionel Casterman, Centre socialiste d'éducation permanente (CESEP)
Julien Charles, Université Catholique de Louvain; Centre socialiste d'éducation permanente (CESEP)
Isabelle Ferreras, Université Catholique de Louvain
Auriane Lamine, Université Catholique de Louvain

A Model for Localised Regulation of Work and Worker Control of Social Institutions in a Digitised World of Work
Shelley Marshall, RMIT University

Solidarity Among Employers: From Mechanic to Organic Solidarity?
Steen Navrbjerg, University of Copenhagen
Christian Ibsen, University of Copenhagen, FAOS

TH09-07
Saturday - 10:45am - 12:15pm
Bâtiment JF Cier - Salle 204

Prefigurative Politics and Everyday Futures
Re-embedding the Social: Cooperatives, Political Consumerism and Alternative Lifestyles

Session Organizers
Francesca Forno, University of Bergamo, Italy
Torsten Geelan, University of Cambridge, England
Paolo Graziano, L’Université Bocconi
Lara Monticelli, Scuola Normale Superiore, Italy

Moderator
Torsten Geelan, University of Cambridge, England

Participants
Domesticating the Market: Moral Exchange and the Sharing Economy
Juliet Schor, Boston College, USA

Post-, Despite-, or Anti-Capitalist? Sustainable Materialism and the Politics of Critique
Luke Craven, University of Sydney

Understanding the Adoption and Retention of Alternative Lifestyles and Consumption Practices
Philip Balsiger, University of Neuchatel

Sharing Time: New Forms of Reciprocity in the Digital Economy
Davide Arcidiacono, University Cattolica del Sacro Cuore

Discussant
Lara Monticelli, Scuola Normale Superiore, Italy
Alternative Forms of Islamic Banking and Finance

Sharing Economy of Islam beyond Islamic Finance: Re-constructing Collaborative and Disruptive Economy from Islamic Moral Economy Perspective

Session Organizers
Mehmet Asutay, Durham University, UK
Necati Aydin, AlFaisal University

Participants
General Characteristics of Rastin Banking
Bijan Bidabad, Bank Melli Iran
Paving the Way to Islamic Blended Financing
Banjaran Indrastomo, Durham University

Social Contributions: A Call Towards Developing Islamic Social Banking Windows
Ibrahim Ndaou, Durham University

Discussant
Salah Alhammadi, University of Reading

Featured Speaker Juliet Schor (Boston College, USA) - "From Moral Aspiration to Cynical Predation: Diversity in the Platform Economy"

Featured Panels & Speakers

Session Organizers
Christine Musselin, Sciences Po - CNRS
David Vallat, Université Lyon 1
Michel Lallement, CNAM EPN 13
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<td>TH10-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wydra-Somaggio, Gabriele</td>
<td>G-13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang, Jonghoe</td>
<td>B-12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang, Weiguo</td>
<td>TH04-08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yates, Dr</td>
<td>TH09-05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yerochewski, Carole</td>
<td>TH11-03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yilmaz, Isa</td>
<td>TH12-13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoshikawa, Toru</td>
<td>D-02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Younes, Dima</td>
<td>D-02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu, Xiaodan</td>
<td>Q-17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu, Yuhua</td>
<td>A-01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yunniarti, Fauziah</td>
<td>TH12-06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zabban, Vinciane</td>
<td>TH13-02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zajak, Sabrina</td>
<td>TH14-01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E-20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zangerle, Katharina</td>
<td>D-04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zárate Negrete, Laura</td>
<td>C-07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M-11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaunseder, Andreas</td>
<td>TH09-02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeitlin, Jonathan</td>
<td>L-01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L-07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zemmour, Michael</td>
<td>E-07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao, Wei</td>
<td>Q-08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhu, Jingqi</td>
<td>O-08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zick, Theresa</td>
<td>H-13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimmermann, Jochen</td>
<td>P-19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zou, Mimi</td>
<td>TH05-02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zou, Na</td>
<td>B-09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Q-12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Q-16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zune, Marc</td>
<td>TH05-01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zurbriggen, Ludwig</td>
<td>E-08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zylberberg, Ezequiel</td>
<td>O-01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE ECONOMIC SOCIOLOGY AND POLITICAL ECONOMY
GLOBAL ACADEMIC COMMUNITY

Dear SASE members and colleagues,

The SASE annual meeting in Lyon is the great occasion to present the Economic Sociology and Political Economy online academic community.

The Economic Sociology and Political Economy community's goal is to disseminate the insights of socio-political research of the economy to the public and academics; and to provide a virtual venue where more than 45,000 community members (researchers, students, practitioners, policy makers, and journalists from 120 countries) share relevant information, exchange ideas and create collaborations (generating about 120,000 monthly website views).

Reviews of enlightening books, interesting articles, thought-provoking reads from the leading blogs and magazines, sharp quotes, important calls for papers, scholarships and job openings are brought on a regular basis to the attention of our followers; and all these are related to topics in Economic Sociology, Political Economy, Social Studies of Finance and Markets, Labor and Welfare research, and Sociology of Economics.

The ES/PE community often serves as a teaching resource to arouse students’ interest in these issues. The ES/PE community also stands for public engagement of fellow scholars.

The ES/PE community is active through the mailing list and on social media. You are welcome to visit us, join, contribute a post, and spread the word to anyone who is interested in the socio-political study of the economy: your colleagues, students, and friends.

Oleg Komlik
Community founder and editor-in-chief

http://economicsociology.org (Follow via Email)
www.facebook.com/EconSociology
https://twitter.com/EconSociology
www.linkedin.com/grp/home?gid=4898466
https://plus.google.com/+EconomicsociologyOrg
http://econsociology.tumblr.com
Socio- Economic Review

Still a European Union?
Shifting Socio-Economic Fault Lines

1. How the Euro divides the union: the effect of economic adjustment on support for democracy in Europe
   Klaus Armingeon; Kai Guthmann; David Weisstanner

   Theresa Kuhn; Erika van Elsas; Armen Hakhverdian; Wouter van der Brug

3. Economic causes of the Eurozone crisis: the analytical contribution of Comparative Capitalism
   Andreas Nölke

4. Labour-market competition, recession and anti-immigrant sentiments in Europe: occupational and environmental drivers of competitive threat
   Javier G. Polavieja

5. Brexit: understanding the socio-economic origins and consequences
   Jacqueline O’Reilly; Julie Froud; Sukhdev Johal; Karel Williams; Chris Warhurst et al

6. Outsiders at the ballot box: operationalizations and political consequences of the insider-outsider dualism
   Allison E. Rovny; Jan Rovny

7. All of one kind? Labour market reforms under austerity in Italy and Spain
   Georg Picot; Arianna Tassinari

8. Inflation aversion in the European Union: exploring the myth of a North–South divide
   David Howarth; Charlotte Rommerskirchen

Read these articles free online until September 30th 2017: bit.ly/2qm0Qgb

Socio- Economic Review aims to encourage work on the relationship between society, economy, institutions and markets, moral commitments, and the rational pursuit of self-interest. Papers are drawn from sociology, political science, economics, and the management and policy sciences.